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P2Pvalue Consortium

Project objectives
●

Development of a software platform
○

Understand, experiment with, design and build a collective intelligence techno-social
federated collaborative platform that will foster the sustainability of communities of
collaborative production.

○

Deploy several customised nodes of the federated platform in which real-world
communities will interact, participate, and collaboratively create content.

●

Theory and Policy
○

Develop CBPP theory, based on multidisciplinary and multi-method research on CBPP,
and determine the factors for success, productivity, and resilience in communities
(“best practices”).

○

Develop a set of value metrics and reward mechanisms that incentivise the
participation of citizens in CBPP.

○

Simulate the new sustainability models proposed, showing how robust they are in the
face of diverse community conditions.

○

Verify the compatibility of the proposed models with innovation policies and provide a
series of policy recommendations for public administrations to encourage CBPP-driven
social innovation.

●

Data and Resources
○

Provide a directory of existing CBPP communities, together with their main
characteristics.

○

Maintain an open web-based CBPP archive, with the collected data-sets, surveys,
reports, Open Educational Resources and open-access publications, freely available to
other researchers and third-parties under an open copyleft license. This includes a
project public repository with all code available as free/open source.
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Executive Summary
Value Metrics & Reputation
Participation and collaboration are the core activities of CBPP communities. In practice, however,
collaboration is often done amongst only a few key players, who generally belong to the top 1-9% that
belong to the core of the middle of the community. A major challenge for P2PValue is therefore to
valorise the role of peripheral members within the community to a greater extent than is typically done
today. Major promise lies in lowering the barriers of entry for new and peripheral members, by
encouraging them to contribute to the community without asking for permission or waiting for
validation by moderators. However, its is vital to make the tasks that need to be done quickly
identifiable and so clearly defined that autonomous by others is indeed feasible. Micro-tasks that
anyone can do without any substantial investment in terms of resources or time are another way to get
early-stage members quickly engaged in community work.
Our research revealed 4 general roles that members of a CBPP community typically assume within the
community. Those emergent roles that naturally emerge from a person’s individual skills and
preferences, are key to understanding the needs of a community. People are interesting in meeting and
collaborating with people on the basis of common and shared interests. Often, however, the community
fails to assume responsibility to incorporate the users at its fringes more deeply. It is not only difficult
for many members to identify where to contribute but also how to contribute at all. This may lead to
negative feedback loops, leaving new members frustrated. Easy discovery of community activity is
therefore key. This starts with the members of a community who need an individual profile to present
themselves and their skills, which may then be confirmed by other community members that have
worked with that person. The same goes for the public presentation of groups within a community and
lastly the community itself as an autonomous entity.

From the ethnographic studies it seems to follow, that communities do not to put a lot of stress on
reputation: members do not speak explicitly about reputation, and rarely expressed the need for a
reputation system explicitly. On the other hand, reputation is implicitly regarded by many communities
as a valuable asset: for many members, the community is a platform for self-branding. On the one hand
they capitalize on the brand of the community, on the other hand they popularize their own
project/personal brand within in the community.
We propose

a variety of features and ideas that use reputation as a self-emergent moderation and

coordination mechanism. Any reputation system should make a distinction between the different
semantic areas in which each user is more active/skilled (#cultural, #technical, #ethical). Moreover, it
appears promising to introduce different reputation systems for different meta-categories, such as:
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“content-oriented” roles, “progress-oriented” roles and more emotionally-oriented roles, such as
“caring”, “listening”. A appreciation-based system (e.g. “thanks” mechanism) would make it possible
compare the different contributions of people across different communities, according to the amount of
‘appreciation’ received by the community.
Different community types and dynamics lead to different reward systems. That is why e.g.
market-based communities are seeking market-based rewards, whereas in other communities,
everything that is about money or personal gain is “tabu”. Many people currently contribute to the
community for free, because of ideologies or because they believe in the project they are contributing
to, and others respect them / appreciate them because of the work they do. Adding a direct system of
reward might actually disrupt these dynamics, by encouraging some actors to contribute (for pure
economic reasons) and dissuading current contributors from contributing (because of the new
dynamics). In many cases, providing a platform in which each community member could visualize (and
share) her/his own reputation is a already reward on its own (Page 2012; Arvidsson et al. 2015) — e.g.
the number of ‘likes’ on Facebook is often regarded as a form of reward. If more value is derived from
the connection between multiple communities, a federated system of ‘credits’ could promote more
interaction among communities.

Governance and Participation
We want to promote mobility within the community, i.e. to make it easy for members to move from the
90% (the “fringe”)

to the 9% or even to the 1% of the community that are the most actively

contributing. This goal follows the assumption that it is not possible to entirely remove the
fundamental 90/9/1 distribution within a given community.
Most of the communities we interviewed expressed the need to improve transparency with regards to
the organisation. Many want to achieve a higher visibility with regards to community members and
their activities. Therefore, the platform should promote non-hierarchical organisation and democratic
decision-making, but not at the detriment of the efficiency and coordinative power of core members.
Excessive democratization of decision-making could even have negative effects on the production of
outputs by the community.
Importantly, the platform should allow for functional roles. Functional roles are specific task users
perform within the community, which comes with a position with some well-defined responsibilities.
Those roles arise from the need to perform specific tasks within the community. The P2Pvalue platform
should let communities explicitly specify the roles they have / need, with responsibilities involved.
Additionally, the platform should allow for community roles to emerge organically, depending on an
individual community’s mission, development and level of maturity. CBPP-centric community roles
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depend on the willingness and personal preferences of each individual but they also represent which
general areas of work exist in a community.
There is a gap that separates leaders and “followers” in terms of the specific knowledge possessed by
the former. This stands in contrast to our surveys which tell us that over 40% of respondents consider
knowledge sharing one of the most important values that their communities provide to their members.
To close that gap, we propose the option to openly share all generated content by default. Additionally,
the P2P platform could differentiate between different degrees of permissions so a community can
decide individually with whom they want to share their outputs, ranging from public domain to
individuals.
Generally, communication in a CBPP community is in nature either organizational, operational or
informational. From the empirical analysis, we observed a general desire by community members to be
able to keep these layers of communication separate and distinct in better ways. Community members
generally perceive that the mashing up of these multiple communication layers is confusing, and want
to separate communications which have to do with community management, project-oriented
discussion, and more technical discussions.
The P2Pvalue platform wants to implement a system for filtering information so that community
members only receive the information that actually concerns them. For instance the platform will filter
information separating the three levels of communication first, where organisational communication is
in turn filtered into “Projects” and “Activities”. An informational communication flows with external
platforms will also be established, such as with the most popular social networks. CBPP communities
would benefit from having the P2Pvalue platform interoperable with the most popular social networks,
because of their increasing importance and social adoption, especially for external communication
activities (though in some cases they are also intensively used for internal and organizational
activities).
We want P2Pvalue to be a communication tool for both types of communities, Online and Offline. Based
on interviews of both Symba and OKFN, we observe that both communities feel that there are no
appropriate tools to support cooperation both online and offline. Despite of the fact that we intuitively
might think that global online communities communicate exclusively with online tools and local offline
communities with offline tools, this is obviously not the case. In the CBPP ecosystem, bridging the
offline and online world is often done through the organisation of events or hackathon. Drupal is a
good examples in this field, as a the community has grown to build up a really strong community
engagement through physical meetings, at the local, regional, national and global level.
The P2Pvalue platform should facilitating the digitization, storage and distribution of documents or
offline generated designs both within the community and to the public at large. This could be done, for
7
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example, by allowing exporting content/documents in print-ready formats as PDF or other form of
digital media. The platform should also Implement a feature allowing users to check-in and check-out
from a physical meeting, or from a physical space, in order to make it easier for their contributions /
participation to be accounted for in the system. The P2Pvalue platform should provide indicators of
value related to "community-oriented" contributions. For example, P2P mechanisms such as the
networks of mentorships. A more generic way for achieving this are the various "endorsement"
mechanisms (similar to LinkedIn). More quantitative examples of these indicators are the metrics on
how many events has a participant organised, or in how many events she has participated.

Privacy and Forking
Besides the technical challenges that the P2PValue platform needs to solve, there is a legal layer that
requires careful planning. In terms of a CBPP community’s production output, intellectual property
plays an important role both as a support structure for the long-term development of a community as a
well in form of a defense mechanism against illegal or unethical misappropriation by third parties that
don’t share a community’s ethical principles. On a more fundamental level, legal issues arise in terms
of data protection regulation, since the P2PValue platform will necessarily collect sensitive and
personally identifying data.
The right to privacy, which is recognized both in Article 8 of the European Convention for the Protection
of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms and in the general principles of Community law needs to
be respect by all P2PValue software. Therefore we chose “Privacy by Design” is our approach to systems
engineering. This approach takes privacy into account throughout the whole engineering process.
Privacy and data protection are embedded through the entire lifecycle of technologies, from the early
stage of design to their deployment, use and ultimate disposal.
Although most of our test-bed communities would prefer to use collaborative tools that are
privacy-compliant over ones that aren’t, they believe that privacy features should not come at the cost
of functionality or usability. With P2pvalue, we want to empower people to be more self-reliant and to
manage their own privacy, either by concealing their actual identity or by creating a set of online
identities that differ from their real identity —by means of a pseudonym, for example. By default,
registration to the platform should only require basic user information. An important precondition to
preserve users’ privacy is to implement customizable privacy settings so that users can effectively
control which information they give away, and to whom. Upon registration, users should be given the
opportunity to customize their profiles, and to specify what kind of information or personal data can be
shared, and with whom.
Although CBPP communities value freedom and autonomy, they have not incorporated those values in
the digital tools they use. The reason we believe is that the needs for decentralization, privacy and
8
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modularity only emerge at a later stage, after the more basic needs for functionality and usability have
been satisfied. According to UNIMI’s findings, one of the main reasons why CBPP communities still rely
on centralized platform infrastructures is because of the technical difficulties that a decentralized
infrastructure entails. Peer-to-peer networks are difficult to implement into practice, because they
require ways of coordinating a large number of peers interacting with one another in a dynamic and
often unpredictable way. Thus, many CBPP communities opted for more centralized architectures that
provide better management and more efficient coordination through a central authority which
everyone can refer to.
We decided to adopt a hybrid solution that benefit from the advantages of centralization (in terms of
easier management and coordination) and decentralization (in terms of greater freedom, privacy and
autonomy). This, without incurring the costs that traditionally come along with these two architectural
choices: surveillance and control for the former, excessive transparency and difficult coordination for
the latter. The solution we decided to adopt is the federated model. —the model used by the Internet
Relay Chat (IRC) and Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP). Under this model, any community can
decide whether to rely on a third party infrastructure that is trusted, or to deploy and manage its own
servers (for its own use and for that of others), assuming that the community has the necessary
in-house skills to do so. The advantages are clear: simple installation and setup, greater freedom of
experimentation, enhanced privacy, and reduced dependency on third party infrastructures that might
not be trustworthy.
To enable free knowledge sharing and sustained community growth we want to allow the “forking”of a
community’s outputs and resources, so as to allow others to quickly replicate a certain community’s
state and develop further from there independently of the original creators. Forking is not limited to
CBPP communities focused on producing free and open source software, where it is increasingly used to
develop parallel workflows. Forking can also be used in a metaphorical sense for every instance where
effectively “a copy” of a community’s building blocks in terms of infrastructure and content can be
easily and freely created.
The software and intellectual goods a community uses and produces are usually regulated by national
and international regulations on copyright protection. From the statistical analysis of UAB, we observed
that 53% of the cases that we analyzed are potentially “forkable”, meaning that both the software and
the content have free licenses. 41% of the analyzed communities have either the software or the content
license free; while very few, 2% of the cases, have a proprietary exclusive license for both software and
content.
The P2Pvalue platform will embed the legal instruments allowing for the project to split and continue
elsewhere. In general, given the different combinations and increasingly hybrids schemes that we have
encountered in our studies, we recognized that, while privileging and facilitating the adoption and
flexible use of free licenses should be the distinctive default option of the P2Pvalue platform, a policy
9
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should be studied and provided to manage cases that want to combine free and exclusive licensing
options (such as all-rights-reserved).
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Introduction
This document draws from the findings of Deliverable 2.1 on the Viability of Guidelines and the
ethnographic studies of CBPP communities undertaken by UNIMI in order to identify which of the
guidelines and proposals are the most desirable for the P2Pvalue platform. Following a collaborative
process involving every partner of the consortium, with CNRS as the coordinating entity, we have
analysed these insights, along with the data collected by UAB in WP1 and the interviews that UCM have
undertaken with the local communities, in order to determine how these guidelines could be translated
into value propositions for the P2Pvalue platform, in a way that is both viable and sustainable. The
results of this endeavor have been provided to the development team of UCM on an ongoing basis to
enable WP3 to begin implementing them, without waiting for formal specifications to be provided.
In that regard, given the decision to adopt a lean approach to the development of the P2Pvalue
platform, the nature of Deliverable 2.2 has been slightly modified. Instead of providing detailed
specifications about how to implement a specific set of features into code, we realized that it would be
more important to focus on identifying the different value propositions and implement them as soon as
possible, without engaging into detailed specifications of the feature (since the actual implementation
thereof will ultimately depend on the feedback received by the testbed communities). In order to allow
for fast prototyping of alternative solutions to particular issues, and in order to be able to confront the
communities’ reactions to these different alternatives, we eventually took the decision to change the
nature of this deliverable into a more general list of value propositions, as opposed to a specifications of
predefined features.
The Deliverable has been elaborated together with the UCM team, working on an on-going basis to
translate the findings of the ethnographic studies of UNIMI into a series of Insights concerning the
commons-based peer-production communities we have studied.
These insights have been subdivided into three main categories:
●

Value Metrics and Reputation
(section 1)

●

Governance and Participation
(section 2)

●

Privacy and Forking
(section 3)

For each of these categories, the identified insights have been used to come up with a series of issues
(or needs) that need be addressed by the P2Pvalue platform. These issues have then been translated
into a series of Value Propositions which will inform the features that will be implemented into the
P2Pvalue platform. Yet, instead of trying to establish precisely the type of features to implement, we
decided to adopt a more explorative and lean approach, prototyping multiple features and testing them
against the community in order to identify which are the most appreciated. Hence, the Deliverable does
not provide a technical specification of the final features to be implemented by the P2Pvalue platform.
It should instead be regarded as a collection of value propositions which have been (or will be)
implemented into the platform, and whose actual technical implementation will be constantly
improved according to community feedback.
11
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The task of identifying issues and value propositions has taken the form of an on-going collaboration
between UNIMI, UAB, Surrey, UCM and CNRS —which, together, also elaborated potential features to be
implemented into actual features for the P2Pvalue.
The overall process was supported by the insights gathered by UNIMI from the 
ethnographic studies
undertaken with the testbed communities, as well as the insights provided by Surrey’s 
Agent-based
simulation 
(in Annex).
UNIMI’s ethnographic studies of CBPP communities involved four testbed CBPP communities, which
have different orientations with regard to their market approach:
Wemake, Milano (market-oriented): Wemake (http://wemake.cc/) defines itself as a community
hinged on three different physical-cultural areas: a) Electronic; b) Textile; c) Fabrication. WeMake is a
place in which different machines for digital manufacturing (3D Printers, Lasercut, etc.) are available
for the members as well as the training for using them. The machines can be used paying a time-fee.
The fee can be paid via cash (Euro) or Candies, that is credits that one can collect giving a contribution
to the community (e.g. compiling a tutorial, doing community management, participating in event,
etc.). For this purpose see the fee section (http://wemake.cc/membership/).Wemake also sells services
to private companies. Looking at the Portfolio section, one can notice how Wemake sells to companies
mainly immaterial products, such as experience of team building and training, hinged on digital tools
(e.g. 3D Printer) which serve as focus of attention (as ‘catalysts’).
OKFN France, Paris (not market-oriented): Open Knowledge is a worldwide non-profit network of
people passionate about openness, using advocacy, technology and training to unlock information and
enable people to work with it to create and share knowledge. Their mission is to give to everyone access
to data as well as the skill to manage them. OKFN, rather than pushing an organic set of activities, has
worked on projects, among which two appear the most relevant. The first is the “School of Data”, a
project that disseminates knowledge on how to make a good use of and understand data, involving
20-30 people at different levels. The second is a project “calculateur de domain public”, developed (and
completed) by Primavera de Filippi and other two people (including a hired developer), that was mainly
developed autonomously by this almost independent team, with little or no involvement of the broader
OKFN community [data gathered in the interviews].
Symba, Paris (oriented towards creating a new conception of a market): Symba is a community aimed
at creating a new monetary system for connecting all the actors belonging to - what they call - the
symbiotic economy of the Île de France. Symba has a broad and humanist project (to rebuild networks of
trust through the medium of a complementary currency). Their first year of activity was mainly focused
on communication and internal organization while from April 2015 onwards they are trying to
experiment with Symba on a test community (Coopaname, an important cooperative which federates
700 individual workers). However, their platform for exchange is not yet ready and nor are the rest of
their technical tools (currency algorithms etc). As someone said in the interviews “Symba is a dream”
implying it is a beautiful idea but far from being tangible.
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Medialab-Prado, Madrid (not market-oriented, rather public oriented): Medialab-Prado is a program
part of the Department of Arts, Sports and Tourism of the Madrid City Council. It is conceived as a
citizen laboratory for the production, research and dissemination of cultural projects that explore
collaborative forms of experimentation and learning that have emerged from digital networks.
Medialab’s goals are: a) To enable an open platform that invites and allows users to configure, alter and
modify research and production processes; b) To sustain an active community of users with the
development of these collaborative projects; c) To offer multiple forms of participation that allow
people with different profiles (artistic, scientific, technique), levels of specialization (experts and
beginners) and degrees of implication, to collaborate. In order to achieve those goals Medialab-Prado
offers: a) A permanent space for information, consulting and encounters, attended by cultural
mediators, who explain the nature of the space and connect different people and projects with each
other; b) Open Calls for the presentation of proposals and the participation in the development of
collaborative projects; c) An Activities Program that comprises workshops, seminars and debates, as
well as meetings of different work groups, exhibitions, conferences and other events such as concerts
and performances; d) A work atmosphere dedicated to the encounter, cooperation and exchange, where
there is room for life and affects; and informality and closeness are appreciated.
Surrey’s agent based simulation (provided as an Annex to this document) has been undertaken to model
how CBPP communities might react to different implementation of the P2Pvalue platform. The goal was
to narrow down the options and make suggestions for the proposed architecture and properties that the
P2Pvalue platform should adopt. The main objective of the Agent-based simulation was to examine the
dynamics that would result from the implementation of a particular feature over the other. The
simulation was achieved by elaborating a computational model that abstracts from the details of the
development and which models both the technical infrastructure and the behavior of users. Using
agent-based modelling tools, the simulation accounted for the formation of communities, the
interaction of users within that community, and the properties of the P2Pvalue platform, including the
rules of governance embedded into the system. The simulation allowed us to filter out the features that
would generate undesirable dynamics within the CBPP communities, by relying on a series of
experiments in “virtual environments” so that we could properly assess the impact of any given feature
before deciding whether or not to implement that particular feature into the platform.
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Section 1:
Value Metrics & Reputation
Community Participation
Insights1
INS_UNIMI_PART1: Four Macro-categories of participation
The discussions in CBPP Communities on Twitter tend to fall into one of 4 macro categories:2
(1) social-cultural context of the respective community, 3
(2) tech,4
(3) ethical,5
(4) meta and social6
Information and data about that are abundant and have been provided in the previous version of this
document and in the document 
“First Report Task 1.3 Digital Ethnography of 10 Cases of CBPP” released in
2014.
INS_UNIMI_PART2: Core members are more likely to collaborate with each others
In practice, collaboration is often done amongst only a few key players (who generally belong to the 1%
or 9%) that belong to the very core and to some extent the middle of the community.
Field notes related to OKFN and Symba (Notes by Alberto Cossu, Paris, February-March 2015):
Concerning personal initiatives [within Symba and OFKN], although formally welcomed are either
difficult to take because more peripheral members have no idea with whom they might collaborate with
in a project, or because the main lines of development have been pre-designed and too autonomous
(deviant) projects are not welcomed in both realities. Another issue who does not foster freedom of
participation and strengthens hierarchies is the gap that separates leaders and “followers” in terms of
the specific knowledge possessed by the former. This is especially true for Symba, where Etienne has
been working and doing research for almost a decade on finance and currencies (also being a successful
blogger on this topic) while the rest of the community is slowly learning some rudiments about
complementary currencies. Furthermore, in Symba, the inner circle is not composed by “normal
1
2

For the purpose of this deliverable, every insight is identified with INS_[PARTNER]_[SECTION]_#


In the WeMake Community, the following conversation topics were identified: internal organization, techno news sharing, phatic,

internal communication, technical support, dissemination, support, communication problems, ethical news sharing, news sharing
3

hashtags related to the socio-cultural context in which each actor operates (e.g. @Kickstarter: #startup, #videogames, etc.; @Arduino:

#makers; #wearable, etc.)
4

hashtags related to technical issues (e.g. #app, #phyton, #arduino, #android, #raspberry, etc.)

5

hahstags with an ethical connotation (e.g. #opensource, #openscience, #sharingeconomy, etc.)

6

hashtags related to devices and features strictly embedded in the socio-technical architecture of Twitter (such as #yay, #ff, #rt, #share, etc.)
14
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people” but with influential people who have their own organizations running and who are specialists
in their own field (governance etc.). This topic has emerged in several interviews, with someone
referring to the inner circle as a “dream team” of talents but that lack real team spirit.
INS_UNIMI_PART3: Peripheral users tend to interact directly with the community as a whole, and it
doesn’t provide positive outcomes
This is also a general tendency that relates to dysfunctional communication. In most of the cases
(within the mailing lists) when members (be core, middle, or peripheral) address generically the
community, instead of making a specific question to a specific member, don’t receive any answer. (This
is probably source of collective and individual frustration).
INS_UNIMI_PART4: The peripheral members don’t interact so much among each other
For instance, the interviews of UNIMI done with the Symba community have shown that the division of
roles (or circles) in the community is very clear. This is not something usual in the experience of
community members. [See: S.F., Middle, Female, Symba, interview transcription February-March 2015]
INS_UNIMI_PART5: Community participation yields high value
A great part of the outputs of WeMake and other CBPP Communities consist in immaterial products
with an high value (e.g. data, codes, IT projects). This insight is self-evident in face of the outputs and
the scopes of the four community we studied.
INS_UNIMI_PART6: Peripheral members gain interest with interesting / valuable projects
Participants in a community want to do something useful, interesting and new. Innovative project ideas
that benefit the community can help peripheral members to gain interest and engagement of other
members. While the periphery members do not always interact with one another well, if a particular
periphery member brings a project to WeMake that benefits the organisation as a whole in terms of
revenue as well as exposure, her status can change to the middle and may be even to the core.
INS_UNIMI_PART7: People at the fringe have an issue understanding the community’s structure
Our interviews showed that although community websites may properly describe the community and
the various projects that are being worked on, they do not provide any information concerning who is
contributing to what: it is difficult to identify who are the the strongest contributors to the community,
and what is their major sector of activity. This stands in contrast with most FLOSS communities, which
can avail themselves of sophisticated tools that make it easy to identify maintainers and top contributor
through stats pages, which are generally made available to the public through e.g. github repositories
(Steward 20057
; Marlow et al. 20138 
).

7

Stewart, D. (2005). Social Status in an Open-Source Community. 

American Sociological Review
, 70 (5), 823{842. Retrieved from

http://search.proquest.com/
docview/218806561?accountid=17256.
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Wemake and Medialab
A schematization of the user profiles section of the Wemake website (http://wemake.cc/chi-siamo/) shows that
it is not clear which kind of contribution each member has shared with the community; instead, only the ‘formal
internal position’ of a person and their extra-affiliations are made clear.In our ethnographic data, we see that
WeMake for instance does not have any rooster that lays out the different activities and projects and who is
contributing on what. Users use google groups and on most instances events are formed by people sharing
similar interest. In this way there is no bringing together of the skill set of different people and a members'
contribution and skill may remain hidden from the community at large. If on the other hand there was some
ways to trace activities of all members, both collaboration and contribution will become much clearer. For
Medialab-Prabo the situation is similar (see http://medialab-prado.es/article/equipo).

Symba and OFKN
Personal initiatives - although formally welcomed - are either difficult to take because more peripheral members
have no idea with whom they might collaborate with in a project, or because the main lines of development have
been pre-designed and too autonomous (deviant) projects are not welcomed in both realities. Another issue who
does not foster freedom of participation and strengthens hierarchies is the gap that separates leaders and
“followers” in terms of the specific knowledge possessed by the former. This is especially true for Symba, where
Etienne has been working and doing research for almost a decade on finance and currencies (also being a
successful blogger on this topic) while the rest of the community is slowly learning some rudiments about
complementary currencies. Furthermore, in Symba, the inner circle is not composed by “normal people” but
with influential people who have their own organizations running and who are specialists in their own field
(governance etc.). This topic has emerged in several interviews, with someone referring to the inner circle as a
“dream team” of talents but that lack real team spirit.
We can observe a similar situation in OKFN, where several interviews highlighted how participation is possible,
especially for peripheral members (but also for members in the middle) only through direct contacts with the
founder/leader or community manager as in the case of OKFN.

INS_UNIMI_PART8: Peripheral members often are not engaged, they do not interact much
Empirically what we know is that there are a lot of peripheral members that don’t act and/or interact so
much, they are not so much engaged in the various processes of the community they belong to. See the
bar chart below to have an idea of the different level of contribution among different members of a
community.

8

Marlow, J., Dabbish, L. & Herbsleb, J. (2013). Impression Formation in Online Peer Production: Activity Traces and Personal Proles in


Github. 
In Proceedings of the 2013 Conference on Computer Supported Cooperative Work (pp. 117{128). CSCW '13. San Antonio, Texas, USA: ACM.
doi:10.1145/2441776.2441792.
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Number of Emails sent by each member during 3 Months (Arduino).

INS_UNIMI_PART9: Digital non-participation as a form of mediated political action
We generally conceive of participation in a positive sense, as a means for empowerment and a condition
for democracy. However, participation is not the only way to achieve political goals in the digital sphere
and can be hampered by the ‘dark sides’ of participatory media, such as surveillance or disempowering
forms of interaction. In fact, practices aimed at abandoning or blocking participatory platforms can be
seen as politically significant and relevant. When developing a framework for digital participation, it is
important to include both participation and non-participation. We can identify four categories: active
participation, passive participation, active non-participation, and passive non-participation. This is not
intended as a conclusive classification, but rather as a conceptual tool to understand the relational
nature of participation and non-participation through digital media. The evolution of the technologies
and practices that compose the digital sphere forces us to reconsider the concept of political
participation itself. See Casemajor et al. 2015 on this issue - digital non-participation) 9.
INS_UNIMI_PART10: Community leaders are the most active members
Community leaders are the most active on mailing-lists and in face-to-face interactions.
INS_UNIMI_PART11: Community leaders often engage in ‘ethical labor’

9

Casemajor, Nathalie; Couture, Stéphane; Delfin, Mauricio; Goerzen, Matt; & Delfanti, Alessandro. (2015). Non-participation in digital

media.

Toward a framework of

mediated political

action. Media, Culture & Society.

UC Davis: Retrieved from:

https://escholarship.org/uc/item/5mg8m5dw
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Community leaders engage in what Gabriela Coleman (2012) has termed “ethical labour”: they do not
and cannot coerce members into taking decisions, but they are in charge of facilitating and moderating
the deliberations in such a way that decisions can be taken collaboratively.
INS_UNIMI_PART12: Most CBPP communities enjoy low barrier to participation
The data collected in the statistical analysis of 300 cases (WP1) suggest that the organizational structure
of CBPP communities is characterized by low barriers to participation. Most of the communities we
analysed provide newcomers with a lot of room for self-determined actions and freedom of
participation. For example, most communities (71%) enable new users to engage in some forms of
participation and publication without filters, whereas moderated participation is less common (29%).
Similarly, most CBPP platforms allow for automatic registration without any kind of gatekeeper.
INS_UNIMI_PART13: Newcomers don’t know how to engage with a community, without any
guidance
According to the empirical research and interviews undertaken by UCM and UNIMI, this is one of the
strongest needs expressed by CBPP communities, where many newcomers often have no idea about how
to start contributing to a community and do not feel comfortable doing things without the supervision
of more experienced members.
INS_UNIMI_PART14: Peripheral members provide novel insights which are useful to the community
When it comes to internal communication, while the core members are the most active contributors,
with the most frequent interactions with other community members, peripheral members —even if
they only engage in sporadic interactions— can provide valuable inputs in terms of innovative thinking
and creativity.
For instance, in the WeMake community, peripheral members intervene sporadically, but when they do,
the value added tends to be high. They can initiate projects that are taken on by the core, and they can
supply new knowledge or insight that the core members take up. Overall the periphery exhibit the kinds
of diversity in values and backgrounds that David Stark has identified as a source of creativity (Stark,
2012).
INS_UNIMI_PART15: Granular tasks make it easier for peripheral members to identify what to do
If the barriers to participation are small, the latter kind of peripheral members might eventually
become contributors, at least with regard to the smaller and simpler tasks that can easily be achieved
without any kind of supervision. This is in line with Benkler’s thesis in the Wealth of Networks (2006),
according to which modularity and granularity are conditions that favor success and productivity in
CBPP collaborative systems.

INS_UNIMI_PART16:

Some

existing

CBPP

communities

allow

for

anonymous

contributions/participation
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Fig3: Governance, Source: P2Pvalue Quantitative Insights Summary POM

INS_UNIMI_PART17: Language and community-specific terminology
Newcomers and consumers users don’t understand the community language or slang.
INS_UNIMI_PART18: Information Channels
Especially core members are generally subscribed to many information channels pertaining to what is
happening in the community.
INS_UNIMI_PART19: Intrinsic Motivation
In general, participants have an intrinsic motivation to help: they are eager to give a hand to relieve
others from their work.
INS_UNIMI_PART20: Search for like-minded people
Newcomers want to find people that share same interests.
INS_UNIMI_PART21: Core members need help and replacement.
They usually think that without them, the community won’t work, however they would like to share
responsibilities. Sometimes they would like to avoid to repeat same explanations multiple times.
INS_UNIMI_PART22: Core members need to know there are people with passion within the
community.
They need to know that all tasks which are essential for the community are being taken care of, while at
the same time being able to delegate to others the undertaking of these tasks.
INS_UNIMI_PART23: Newcomers need to be successfully integrated into the community.
They want their opinions to be heard by others (especially core members). In general, acquiring a good
reputation is the common path chosen among newcomers to become a respected voice in their
community.
INS_UNIMI_PART24: The Community and the Commons
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Newcomers and participants think that the commons resources of the community (in terms of both
input and output) are important. They want to support the community by contributing to these
resources.
INS_UNIMI_PART25: Working Groups
Working groups are informally established. Usually they are formed around specific topics, interests or
initiatives. Usually these working groups remain open and visible, however they are not always able to
properly communicate decisions or progress to the rest of the community.
INS_UNIMI_PART26: Members at the periphery feel guilty for not being more involved
Peripheral members feel guilty for not contributing enough to the community. From the informal
discussions between UCM and the interviewed communities, it appears that several peripheral
members admitted that they feel guilty for not contributing more.
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Issues10
ISS_UNIMI_PART1 : Language and community-specific terminology as a barrier of entry
Newcomers that are unfamiliar with the specific terminology used within a community often times
don’t understand the language or the jargon.
-

INS_UNIMI_PART17

ISS_UNIMI_PART2: Information overload
Community members that aim to stay on top of what is happening in the community may actually
receive too much information, resulting in a reduced understanding of critical events and processes
taking place in their community.
-

INS_UNIMI_PART18

ISS_UNIMI_PART3: Need to valorise the role of peripheral members within the community
The members of a community that sit at the periphery, i.e. those that are not part of the core team, can
be understood as underused resource of the community. It is important to find ways how their ideas and
their willingness to contribute time and resources can be used by the community.
-

INS_UNIMI_PART19

ISS_UNIMI_PART4: Need to endorse low barriers to participation, but with some degree of
moderation
The community needs to incorporate the comments and ideas of peripheral members, while ensuring
that new-comers are aligned with the value system of the community (so that the community cannot
be taken over by peripheral members that do not share the same values as the group).
-

INS_UNIMI_PART21

-

INS_UNIMI_PART22

-

INS_UNIMI_PART23

ISS_UNIMI_PART5: Core members should pay attention to peripheral users’ communications
Need to provide a mechanism for core members to be attentive to communication on the part of
peripheral members and try to respond quickly.
-

INS_UNIMI_PART21

-

INS_UNIMI_PART22

-

INS_UNIMI_PART23

ISS_UNIMI_PART6: Free riders and commercial exploitation
Without appropriate legal and technical protection, the high-value output of CBPP communities may be
misappropriated by third parties in a way that violates the community’s underlying ethical values.
-

10

INS_UNIMI_PART5

For the purpose of this deliverable, every issue is identified with ISS_[PARTNER]_[SECTION]_#
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Value Propositions11
VP_UNIMI_PART1: Distinguish between the 4 main topical sections
Give users guidance when “browsing” content by clearly identifying the 3 main topical sections
-

ISS_UNIMI_PART1

VP_UNIMI_PART2: Public / Private Setting to access community contents
A community should be able to exercise control over who is able to access which parts of their outputs.
-

ISS_UNIMI_PART6

VP_UNIMI_PART3: Choice of Licensing Scheme
When creating a new community or group within a pre-existing community on the P2PValue platform,
a licensing scheme has to be chosen by the creator.
-

ISS_UNIMI_PART6

VP_UNIMI_PART4: Contributor License Agreements (CLA)
In order to contribute to a community’s projects, every member has to sign the respective Contributor
License Agreement (CLAs) at time of contribution, in order to ensure compliance with the community’s
choice of license.
-

ISS_UNIMI_PART6

VP_UNIMI_PART5: Highlight opportunities for learning new things
Each task that a community needs done, should highlight what it is that the participants willing to work
on that task are likely to learn in the process.
-

ISS_UNIMI_PART3

-

ISS_UNIMI_PART4

-

ISS_UNIMI_PART5

VP_UNIMI_PART6: Granular notification settings
Separated communication spaces for each project/activity and allow notifications by subscription.
-

ISS_UNIMI_PART2

VP_UNIMI_PART7: Unified communication channels
Allow communities to integrate third party communication tools that they may already use in order to
create a single place where all information can be found.
-

ISS_UNIMI_PART2

VP_UNIMI_PART8: Gamification in order to increase participation

11

For the purpose of this deliverable, every insight is identified with VP_[PARTNER]_[SECTION]_#
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Sometimes, relying on the standard 90-9-1 % labels might also not be the most efficient way to
generate more contribution. Hence, the P2Pvalue platform should allow for different categories (other
than the 90-9-1%) to be built within the platform itself and this could perhaps be managed through
‘gamification’.
-

ISS_UNIMI_PART3

-

ISS_UNIMI_PART4

-

ISS_UNIMI_PART5

VP_UNIMI_PART9: Valorize all contributions, big or small
Give peripheral members the perception that they can contribute a lot even if in a passive way, for
example by evaluating the activity of other members.
-

ISS_UNIMI_PART3

-

ISS_UNIMI_PART4

Possible features:
Allow peripheral members to evaluate the activity of other members: Give peripheral members the perception
that they can contribute a lot even if in a passive way, for example by evaluating the activity of other
members or by disseminating contests the produce.
VP_UNIMI_PART10: Encourage new member’s participation, while maintaining some degree of
moderation
The platform should provide freedom for people to contribute to a community, without excluding the
possibility of incorporating some level of moderation on certain aspects of the community. Indeed,
while it is important to encourage the 90% to contribute to the community without asking for
permission or waiting for validation, at the same time, one should refrain from giving them too much
autonomy to the extent that their decision and/or actions might actually hinder its operations, since its
objectives and goals have already being defined and implemented by the most active core members.
-

ISS_UNIMI_PART3

-

ISS_UNIMI_PART4

VP_UNIMI_PART11: Mechanism to define precise clear micro-tasks that anyone can easily do
The P2Pvalue platform can encourage contribution by the 90% by allowing for community members to
define precisely clear and simple micro-tasks that anyone can do without any substantial investment in
terms of resources or time.
-

ISS_UNIMI_PART4

VP_UNIMI_PART12: Easily comprehensible tasks
Need for a clear list of tasks that users can do without asking for guidance/permission.
-

ISS_UNIMI_PART4
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VP_UNIMI_PART13: Direct member-to-member communication
Create channels of communication (e.g. direct contact, chat) between new-comers and community
members.
-

ISS_UNIMI_PART3

-

ISS_UNIMI_PART5

VP_UNIMI_PART14: Implement a registration system that is straightforward and with low barriers
to entry
Anonymous user will be able to access the application and to explore basic resources: list of the
communities, projects… according with the design of each resource
The app will ask for identification anytime an anonymous user wants to start an mutable action against
a resource.
User’s identification will require initially only an user name (or nick) and a password. Optionally, users
could provide an email account, in order to recover the password if it’s necessary.
This approach is independent of the access policy to app’s resources. In general the suggestion is that
resources will be owned by a creator and they could be public or private by default. Anyone with
granted access to a resource can grant access to others explicitly or implicitly as sending a link.
-

ISS_UNIMI_PART4

-

ISS_UNIMI_PART6

Summary Table
Issues

Value Propositions

Insights
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VP_UNIMI_PART1

INS_UNIMI_PART17

ISS_UNIMI_PART2
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VP_UNIMI_PART7

INS_UNIMI_PART18

ISS_UNIMI_PART3

VP_UNIMI_PART5
VP_UNIMI_PART8
VP_UNIMI_PART9
VP_UNIMI_PART13

INS_UNIMI_PART19

ISS_UNIMI_PART4

VP_UNIMI_PART5
VP_UNIMI_PART8
VP_UNIMI_PART9
VP_UNIMI_PART11
VP_UNIMI_PART12
VP_UNIMI_PART14

INS_UNIMI_PART21
INS_UNIMI_PART22
INS_UNIMI_PART23

ISS_UNIMI_PART5
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VP_UNIMI_PART14
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Community Structure
Insights
INS_UNIMI_STRU1: Community Ethics
People join communities that share the same philosophy and ethics.
INS_UNIMI_STRU2: The 4 general community roles
An analysis of the Wemake community, which served as a primary example, revealed 4 general roles
that community

members assume. The was true for the other communities that were studied. The

roles/identities tend to remain stable within the same community, since they are embedded with the
actual skills of the members. The things change when members move from community to community.12

Broker

techno news sharing, internal organization, other

Emotional Support

support, internal organization, phatic, techno news sharing, other

Technical Support

technical support, techno news sharing, other

Community Manager

internal communication, internal organization, dissemination, other

Members use Github not because they think it is unhackable (sometimes they leave the access open),
but because they deem it ‘ideologically safe’, that is, run by people that share their same philosophy
and ethics.13
INS_UNIMI_STRU3: Understanding Community Needs
It’s hard for users to collaborate because they generally have a hard time understanding where
contributions are the most needed.
INS_UNIMI_STRU4: Understanding how to contribute
It’s hard for users to know how they can actually contribute to the community.
INS_UNIMI_STRU5: Participation and Interaction
Peripheral members need to know what is going on in the community

12

This is the case of B, who plays the role of technical supporter within the WeMake community but who is a community manager within

the Arduino community (another community he belongs to)
13

Excerpt from a conversation within the WeMake mailing list (UNIMI): 
“Hello Guys. Since we are in an Alpha phase [of our project] we want to

keep private the development of the software. In this way we have time for making all the necessary tests and for speaking about security, that is how to
release the code limiting external intrusions as much as possible. Thus, we would like to develop this phase in a private repository. For mere economical
reasons we have to move to Github, which has better conditions. So, Let us know your Github user ids. See you”, 
cf. interviews UNIMI.
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Given that peripheral users do not know each others well, they tend to interact directly with the
community as a whole, e.g. asking for help or communicating with other community members on a
generic level (i.e. without addressing the message to any given person or group)
INS_UNIMI_STRU6: Core Members and Activity
in communities that are not FLOSS communities, it is difficult to identify who are the the strongest
contributors to the community, and what is their major sector of activity
INS_UNIMI_STRU7: Privacy vs. Publicity
Community members deliberately forgo certain fundamental privacy measures with regards to
personally identifiable information for the goal of self-branding and general public recognition.
Moreover, many members belong also to other organizations (both corporate and non-profit) and they
(sometimes) use the community for promoting their self-brands or the brand of the organizations they
belong to. It is not by chance that some members sing their emails with name, surname, telephone
number and Skype contact.
INS_UNIMI_STRU8: Technical capabilities and awareness of privacy issues
Members of the communities we studied were generally tech-savvy and therefore aware of
internet-related issues like privacy violation, identity theft and general profiling by various
corporations.
INS_UNIMI_STRU9: Public Profiles vs. Data Tracking and Profiling
Our interviewed communities/members are usually concerned with privacy issues related to digital data
rather than personal identity - probably this could be a ‘bias’ related to the typology of communities
chosen for the empirical investigation.
INS_UNIMI_STRU10: Newcomers need to discover what’s going on in the community.
They often complain about not knowing what to do, or not being informed as to what are the first steps
to make contributions.
Issues
ISS_UNIMI_STRU1: Interest-based Collaboration
People are interesting in meeting and collaborating with people on the basis of common and shared
interests.
-

INS_UNIMI_STRU1

ISS_UNIMI_STRU2: Feeling of Not be essential
Peripheral users are by definition not deeply involved in the on-going core development, unaware of
where the critical issues lie. As a result they feel not essential to the promotion of the community’s
goal.
-

INS_UNIMI_STRU4
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-

INS_UNIMI_STRU5

ISS_UNIMI_STRU3: The community does not assume responsibility
-

INS_UNIMI_STRU4

-

INS_UNIMI_STRU4

ISS_UNIMI_STRU4: Difficulties to see WHERE contributions are needed
It’s hard to users to collaborate because they generally have a hard time understanding where
contributions are the most needed.
-

INS_UNIMI_STRU3

ISS_UNIMI_STRU5: Difficulties to understand HOW to contribute
It’s hard to users to know how they can actually contribute to the community. (14)
-

INS_UNIMI_STRU3

ISS_UNIMI_STRU6: Negative feedback loop for newcomers and peripheral members
Newcomers to a community and those members that are at the periphery often feel guilty for not
contributing more, despite the fact that it may be considered the community’s failure to successfully
integrate those that are in principle motivated to help more.
-

INS_UNIMI_STRU5

ISS_UNIMI_STRU7: Missed expectations on what participants can actually achieve or bring to the
community
-

INS_UNIMI_STRU3

-

INS_UNIMI_STRU4

ISS_UNIMI_STRU8: Working groups focused on specialized topics of interest
Flexible groups are needed to foster specialization with regard to specific topics and interests
-

INS_UNIMI_STRU6

ISS_UNIMI_STRU9: Discovery of Community Activity
Potential participants often don't know where to find information or whom to ask.
-

INS_UNIMI_STRU3

-

INS_UNIMI_STRU4

ISS_UNIMI_STRU10: Engagement and Passion
Knowing that people are passionate about the project and that they'll bring it along.
-

INS_UNIMI_STRU1

-

INS_UNIMI_STRU3

-

INS_UNIMI_STRU4

ISS_UNIMI_STRU11: Quality Assurance
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Knowing that whatever is done is well done.
-

INS_UNIMI_STRU3

-

INS_UNIMI_STRU4

ISS_UNIMI_STRU12: Understanding what needs to be done
It is counterproductive if core contributors have to explain multiple times what there is to do and how it
can get accomplished.
-

INS_UNIMI_STRU3

-

INS_UNIMI_STRU4

ISS_UNIMI_STRU13: Intrinsic Motivations
Participants want to help the community and the commons.
-

INS_UNIMI_STRU1

-

INS_UNIMI_STRU3

-

INS_UNIMI_STRU4

ISS_UNIMI_STRU14: Lack of transparency regarding community projects
Although community websites may properly describe the community and the various projects that are
being worked on, they do not provide any information concerning who is contributing to what
-

INS_UNIMI_STRU6

ISS_UNIMI_STRU15: Lack of transparency regarding contributions and contributors
Personal contributions to the community are not visualized (=INS_UNIMI_8)
-

INS_UNIMI_STRU6

ISS_UNIMI_STRU16: Communication and Assistance
Community members who have not been interpellated directly often do not feel compelled to reply.
-

INS_UNIMI_STRU4

-

INS_UNIMI_STRU5

ISS_UNIMI_STRU17: Different skill sets in the digital domain
We can’t know in advance the level of digital awareness of any community as well as of its members
(though it should be quite high for P2P communities).
-

INS_UNIMI_STRU7

-

INS_UNIMI_STRU8

-

INS_UNIMI_STRU9

Value Propositions
VP_UNIMI_STRU1: Display skills of a person
-

ISS_UNIMI_STRU1

-

ISS_UNIMI_STRU8
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Feature 1
When people construct their profiles, they can choose between different roles & categories of
tasks / identities / skills
Feature 2
There are different variations of how skills they may be displayed:
-

Self-declared, or rather what other people recognized as your skills?

-

Can other users ratify these credentials?

-

Need LinkedIn style “ascertation”whether these skills are real?

-

Allow for people to suggest skills or to edit the profiles of other members who might
not have an interest in building up their own profiles.

-

Open-ended categories (à la Twitter, everyone can create a new #tag)

-

Predefined categories (e.g. ethnographic studies suggest that there are some topics that
are recurrent in every community) + “others”

-

Predefined macro-categories, that can be split into open-ended sub-categories

VP_UNIMI_STRU2: Display community-specific tasks/roles of a person
-

ISS_UNIMI_STRU3

-

ISS_UNIMI_STRU9

-

ISS_UNIMI_STRU15

VP_UNIMI_STRU3: Display activities/contributions of a person
-

ISS_UNIMI_STRU3

-

ISS_UNIMI_STRU9

-

ISS_UNIMI_STRU15

VP_UNIMI_STRU4: Automatic assignment of roles based on contributions/activity
The roles could be automatically assigned, that is the algorithm of the platform could assign them
calculating/matching: a) the hashtag used; b) the skills declared; c) the skills ratified by other users
(like Linkedin)
-

ISS_UNIMI_STRU2

-

ISS_UNIMI_STRU3

-

ISS_UNIMI_STRU15

VP_UNIMI_STRU5: Profiles for Individuals
Individual community members should have their own profile.
-

ISS_UNIMI_STRU9

-

ISS_UNIMI_STRU10
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VP_UNIMI_STRU5_SubVP1: Basic Profil
Each individual should have its own profile, describing the individual
VP_UNIMI_STRU5_SubVP2: Profile shows User Skills
Each individual should have its own profile, describing the individual’s skills
VP_UNIMI_STRU5_SubVP3: Profile shows User Interests
Each individual should have its own profile, describing the individual’s interests
VP_UNIMI_STRU5_SubVP4: Profile shows User Contributions
Each individual should have its own profile, describing the individual’s contributions made to
the community.
VP_UNIMI_STRU5_SubVP5: Profile shows Current Ongoing Work
Individual profiles would evolve over time, incorporating a user’s ongoing work and output
produced, ratings and feedback received etc.
VP_UNIMI_STRU6: Profiles for Communities
Each community should have a profile to help people understand what is going on in the community,
and how they can contribute to what.
-

ISS_UNIMI_STRU9

-

ISS_UNIMI_STRU10

-

ISS_UNIMI_STRU15

VP_UNIMI_STRU7: Groups / Profiles for Groups
Community members might belong to one or more groups, i.e. there should be the possibility to create
‘groups’ within particular communities. Some groups could be part of multiple communities (e.g. in the
case of common / shared projects). Groups serve the need of a person to show different facets of their
identity. Members that join a group will automatically join the community/ies that the group is part of.
Group profiles would also evolve over time, being constantly updated as new members come in or
contribute to the group.
-

ISS_UNIMI_STRU8

VP_UNIMI_STRU8: Measure the social capital that is created by each community
This value proposition would be useful for measuring the kind of social capital that each community is
able to produce: bonding social capital (strengthening of communitarian bonds) or bridging social
capital (creation of public connections) (Baldassari, Diani 2007).
-

ISS_UNIMI_STRU1

-

ISS_UNIMI_STRU2

-

ISS_UNIMI_STRU3

-

ISS_UNIMI_STRU6

-

ISS_UNIMI_STRU7
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-

ISS_UNIMI_STRU9

-

ISS_UNIMI_STRU13

-

ISS_UNIMI_STRU14
VP_UNIMI_STRU8_SubVP1: Analyze (the various forms of ) Contributions
VP_UNIMI_STRU8_SubVP2: Analyze Conversations between Users
VP_UNIMI_STRU8_SubVP1: Analyze other Interactions between Users

VP_UNIMI_STRU9: Integrate with into Social Networks such as Twitter, Facebook, etc.
Disseminate community content to Social Networks (=Share with...), integrate user accounts with Social
Networks (=Log in with...), find friends that are already registered
-

ISS_UNIMI_STRU9

-

ISS_UNIMI_STRU10

-

ISS_UNIMI_STRU11

-

ISS_UNIMI_STRU14
Feature 1
Input field for handle on different platform/network
Feature 2
allow for deep integration of 3rd party platforms via OAUTH + access permissions

VP_UNIMI_STRU10: Classification of contributions according to different areas of activity/topics, in
order to facilitate filtering
-

ISS_UNIMI_STRU1

-

ISS_UNIMI_STRU4

-

ISS_UNIMI_STRU8

-

ISS_UNIMI_STRU9

-

ISS_UNIMI_STRU12

-

ISS_UNIMI_STRU15
Feature
Tagging of posts and other atomic entities of user/community activity, e.g. unstructured
hashtag system/wordcloud or pre-defined categories

VP_UNIMI_STRU11: Public Discussion Spaces with Low Barrier of Entry/Accessibility
-

ISS_UNIMI_STRU2

-

ISS_UNIMI_STRU3

-

ISS_UNIMI_STRU9
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Feature
Chatrooms
Feature
BB-Style Forums
Feature
Reddit/Quora/StackExchange-like Q&A Sites
VP_UNIMI_STRU12: Search for People and Content
-

ISS_UNIMI_STRU1

-

ISS_UNIMI_STRU4

-

ISS_UNIMI_STRU5

-

ISS_UNIMI_STRU9
Feature
By hashtags, user skills, other categories

VP_UNIMI_STRU13: Privacy settings that fulfill different privacy needs
-

ISS_UNIMI_STRU17
Feature 1
Profile private to the community / public to some communities (‘federated model’) / public to
the world
Feature 2
crawler permissions, meta-tags

VP_UNIMI_STRU14: Mentoring
Provide mentoring by current contributors for new-comers and peripheral users
-

ISS_UNIMI_STRU17

VP_UNIMI_STRU15: To set and show the core values of the community
-

ISS_UNIMI_STRU17

VP_UNIMI_STRU16: Track Contributions
Log of previous performed tasks / activities / community work in general…
Tracking system of work done: tools to easily track and record how a project/activity was developed.
-

ISS_UNIMI_STRU1

-

ISS_UNIMI_STRU16

VP_UNIMI_STRU17: Provide entry-level tasks for new contributors.
-

ISS_UNIMI_STRU16
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VP_UNIMI_STRU18: Show who needs help or support in some activity
-

ISS_UNIMI_STRU16

VP_UNIMI_STRU19: Show people needs regarding the purpose of the community
-

ISS_UNIMI_STRU16

-

ISS_UNIMI_STRU17

Summary Table
Issues

Value Propositions

Insights

ISS_UNIMI_STRU1

VP_UNIMI_STRU1
VP_UNIMI_STRU8
VP_UNIMI_STRU10
VP_UNIMI_STRU12
VP_UNIMI_STRU16

INS_UNIMI_STRU1

ISS_UNIMI_STRU2

VP_UNIMI_STRU4
VP_UNIMI_STRU8
VP_UNIMI_STRU11

INS_UNIMI_STRU4
INS_UNIMI_STRU5

ISS_UNIMI_STRU3

VP_UNIMI_STRU2
VP_UNIMI_STRU3
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VP_UNIMI_STRU8
VP_UNIMI_STRU11
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ISS_UNIMI_STRU5

VP_UNIMI_STRU12

INS_UNIMI_STRU3

ISS_UNIMI_STRU6

VP_UNIMI_STRU8

INS_UNIMI_STRU5

ISS_UNIMI_STRU7

VP_UNIMI_STRU8

INS_UNIMI_STRU3
INS_UNIMI_STRU4
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VP_UNIMI_STRU1
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INS_UNIMI_STRU6

ISS_UNIMI_STRU9

VP_UNIMI_STRU2
VP_UNIMI_STRU3
VP_UNIMI_STRU5
VP_UNIMI_STRU6
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VP_UNIMI_STRU12

INS_UNIMI_STRU3
INS_UNIMI_STRU4

ISS_UNIMI_STRU10

VP_UNIMI_STRU5
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INS_UNIMI_STRU3
INS_UNIMI_STRU4
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ISS_UNIMI_STRU11

VP_UNIMI_STRU9

INS_UNIMI_STRU3
INS_UNIMI_STRU4
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VP_UNIMI_STRU10

INS_UNIMI_STRU3
INS_UNIMI_STRU4

ISS_UNIMI_STRU13

VP_UNIMI_STRU8
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ISS_UNIMI_STRU15

VP_UNIMI_STRU2
VP_UNIMI_STRU3
VP_UNIMI_STRU4
VP_UNIMI_STRU6
VP_UNIMI_STRU10
VP_UNIMI_STRU15

INS_UNIMI_STRU6

ISS_UNIMI_STRU16

VP_UNIMI_STRU16
VP_UNIMI_STRU17
VP_UNIMI_STRU18
VP_UNIMI_STRU19
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Reputation
Insights
INS_UNIMI_REP1: Reputation system is not an explicitly expressed need for communities
From the ethnographic studies, communities do not seem to put a lot of stress on reputation, or simply
underestimate it. Members do not speak explicitly about reputation, and never explicitly expressed the
need for a reputation system.
Actually when directly asked about reputation members answered in vague and elusive ways:
Q: Have you systems of reputation? Is it reputation important for you?
A: We don’t have systems of rewards and reputation. The activities that take place in my project group
don’t provide any monetary reward form. [A., Middle, Male, Medialab-Prado, interview transcription
April 2015]
Q: Have you systems of reputation? Is it reputation important for you?
A: Reputation is important to funding. For me the ability to get funding or money for a particular project
means that the project has some worth for other people. It means that the object he is making is useful.
[P., Middle, Wemake, interview transcription February 2015]
As far as OKFN and Symba are concerned, both groups currently do not adopt any formalized metric to
evaluate reputation. This is due: (a) to the lack of instruments that allow to measure this; (b) to the
mixed feelings about measuring it within the community. [Field notes of Alberto Cossu, Paris,
February-March 2015].
INS_UNIMI_REP2: Reputation is implicitly regarded by many communities as a valuable asset
This insight might seem contradictory with the former, but it is in fact a specification thereof. The
reputation dynamic is very complex. Generally reputation works more covertly than on obvious terms.
That is why we do not have express reputation metrics in the community, at least not manifested in the
offline community. In WeMake for instance, nobody confessed that they participated to the community
in order to build 'reputation'. However, when we scratch the surface, we see that members are happier
if engagement with the community is somehow rewarding. On the one hand, members do not speak so
much and overtly about reputation, but on the other hand they are eager to show up their personal
projects and their extra affiliations —especially on social media and mailing lists. Also many members
(especially from Wemake and Prado) describe their own community as “an open space for freely
circulating and sharing technical assets, information and knowledge – rather than a set of social
relations". These elements led us to the following hypothesis: These communities (at least for some
members and especially for those working as freelancers) are platform for self-branding; that is, on the
one hand they capitalize on the brand of the community itself enhancing their personal reputation on
the labor market, on the other hand they popularize their own project/personal brand within in the
community that is usually a structured as social network bonding together a vast and heterogeneous
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array of actors (members, followers, fans, supporters, institutions and companies - see for example
Prado and Wemake). Maybe it is not by chance that a member of Wemake says so: “I read different
books by Chris Anderson, The Long Tail etc,. and I come to the conclusion that in the free world,
reputation is one’s value. Reputation is like ‘self advertisement’. Reputation is built more online.
Someone shares things he makes and in that way one gains reputation”.
INS_UNIMI_REP3: Reputation usually subsumes multiple factors into one single value
Most of the reputation systems implemented in today’s online platforms are trying to subsume many
different elements or indicators into one single value.
INS_UNIMI_REP4: Existing reputation systems rely on numerical values or value metrics, yet not all
kinds of reputation can actually be expressed through some numeric value.
INS_UNIMI_REP5: Reputation is an important asset to navigate through hierarchy
In general, literature stresses the importance of reputation for P2P communities, especially in relation
to hierarchy. Reputation allow members to: (a) climb internal hierarchies; (b) influence other members;
bypass and/or circumvent democratic processes of decision (Coleman 2008, 2013, Kelty 2008; O’Neil
2009). This is particularly true for FLOSS communities (as the cited bibliography testifies), but it is also
for communities of consumers (Kozinets 2010; Fuller et al. 2007) as well as for communities of
freelancers (Marwick 2013; Arvidsson & Peitersen 2013).
From our ethnographic observations (both offline and online) we understood that reputation is a very
important (immaterial) asset for all the communities under study. For instance, members of Wemake
identified a strong connection between reputation and internal hierarchy: “Reputation is highly related
to hierarchy. If someone is good at something, that person is likely to get promoted.” [Z., Core, Female,
WeMake, interview transcription February 2015].
INS_UNIMI_REP6: Skills are objective but reputation is subjective.
Hence, reputation cannot be inferred from purely quantitative metrics. Maybe it is not by chance that a
member of Wemake says so: “I read different books by Chris Anderson, The Long Tail etc,. and I come to
the conclusion that in the free world, reputation is one’s value. Reputation is like ‘self advertisement’.
Reputation is built more online. Someone shares things he makes and in that way one gains
reputation”.
INS_UNIMI_REP7: Some contributions are easier to evaluate than others
Some people participate in lots of events, but they do not subscribe to any of them; others contribute in
many different ways. Some of them are highly intangible, hencethey cannot get easily evaluated for it.
INS_UNIMI_REP8: Reputation is ultimately a subjective / relational thing
Reputation is highly relational and it is generally built over time by face-to-face time with other
community members.
INS_UNIMI_REP9: Reputation system favor past contributors over new contributors
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INS_UNIMI_REP10: Reputation metrics based on number of fans and karma blocks out new people
Reputation metrics based on karma or number of fans seem not to be appreciated by users, since they
are arbitrarily superimposed by the system.
Lookbook (http://lookbook.nu/) is a good example of a vertical social network designed for a specific
community: the community of fashionistas. On Lookbook each user can post her/his own outfit and
receive an evaluation about that from the community by means of hypes (votes), comments and hearts
(sort of ‘likes’). The reputation of a user is measured by two metrics: number of fans and karma (that is
an average value between looks posted and hype received; e.g. : one user has 2 looks, one has 0 hype,
the other has 4, the karma is 4/2 = 2). “So basically the karma filter works on blocking out new people
even if they have interesting looks? And the karma system isn't really based on the true definition of
'karma'?

Who

thought

of

this

crazy

system?

[http://lookbook.nu/topic/2153-Help-How-do-you-earn-Karma]”
INS_UNIMI_REP11 : Reputation is regarded as a means of leveraging personal branding
Reputation is used by some members as a mere economic factor, as a means to get more visibility on the
market. In some communities, we could observe a strong tendency for community members to leverage
the reputation of the community for the purposes of “personal branding” — i.e. to get themselves
hired, to obtain fundings for their projects, or more generally as a way to ensure the success of these
projects. Especially in the WeMake community, the desire of self-promotion is really strong. The
makerspace is often used by its members as a space of self-branding. They know that if they define
themselves as a “maker”, they will be regarded as more valuable in the job market, and thus be more
easily employed into a company.
From the interviews, it resulted that people are not interested in knowing who is the most useful
member of the community. Yet, even though they do not care about reputation as such, most of them
see to value systems that could visualize their reputation, so that they can communicate it (and leverage
it) outside of the community, in order to obtain personal benefits. For instance, if they are known to be
skilled at a particular task, they can rely on this reputation in order to get better jobs.
INS_UNIMI_REP12 : Reputation can also be used a means for discovering potential collaborators
INS_UNIMI_REP13: Reputation requires evaluation and self-evaluation by community members
INS_UNIMI_REP14: Many CBPP communities are made of contributors who contribute on a
voluntary basis, often for ideological reasons and without expecting any form of rewards.
For instance, most of the members of WeMake were convinced with the collective idea of making and
changing the productive cycle, but for some members, the necessity to overlap practical concerns such
as money with ideology was stronger. “I don’t need money for survival reasons, my pension is enough
to sustain me. I’m not interested to sell my products in the market. I find that pricing my product is not
important. I find my work highly rewarding. I feel like I’m making contributions to other people. I
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don’t want to depend on these projects for money, just happy to produce something that works. “ [P.,
Middle, Wemake, interview transcription February 2015].
Of course, most of the WeMake members who were there just for ideological reasons had other safety
nets like pensions, family incomes etc. It is also important to note that in the communities we studied,
the core members (that are in general the most active and productive) receive a monetary reward, in a
way or another .
INS_UNIMI_REP15: Reputation systems might modify the social dynamics within a community
Reputation systems can modify the social dynamics within the community, in a way that is much less
open and collaborative. Creating a formal system of reputation within horizontal communities could
foster processes of competition that are dysfunctional for CBPP communities —or at least could be
perceived as such by their members. For instance, introducing a reputation system within the
community might actually modify the working dynamics, as some contributors might decide to
contribute more, in order to earn reputation, and others might decide to contribute less, if they find out
that they contributions are not being sufficiently appreciated by the community.
Reputation is important, but sometimes it backfires. As it might be that too much reputation means
that you can manipulate or influence other people’s decision. Especially with relation to WeMake,
there are talks about core members making choices for other people, also influence events etc. But
the way the core members see it is that they work a lot and spend a lot of timeso they have really
worked towards building that reputation. They do not like when people just see them as mere
influencer. [C., Core, Male, Wemake, interview transcription February 2015]. At Medialab, people have
expressed concerns regarding possible reputation systems being formally implemented. e.g. “I have no
recompenses for the work I do. I thinks that a form of awards maybe could generate logic of
competition; “Everyone would be the best because they want gain a recompense”.[C., Core, Female,
Medialab-Prado, interview transcription April 2015]
Having observed the community and to see that reputation works covertly and not explicitly, we would
prefer a reputation system that do not become predominant. For instance, a reputation system should
not become an alternative to personal branding and build one's own network with other private actors.
A reputation system that values collaboration within the community, taking the community forward,
would be welcome.
INS_UNIMI_REP16: Naturally adopted reputation systems foster collaborations.
INS_UNIMI_REP17: Reputation system generates narcissistic sentiments.
For instance, one of the core members of WeMake thought that a reputation system was somehow
negative as it generates narcissistic sentiments.
INS_UNIMI_REP18: Women tend to focus more of their activities on affective labor
In UNIMI’s ethnographic research, it emerges that women tend to undertake certain kind of activities
that can be classified as affective labor. That is, activities such as: creating a pleasant environment for
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working, creating and fostering a sense of community, support and/or mentoring other members,
undertaking organizational tasks, doing community management, etc. The interesting thing is that
members deem such affective labor very important and strategical, but completely unseen and difficult
to measure (and so to valorise).
For references see:
-HOCHSCHILD A.R. (1983), The Managed Heart: Commercialization of Human Feeling, Berkeley:
University of California Press.
- Hardt, M. (1999). Affective labor. Boundary 2, 26 (2), 89-100.
- Bollier, D. (2014). Affective Labor as the Lifeblood of a Commons. Retrieved 2nd June 2014, from
http://www.bollier.org/blog/aective-labor-lifeblood-commons. -WISSINGER E. (2007), Modelling a
Way of Life: Immaterial and Affective Labour in the Fashion Industry, in Ephemera 2007,
www.ephemera.org, volume 7(1): 250-269
INS_UNIMI_REP19: Affective labor is less visible than other kinds of contributions
Contribution activities whose main focus of action is directed towards the community are perceived as
contributions, nevertheless they are less visible, difficult to measure, and so to valorise. That is,
activities such as the organisation and participation in Face-to-ace events: creating a pleasant
environment for working, creating and fostering a sense of community, support and/or mentoring
other members, undertaking organizational tasks, doing community management, etc. The outcomes
of these activities can be conceptualised as affective labour. The research conducted by David Rozas
shows the relevance these activities play in these communities in despite of its uneven representation
in the digital platforms of collaboration, as well as the need expressed by the communities to include
and provide these forms of value into the socio-technical systems used by CBPP communities. In the
ethnographic research carried out by UNIMI also emerges that certain kind of activities that can be
classified as affective labour, and these activities tend to be taken by women.
-David Rozas and Nigel Gilbert (2015),Talk is silver, code is gold? Contribution beyond source code in
Free/Libre Open Source Software communities - under review
- HOCHSCHILD A.R. (1983), The Managed Heart: Commercialization of Human Feeling, Berkeley:
University of California Press.
- Hardt, M. (1999). Affective labor. Boundary 2, 26 (2), 89-100.
Bollier, D. (2014). Affective Labor as the Lifeblood of a Commons. Retrieved 2nd June 2014, from
http://www.bollier.org/blog/aective-labor-lifeblood-commons. -WISSINGER E. (2007), Modelling a
Way of Life: Immaterial and Affective Labour in the Fashion Industry, in Ephemera 2007,
www.ephemera.org, volume 7(1): 250-269
Issues
Requirement: It is a requirement from the DoW that we implement a reputation system
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ISS_UNIMI_REP1: Use a reputation system that is more open, rational, and transparent.
It is difficult for people to understand precisely what is reputation an indicator of.
Community members do not always understand the meaning of reputation indicators.
-

INS_UNIMI_REP3

ISS_UNIMI_REP2: The reputation system should promote (and reward) diversity
-

INS_UNIMI_REP3

-

INS_UNIMI_REP9

-

INS_UNIMI_REP19

ISS_UNIMI_REP3: We need a way to express a quantitative assessment of qualitative evaluations.
-

INS_UNIMI_REP4

-

INS_UNIMI_REP6

-

INS_UNIMI_REP8

-

INS_UNIMI_REP9

-

INS_UNIMI_REP19

ISS_UNIMI_REP4: Ranking people’s contributions can creative competitive dynamics within a
community
There is a risk that, as a result of ranking people or contributions, competitive dynamics might
eventually emerge within collaborative CBPP communities, thus disrupting or reducing the amount of
participation / contribution by community members.
-

INS_UNIMI_REP15

-

INS_UNIMI_REP16

-

INS_UNIMI_REP18

-

INS_UNIMI_REP5

ISS_UNIMI_REP5: Non-technical / non-content oriented types of contributions are not recognized,
e.g. attention to others, conflict resolution, management of emotions, etc.
-

INS_UNIMI_REP9

-

INS_UNIMI_REP19

ISS_UNIMI_REP6: There can be no interoperability between communities focusing on different
goals.
For instance, in the context of many technology-oriented communities, people working on technical
projects can enjoy a "technical reputation". However, this specific type of reputation will not be present
in different communities that manage other kind of commons.
-

INS_UNIMI_REP9

ISS_UNIMI_REP7: We need a way to compare the different contributions of people across different
communities.
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-

INS_UNIMI_REP3

ISS_UNIMI_REP8: Reputation systems might lead to a pseudo-meritocratic structure, where people
enjoy more privileges merely because they have contributed a lot in the past.
-

INS_UNIMI_REP10

ISS_UNIMI_REP9: Reputation metrics based on number of fans and karma blocks out new people
-

INS_UNIMI_REP11

ISS_UNIMI_REP10: Community members need a way to leverage their reputation both within the
community and to outside world.
-

INS_UNIMI_REP12

ISS_UNIMI_REP11: As the overall reputation of the community grows, community members should
be able to leverage the reputation they accumulated within the community by communicating to
third parties both the social value of the community they belong to, and their own value within the
community.
-

INS_UNIMI_REP12

ISS_UNIMI_REP12: Community members need a way to discover potential collaborators
-

INS_UNIMI_REP13

ISS_UNIMI_REP13: Evaluation is not always fair. Reputation is more about what others say about
you, rather than what you say about yourself.
-

INS_UNIMI_REP14

ISS_UNIMI_REP14: Self-evaluation is often distorted or biased, e.g. very skilled participants usually
do not care about showing-off their skills.
-

INS_UNIMI_REP14

ISS_UNIMI_REP15: It is important to design a reputation system that encourages collaboration (as
opposed to competition) within a community.
-

INS_UNIMI_REP15

-

INS_UNIMI_REP16

-

INS_UNIMI_REP17

ISS_UNIMI_REP16: Reputation systems should not disrupt, but rather support the community’s
dynamics
-

INS_UNIMI_REP15

-

INS_UNIMI_REP16

-

INS_UNIMI_REP5
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ISS_UNIMI_REP17: Peripheral members should be able to contribute, and to gain status or
reputation, by other means than contributing to the core functions of the community.
-

INS_UNIMI_REP9

-

INS_UNIMI_REP10

Value Propositions
VP_UNIMI_REP1: Reputation indicator that does not aggregate a lot of different information
Given the multiple facets of reputation, it is unrealistic to try to collect or aggregate all relevant
information that might be useful to assess one’s reputation within the community.
-

ISS_UNIMI_REP1

-

ISS_UNIMI_REP2

VP_UNIMI_REP2: Reputation indicator specific to the value system(s) at play in any sector of
analysis.
We need multiple macro-areas or categories that different reputation systems refer to (where these
categories ultimately depend on the type and missions of the community).
-

ISS_UNIMI_REP1

-

ISS_UNIMI_REP2

VP_UNIMI_REP3: Topic-based reputation system
The reputation system should make a distinction between the different semantic areas in which each
user is more active/skilled (#cultural, #technical, #ethical).
-

ISS_UNIMI_REP1

-

ISS_UNIMI_REP2

VP_UNIMI_REP4: Category-based reputation
We could introduce different reputation systems for different meta-categories, such as:
“content-oriented” roles (with regard to different types of contributions),
“progress-oriented” roles (with regard to processes such as “teaching” or “organising events”, as well
as the various administrative or logistical issues)
and, finally, more emotionally-oriented roles, such as “caring”, “listening”, etc.
-

ISS_UNIMI_REP1

-

ISS_UNIMI_REP2

VP_UNIMI_REP5: Qualitative evaluations for reputation system
We do not want to rely on purely quantitative assessments, we want qualitative evaluation also.
Qualitative evaluation is necessary, but not really objective nor precise, plus it cannot be easily
compared.
-

ISS_UNIMI_REP3
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VP_UNIMI_REP6: Interoperable reputation amongst different users from different communities
-

ISS_UNIMI_REP7

VP_UNIMI_REP7: Providing information about the meaning of reputation indicators
We need to communicate to community members what exactly is meant by the value metric.
-

ISS_UNIMI_REP1

VP_UNIMI_REP8: Common ontology for multiple value systems
We need to define a common ontology (i.e. the Universal Value Ontology) that all communities are
forced to use, if they want to be interoperable with one another.
-

ISS_UNIMI_REP1

-

ISS_UNIMI_REP2

-

ISS_UNIMI_REP6

VP_UNIMI_REP9: Appreciation-based mechanism for showing appreciation
A appreciation-based system (e.g. “thanks” mechanism) would make it possible compare the different
contributions of people across different communities, according to the amount of

‘appreciation’

received by the community.
Note: the appreciation-based system should be designed to reduce competitive dynamics. A solution is
to perform the quantitative assessment of individuals according to the qualitative evaluation of other
members, e.g. a system of “thanks” or other forms of appreciation that would reduce the risk of
introducing competitive dynamics impinging on commons-based community values.
-

ISS_UNIMI_REP4

-

ISS_UNIMI_REP15

-

ISS_UNIMI_REP1

-

ISS_UNIMI_REP2

-

ISS_UNIMI_REP6

VP_UNIMI_REP10: Demurrage-based reputation system
We could set up a reputation system that enables a given work or contribution to strive, but then
disappear afterwards.
-

ISS_UNIMI_REP8

VP_UNIMI_REP11: Meritocratic reputation system
The social reputation of each community could be calculated not only in terms of followers/friends but
also according to the performances of each community member (e.g. counting of the number of posts
published, the number of ‘likes’ received, etc).
-

ISS_UNIMI_REP9

VP_UNIMI_REP12: Individual-based and community level reputation system
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The platform could be a device for measuring and materializing both the social reputation of each
community member and the overall community’s contribution to society.
-

ISS_UNIMI_REP10

-

ISS_UNIMI_REP11

-

ISS_UNIMI_REP17

-

ISS_UNIMI_REP5

VP_UNIMI_REP13: Reputation system must account of past contributions
The reputation system should enable people to leverage the reputation accumulated over time and
stemming from their pasts contributions.
-

ISS_UNIMI_REP10

-

ISS_UNIMI_REP11

VP_UNIMI_REP14: Discovery mechanism to find potential collaborators according to their
reputation
Different systems will have to be deployed depending on who we are optimizing the system for, i.e. for
people looking for skilled people (discovery), or for people with adequate skills (personal branding).
-

ISS_UNIMI_REP12

VP_UNIMI_REP15: Automated evaluation of people’s participation, relying on internal/external
sources
Implementing a natural system of reputation that emerges from the actions or interactions within the
community, or from external sources, e.g. through the automatic ranking of the different web contents.
-

ISS_UNIMI_REP13

-

ISS_UNIMI_REP14

VP_UNIMI_REP16: Fair evaluation system for reputation, not based on other’s opinions
We could transfer to an algorithm the ‘responsibility’ to determine the reputation of each member,
according to a particular set of objective metrics, instead of relying on the explicit judgment of people.
The best example in this regard is Twitter, which embeds a very simple and natural system of
reputation: Follower + count of activities (n° tweets produced). This system materialize the reputation
and charisma that an individual/user already possesses. In this way, the reputation is not created
pushing users to explicitly judge, evaluate or rank each other. Also looking at the timeline of each
Twitter user, and having a look to the #hashtags she uses, it is very easy to have an idea of her interests
and skills.
-

ISS_UNIMI_REP13

-

ISS_UNIMI_REP14

VP_UNIMI_REP17: Emergent (and not imposed) reputation system
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The reputation system shall be implemented in a really ‘soft’ manner; i.e. it should reflect the current
operations of the community, and it should be naturally adopted (as opposed to being imposed) by the
community.
-

ISS_UNIMI_REP16

Summary Table

Issues

Value Propositions

Insights

ISS_UNIMI_REP1

VP_UNIMI_REP1
VP_UNIMI_REP2
VP_UNIMI_REP3
VP_UNIMI_REP4
VP_UNIMI_REP7
VP_UNIMI_REP8
VP_UNIMI_REP9

INS_UNIMI_REP3

ISS_UNIMI_REP2

VP_UNIMI_REP1
VP_UNIMI_REP2
VP_UNIMI_REP3
VP_UNIMI_REP4
VP_UNIMI_REP8
VP_UNIMI_REP9

INS_UNIMI_REP3
INS_UNIMI_REP9
INS_UNIMI_REP19

ISS_UNIMI_REP3

VP_UNIMI_REP5

INS_UNIMI_REP4
INS_UNIMI_REP6
INS_UNIMI_REP8
INS_UNIMI_REP9
INS_UNIMI_REP19

ISS_UNIMI_REP4

VP_UNIMI_REP9

INS_UNIMI_REP15
INS_UNIMI_REP16
INS_UNIMI_REP18
INS_UNIMI_REP5

ISS_UNIMI_REP5

VP_UNIMI_REP12

INS_UNIMI_REP9
INS_UNIMI_REP19

ISS_UNIMI_REP6

VP_UNIMI_REP8
VP_UNIMI_REP9

INS_UNIMI_REP9

ISS_UNIMI_REP7

VP_UNIMI_REP6

INS_UNIMI_REP3

ISS_UNIMI_REP8

VP_UNIMI_REP10

INS_UNIMI_REP10

ISS_UNIMI_REP9

VP_UNIMI_REP11

INS_UNIMI_REP11

ISS_UNIMI_REP10

VP_UNIMI_REP12
VP_UNIMI_REP13

INS_UNIMI_REP12

ISS_UNIMI_REP11

VP_UNIMI_REP13

INS_UNIMI_REP12

ISS_UNIMI_REP12

VP_UNIMI_REP14

INS_UNIMI_REP13
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ISS_UNIMI_REP13

VP_UNIMI_REP15
VP_UNIMI_REP16

INS_UNIMI_REP14

ISS_UNIMI_REP14

VP_UNIMI_REP15
VP_UNIMI_REP16

INS_UNIMI_REP14

ISS_UNIMI_REP15

VP_UNIMI_REP9

INS_UNIMI_REP15
INS_UNIMI_REP16
INS_UNIMI_REP17

ISS_UNIMI_REP16

VP_UNIMI_REP17

INS_UNIMI_REP15
INS_UNIMI_REP16
INS_UNIMI_REP5

ISS_UNIMI_REP17

VP_UNIMI_REP12

INS_UNIMI_REP9
INS_UNIMI_REP10

Rewards
Insights
INS_UNIMI_REW1: Different communities (profit / not-for-profit) will implement different
rewards
Even in cases in which both case studies are FabLabs, different community types and dynamics lead to
different reward systems. MediaLab, for instance, is not oriented towards business. People go there to
achieve their hobbies, and not as part of their work. This is different from WeMake whose main
objective is to ‘work’. This has a strong impact on the types of reward that are used within the
community, because these are two communities with a very different kind of (internal) dynamics.
INS_UNIMI_REW2: Market-based communities are seeking market-based rewards
WeMake and the various co-working spaces that we have examined thus far are communities which
currently operate on the market or which are trying to create a new market for what they are doing.
For instance, WeMake is trying to create a new market for “makers”, by putting the focus on the fact
that the “makers” provides additional value to the ‘designer’. The reward, for those who participate in
the community, is the possibility to capitalise on the reputational-value that the WeMake community
has built. They can say that they are not only designers, but also makers, and therefore they are more
valuable on the market.
INS_UNIMI_REW3: Self-promotion within the community is regarded as a valuable rewards
Another form of reward that is provided by WeMake is “self-promotion” —i.e. allowing people to
publish and promote personal projects on the mailing list. Generally, it is not acceptable to use the
community platform for personal gains. However, this kind of behavior is actually tolerated for the key
contributors. Of course, this can only be done to the extent that community members figure out a way
to align their own personal interests with those of the community.
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INS_UNIMI_REW4: Some communities introduced credits-based systems to reward contributors
For instance, WeMake has implemented a system of rewards, whereby whoever contributes to the
community gets credits (“candies”) to use the tools. Candies are consumable, and can thus be regarded
as an alternative currency.
INS_UNIMI_REW5: Credit-based systems might introduce market-based dynamics
“Credits” are dangerous because they might promote a capitalistic approach. The exchangeability of
credits (i.e. the fact that credits can be transferred to third parties) carry the risk of re-introducing a
market-based economy within the community, rather than a ‘sharing’ economy.
INS_INIMI_REW6: Credit-based systems are only necessary when there is scarcity of resources
Credits systems are only necessary when there is production of economic value and/or scarcity of
resources (e.g. WeMake, Medialab). They do not make sense in more information-based communities
(e.g. OKFN / Symba).
INS_UNIMI_REW7: All credit-based reward systems identified so far are community-centric
INS_UNIMI_REW8: Communities do not like to talk about monetary rewards
In general for all communities, it emerges from the interviews that everything that is about money or
personal gain is “tabu” —which is surprising because people cannot actually contribute fully to the
community if they cannot support themselves. Community members do not like to talk about
“monetization” of their activities, nor even about their research for funds.
INS_UNIMI_REW9: Reward systems might lead individuals to contribute for non-altruistic reasons
Many people currently contribute to the community for free, because of ideologies or because they
believe in the project they are contributing to, and others respect them / appreciate them because of the
work they do. Adding a direct system of reward might actually disrupt these dynamics, by encouraging
some actors to contribute (for pure economic reasons) and dissuading current contributors from
contributing (because of the new dynamics).
INS_UNIMI_REW10: Reward systems might lead individuals to compete with each other.
Reward systems use methods of “gamification” to entice users to perform certain actions. If the
rewards are scarce and multiple users have an interest in acquiring them, the climate of mutual
cooperation and reciprocity may deteriorate to one of fierce competition.
INS_UNIMI_REW11: Reputation constitute an implicit reward for certain communities
In many cases, providing a platform in which each community member could visualize (and share)
her/his own reputation is a already reward on its own (Page 2012; Arvidsson et al. 2015) — e.g. the
number of ‘likes’ on Facebook is often regarded as a form of reward.
Medialab, for instance, operates based on implicit reputation. Active members acquire more reputation
within the community, but there is no tangible way to ‘spend’ that reputation. However, it appears that
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the more active members are also the more easily entitled to organise events, workshops, etc
(regardless of whether or not they are good at it).
INS_UNIMI_REW12: Some communities reward significant contributors with “status”
For instance, in WeMake, people can get medals (e.g. arduino medals) if they contribute largely to the
community and/or if they create interesting projects. The medal is just a status within the community,
it does not have any other implication.
INS_UNIMI_REW13: Reputation / Status is something that is internal to a particular community.
Reputation is a relative measure and may be hard to translate into meaningful systems outside of the
core community.
INS_UNIMI_REW14: Meritocracy is not always perceived as something good
Creating a hierarchy of community members, even if based on meritocracy, could impinge upon some
key community’s values. Even if there are users who are more assiduous or who contribute more than
others to a particular community, many believe that everyone should have the same rights. E.g.
MediaLab expressly said they want to preserve a horizontal structure for their members, and this is
reflected in many other communities, e.g. OKF / Symba.
INS_UNIMI_REW15: Some communities reward significant contributors with “privileges”
A type of reward that appear in David Rozas’ research is to provide the possibility of performing
changes in the main platform of collaboration or in the commons (e.g. earning "writing" permissions
for certain sections or to provide new commons). This is quite FLOSS-centric, but it could be applied to
other kinds of communities as well, e.g. the idea of having different levels of permissions depending on
the type of content and according to the reputation.

Issues
REQ_UNIMI_REW1: According to the DoW, we need to implement a system of rewards to encourage
productivity and increase contribution within CBPP communities
ISS_UNIMI_REW1: Transferable credits (tokens) introduce a market-based economy within the
community
-

INS_UNIMI_REW5

-

INS_UNIMI_REW4

ISS_UNIMI_REW2: Credits earned by contributors can only be spent in the community that issued
them. Ideally, credits earned within one community should be able to be spent in (relevant) other
communities.
-

INS_UNIMI_REW7
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ISS_UNIMI_REW3: We want to encourage communities to collaborate with each others, creating an
actual “sharing economy” based on collaborative dynamics instead of competitive dynamics.
-

INS_UNIMI_REW5

ISS_UNIMI_REW4: We should implement specific mechanisms for people to be able to assess and
communicate their own reputation / appreciation within the community.
-

INS_UNIMI_REW11

-

INS_UNIMI_REW12

-

INS_UNIMI_REW9

ISS_UNIMI_REW5: Community members should be able to leverage the reputation built in one
community and communicate it to the public as a form of ‘personal branding’.
-

INS_UNIMI_REW11

-

INS_UNIMI_REW2

-

INS_UNIMI_REW3

ISS_UNIMI_REW6: Qualitative rewards are less likely to distort community dynamics than
quantitative rewards
-

INS_UNIMI_REW14

ISS_UNIMI_REW7: Publicly disclosed reputation: in order to turn reputation into a more relevant
reward, we need to allow for it to be leveraged also outside of the community.
-

INS_UNIMI_REW13

-

INS_UNIMI_REW2

-

INS_UNIMI_REW7

ISS_UNIMI_REW8: Higher status can provides additional privilege to users, e.g. priority over use of
machine
-

INS_UNIMI_REW12

-

INS_UNIMI_REW2

-

INS_INIMI_REW6

-

INS_UNIMI_REW9

ISS_UNIMI_REW9:

Contributors are rewarded with increased decision-making powers. But

peripheral members that do not contribute to the core functions of the community will never have
access to the privileges granted by the meritocratic system
-

INS_UAB_14

Value Propositions
VP_UNIMI_REW1: Credit-based reward system
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Contributors should be granted a set of credits or tokens, according to the quantity and/or quality of
their contributions. These credits can then be used in order to benefit from the use of goods or services
provided by the community.
-

REQ_UNIMI_REW1

VP_UNIMI_REW2: Thanks-based reward system
Perhaps instead of credits, we could implement a sort of “Thanks” to let people know that their
contributions have been helpful, and have been appreciated by the community.
Requirement
-

ISS_UNIMI_REW1

-

ISS_UNIMI_REW6

-

ISS_UNIMI_REW3

VP_UNIMI_REW3: Credits can be stored for later usage
Community members should be able to store / accumulate credits for later user, but without creating
capitalistic dynamics to the trade of these credits
-

ISS_UNIMI_REW1

-

ISS_UNIMI_REW8

VP_UNIMI_REW4: Demurrage-based credits
Collected credits should expire after a period of time, if people don not use them (to avoid capitalistic
accumulation).
-

ISS_UNIMI_REW1

VP_UNIMI_REW5: Non-transferable credits
Credits should be non-transferable (in order to avoid the emergence of a market)
-

ISS_UNIMI_REW1

VP_UNIMI_REW6: Federated credits system.
If more value is derived from the connection between multiple communities, a federated system of
‘credits’ could promote more interaction among communities.
In this regard, it might be useful to try and transpose the system of “candies” or “credits” into the
P2Pvalue platform, but implement it at the federated level in order to stimulate exchange of value
among different communities —i.e. the ‘candies’ from WeMake, can also be spent at Medialab Prado, or
at RuralHub (according to a particular translation of value from one community to the other).
-

ISS_UNIMI_REW2

-

ISS_UNIMI_REW3

-

UNIMI_ISSUE7

VP_UNIMI_REW7: Mechanism to communicate / display reputation within the community
-

UNIMI_ISSUE4
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-

UNIMI_ISSUE5
Related feature
System of badges: The platform could provide different badges or membership status (e.g. Gold
/ Silver / Bronze membership) that express the level of achievement of each community
members. This should be implemented as a non-consumable / non-transferable indicator of
status within the community (e.g. gold member, frequent flyers, etc).

VP_UNIMI_REW8: Integrated systems of Reputation / Rewards
The P2Pvalue platform should be able to connect with external platforms (such as social networks,
blogs, etc) to enable integration of Status or Reputation with such platforms
-

UNIMI_ISSUE4

-

UNIMI_ISSUE7
Related feature
One solution is to build on top of the platform a web application that automatically collects,
visualizes, and organizes contents related to CBPP communities coming from the Web. The
simplest example is again Twitter. Our application could collect data from Twitter following
specific metadata, for example all tweets containing the mentions @wemakecc, @okfnFr, etc.,
or the hashtags #maker, #opendata, #arduino, etc. The application could also automatically
visualize the most relevant contents (e.g. the most retweeted). We can of course extendthis
system to other social media (e.g. blogs).

VP_UNIMI_REW9:Enable users to earn privileges (decision-making power) by evaluating the
participation of others
A solution to the risk of excessive meritocracy is to expand the status-building procedure beyond the
mere contribution of a community member, but also at the level of the peer-to-peer evaluation.
Community members might acquire more status within the community not just by contributing
directly, but also by providing appreciation/evaluation of others’ contributions. This allows for
peripheral members to have a role to the extent that they evaluate the contributions of others (e.g. by
providing references, reviews, rankings, evaluations, etc). Evaluations should, of course, be done
according to different fields: e.g. technical skills, organisation, social / emotional contributions, ethics,
etc.
-

UNIMI_ISSUE9
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Open issues:
Abusive evaluations: The system should implement mechanisms to avoid abuse. There are
known cases where platforms without such anti-abuse mechanisms suffered greatly under
some users misuse of the (reward) system with detrimental effects for everyone.
Guarding the guards: Who should evaluate the evaluations of community members?

VP_UNIMI_REW10: Using ‘thanks’ as a bridge between the online and offline world
Bridging the online and offline world could also be done, for instance, by acknowledging tasks or
activities that are not directly related to the standard operations of the online platform. In this sense,
the P2Pvalue platform should allow for people to “thank” people for contributions that are not
described directly within the application — e.g. “thanks for caring”, even if the action of caring cannot
be reflected quantitatively into the platform.
-

ISS_UNIMI_REW3

Summary Table

Issues

Value Propositions

Insights

REQ_UNIMI_REW1

VP_UNIMI_REW1
VP_UNIMI_REW2

(project requirements don’t correlate to
individual insights but underlie the project
as a whole)

ISS_UNIMI_REW1

VP_UNIMI_REW3
VP_UNIMI_REW4
VP_UNIMI_REW5

INS_UNIMI_REW5
INS_UNIMI_REW4

ISS_UNIMI_REW2

VP_UNIMI_REW6

INS_UNIMI_REW7

ISS_UNIMI_REW3

VP_UNIMI_REW2
VP_UNIMI_REW6
VP_UNIMI_REW10

INS_UNIMI_REW5

ISS_UNIMI_REW4

VP_UNIMI_REW7
VP_UNIMI_REW8

INS_UNIMI_REW11
INS_UNIMI_REW12
INS_UNIMI_REW9

ISS_UNIMI_REW5

VP_UNIMI_REW7

INS_UNIMI_REW11
INS_UNIMI_REW2
INS_UNIMI_REW3

ISS_UNIMI_REW6

VP_UNIMI_REW2

INS_UNIMI_REW14

ISS_UNIMI_REW7

VP_UNIMI_REW6
VP_UNIMI_REW8

INS_UNIMI_REW13
INS_UNIMI_REW2
INS_UNIMI_REW7

ISS_UNIMI_REW8

VP_UNIMI_REW3

INS_UNIMI_REW12
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INS_UNIMI_REW2
INS_INIMI_REW6
INS_UNIMI_REW9
ISS_UNIMI_REW9

VP_UNIMI_REW9

INS_UAB_14
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Section 2:
Governance & Participation
Governance Structure
Insights
INS_UAB_STRUCT1: Excessively flat structures might be dysfunctional, because of free-riding
effects or because peripheral members often do not have the proper knowledge to make informed
decisions
Some communities are dysfunctional because they try to be excessively flat. E.g.: AMAP groups are
generally composed of a few core members (7-10) that contribute a lot, and then there are hundreds of
people that benefit from the service, but do not contribute at all. In a completely flat structure,
everyone has the right to use the service and to participate to the decision-making process, regardless
of their degree of contribution to the community. The later can be problematic because it gives voting
right to persons that are not actually aware of what’s going on behind the scene, and which cannot
therefore make informed decision on the issues at stake. This can creates conflicts; sometimes core
members are forced to leave (or decide to leave on their own) because of the democratic procedures.
INS_UAB_STRUCT2:

Heterarchy is

typical mode of governance in knowledge-producing

communities
Heterarchy is an organizational form typical of those firms involved in producing new knowledge, or in
pursuing innovation, within a flexible accumulation regime, and that Stark (2009) 14 observes in his
ethnographic studies.15 In order to pursuit innovation these organizations have to deal with uncertainty;
even more radically, instead of avoiding it, they embrace uncertainty attempting to generate it. In order
to generate uncertainty and make profit out of it, organizations have to legitimate the articulation of
multiple principles of evaluations (a process that Stark calls dissonance) about what is worthy, for
example about products, processes, and properties (which so carry multiple interpretations), instead of
enforcing a single principle of evaluation as the only legitimate framework.
INS_UAB_STRUCT3: Heterarchies account for worth in a heterogeneous way

14
15

Stark D. 2009, The Sense of Dissonance. Accounts of Worth in Economic Life, Princeton University Press, Princeton
Heterarchy = A specific governance structure whereby people interact indirectly, through the information they obtain about the

community and its norms. Several CBPP communities can be regarded as heterarchies, insofar as their governance system is either
encoded directly into the platform (e.g. BitTorent, Bitcoin) or clearly communicated to the public (e.g. in the case of Wikipedia):
community members and contributors interact only through a system of signals provided by the community technical and social structure.
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Heterarchies flatten hierarchy “not only because they have flattened reporting structures” but also
because they “are sites of heterogeneous systems of accounting for worth” (Stark 2009: 22).
INS_UAB_STRUCT4: Authority in the heterarchical firm can’t be vertically administered
Heterarchies scramble the boundaries of the firm, transforming it in a network of internal and external
units and team-works. Since in a system like this authority can’t be vertically administered anymore,
authority in the heterarchical firm “takes the form of lateral accountability” (Stark 2009: 22).
INS_UAB_STRUCT5: Governance of all studied CBPP communities is quite centralized, despite their
wish to be as democratic as possible
All the communities that we have studied thus far are quite centralized, the decisions are usually taken
by a small group of core members. This members would like to make the decision processes more open
and horizontal but this proves to be technically and practically difficult. This is particularly true for
Wemake, OKNF and Symba.
E.g. in WeMake: “Z. and C. take decisions in Wemake being the founding members and stakeholders. I
[as a core member] would liked to have a formal set-up where everybody’s opinion was taken but
presently it has not developed that way. After creating a project usually we engage people who would be
right for it. “ [C.B., Core, Male, Wemake, interview transcription February 2015]
INS_UAB_STRUCT6: Governance structures can be either formalized (explicit) or informal (implicit)
For instance, WeMake does not have any explicit governance structure. Yet, practices have crystallized
over time and have become recognized as an implicit form of governance.
INS_UAB_STRUCT7: Some communities adopted a highly codified governance structure
For instance, Symba has adopted a particular governance model that is, at least formally, highly codified
and which is used to elect and appoint members to certain roles within the community.
INS_UAB_STRUCT8: Hierarchy is reinforced by external communication and dissemination
activities
External communication and dissemination activities also reinforce the hierarchy, since the leaders are
usually the ones to participate in highly visible events (TEDx, OuiShare Fest, etc.).
INS_UAB_STRUCT9: Most CBPP communities implement differents types accounts permissions
the statistical analysis has also shown that 89% of CBPP platforms enjoy different types of accounts or
roles with diverse levels of permission.
INS_UAB_STRUCT10: Many CBPP communities implement some form of moderation
It is also relatively common for CBPP platforms to implement a system of moderation for certain layers
or specific sections of their projects.
INS_UAB_STRUCT11: Role rotation is not common within CBPP communities
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According to the UAB survey, rotations in the administrative roles are uncommon among CBPP
communities (less than 5% of the cases).
INS_UAB_STRUCT12: Need for more transparency as regards the organisational structure
Most of the communities we interviewed expressed the need to improve transparency with regards to
the organisation. Many want to achieve a higher visibility with regard to community members and
their activities. The challenge is to find ways of providing all relevant information, while allowing
interested members to actually find out about that information.
INS_UAB_STRUCT13: Excessive democratization of decision-making could have negative effects on
the production of outputs by the community
At MediaLab Prado, for instance, it is very easy for middle and periphery members to create their own
groups/teamwork through which develop ‘independent’ projects. As a result, Prado is the community
where the collective sense of belonging is the highest. However, many interviewed people complain
that this group/project are rarely and hardly effective due to the lack of organization and
communication with the core. Specifically they complain the lack of general and clear guidelines - they
call this process of community fragmentation as islas effect.
E.g.: Medialab has a horizontal internal communication. The relevant decisions are taken by
management team (M. and L. are the core of the management team). There is always the search for
consensus by all sides. A problem is the lack of clear guidelines. There are a communication problems in
Medialab. Medialab website is obsolete and it should be modernized. People communicate through
newsletters (prehistoric newsletter). Medialab is on social networks, but there isn’t an optimized use of
them. There isn’t a good way of communicate also inside Medialab building. There aren’t signage and
spaces in which you clearly understand what people are doing. It shouldn’t be a staff that explain what
happens inside Medialab, it should be something spontaneous. [P.H.., Core, Female, Medialab Prado,
interview transcription May 2015]; Medialab environment is not easy to understand. Sometimes we use
a specific language during activities and it is not simple to be understood by everyone. It could appear a
bit 'cryptic. We are thinking to create an external

calendar through which working groups can

independently decide which activities develop (these activities should be linked to working lines) [S..,
Core, Female, Medialab Prado, interview transcription May 2015]
INS_UAB_STRUCT14: Friction resulting from the overlap of multiple evaluative frameworks carry
the risk to be destructive, instead of creating a generative dissonance.
Starks argues that friction resulting from the overlap of multiple evaluative frameworks carry the risk
to be destructive – instead of creating a generative dissonance. The issue of “generative dissonance” is
a theoretical speculation of Adam Arvidsson (inspired by David Stark’s “The Sense of Dissonance”
(2009)), rather than a matter of ethnographic data.
In general, for a teamwork acting in a fluid and horizontal organizational environment, the overlap of
multiple evaluative frameworks is something productive, since it triggers creativity and innovation.
Nevertheless in some case this overlap of frameworks risk to be destructive. According to Stark, to be
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constructive, the dissonance must be “principled”, with the “adherents of the contending frameworks
offering reasoned justifications” (Stark 2009: 27). Organized and generative dissonance needs for
“fine-grain coordination across the increasingly autonomous units”, and success requires a “collective
sense of rhythm and timing” (Stark 2009: 27), which makes temporary settlements to get the job done.
The last important thing to stress about the discourse of Stark is that, within heterarchical forms of
organization, different combinations of team-work, for instance in regards to the professional identity
of members, generate different arrangements of dissonance and thus different outcomes. That is why
such different combinations have to be studied thoroughly in ethnographic ways within the contexts
they are situated.
INS_UAB_STRUCT15: Communities have distinct roles for their members according to thematic
areas
For instance, the digital ethnography (mailing list analysis) shows the different roles of the some
members of Wemake deduced by the kind of conversations they take part into.
-

Broker: news sharing (tech), int org/comm, (tech) support

-

Emotional Supporter: (tech) support, int org/comm, phatic, news sharing (tech, ethical),

-

Technical supporter: tech support, news sharing (tech), dissemination

-

Community Manager: int org/comm, dissemination, (tech) support, comm porbs, news sharing
(tech)

INS_UAB_STRUCT15a: Communities roles are often related to the individuals’ skills
UNIMI’s ethnographic studies concluded that individuals tend to have similar roles across different
communities because their roles tend to be embedded in their skills.
INS_UAB_STRUCT16: Soft skills are highly relevant to communities, and take many different forms
David Rozas and UNIMI have spoken about affective labour and affective worker. The concept of
affective labour refers to Michael Hardt (1999) who defines it as “the immaterial labour present in
human interaction which creates or modifies emotional experiences. This includes intangible assets,
such as excitement, kinship, passion, familiarity, reciprocity, or sense of community” (Rozas, Gilbert
2015: 3). So affective labour doesn’t limit itself to caretaking, emotional support etc. Affective labour is
a collective activity through which the members of a group collaborate in order to create an “affective
climate” (e.g. a pleasant environment for working, creating and fostering a sense of community,
support and/or mentoring other members, etc.) that allows a flexible and complex productive process
to go on. As emerged from our ethnographic studies members deem such affective labour very
important and strategical, but completely unseen and difficult to measure (and so to valorise) - they
don’t even name it affective labour.
[..]She explained me that we, as a community, are not aware sometimes of the relevance that other
activities play, such as the organisation of events like this one [referring to the DrupalCamp] or the
`Tour de Drupal'5. She said: `Organising and attending events like this one are definitely types of
contribution, but they are not so popular. We tend to think a lot in contributing code, especially to core.
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But, thanks to things like this, the community is very healthy'." Drupal themer, 4 years. Extracted from
full eld notes during the participant observation at DrupalCamp North East 2014. (Rozas, Gilbert 2015:
9)
In his paper Rozas makes a long list of activities (that he calls community-oriented, in contrast to those
he calls object-oriented), which can be classified as affective labor. Hereby by a brief summary: Usage
and support, Training and mentoring, Online community management, Organisation and participation
in face-to-face events, Economic sustainability.
Hereby an example of online community management taken from Wemake. The example is interesting
since one can observe affective labour at work. Z., the community manager of Wemake, supports a
member (A) advising him to be more focused and concrete in his requests. In doing so, she is not only
able to help A but also to mobilize the resources and energies of the community as whole, that
immediately activates in order to help A. Nevertheless the skills and the ability of Z. are difficult to
perceive - unless one is a sociologist with the concept of affective labor in mind.
Issues
ISS_UAB_STRUCT1: Supportive Structure
The governance structure should reflect / support the current structure of communities
-

INS_UAB_STRUCT12

-

INS_UAB_STRUCT14

ISS_UAB_STRUCT2: Friction between evaluative frameworks
Friction resulting from the overlap of multiple evaluative frameworks carry the risk to be destructive,
creating a generative dissonance.
-

INS_UAB_STRUCT3

-

INS_UAB_STRUCT14

ISS_UAB_STRUCT3: Hidden nature of governance structures
Participants generally don’t think about the governance structure consciously.
-

INS_UAB_STRUCT6

-

INS_UAB_STRUCT7

ISS_UAB_STRUCT4: Negative Feedback Loops
Core members often suffer frustration (due to the lack of contribution of others) while peripheral
members often feel guilty (for not contributing more to the community)
-

INS_UAB_STRUCT6

-

INS_UAB_STRUCT7

ISS_UAB_STRUCT5: Bottom layer / periphery of a community
There are few contribution coming from the peripheral / bottom layer, because they either have no
power to decide, or because they lack the coordination skills
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-

INS_UAB_STRUCT5

-

INS_UAB_STRUCT14

ISS_UAB_STRUCT6: Democratic principles in governance structures
The platform should promote non-hierarchical organisation and democratic decision-making, but not
at the detriment of the efficiency and coordinative power of core members.
-

INS_UAB_STRUCT1

-

INS_UAB_STRUCT5

-

INS_UAB_STRUCT14

ISS_UAB_STRUCT7: Community roles
Communities generally don’t know what are the explicit roles. and what kind of roles? (functional, e.g.
in co-working space: the responsible for communication, role of space-manager, etc;)
-

INS_UAB_STRUCT12

ISS_UAB_STRUCT8: Unused potential of the periphery
Usually peripheral members have soft skills, but they remain peripheral because these skills are not
materialised.
-

INS_UAB_STRUCT12

-

INS_UAB_STRUCT16

ISS_UAB_STRUCT9: The role of “community caretaker” is generally not reflected at all.
In many CBPP communities, the figure of the carer is the participant who is aware of the state of mind
of the members and supports them.
-

INS_UAB_STRUCT16

Value Propositions
VP_UAB_STRUCT1: Functional roles
On the one hand, the platform should allow for specific functional roles (e.g. administrators / experts /
etc) to be defined in order to establish specific privileges or permissions. Roles can be defined as
“groups of permissions” granted to manage content (read, write, create, delete...). Functional roles are
specific task users perform within the community, it’s a position with some well-defined
responsibilities. They arise from the need to perform a task within the community. So they come from
the specific mission or goal of the community (or a project).From a technical point of view, a role is
essentially just another way to create silos of people and content/information (like groups).
Note: Defining strict roles might hinder the social mobility of community members
While making the role and level of participation of each user explicit might actually foster engagement,
it could also create a problem to the extent that users would start identifying themselves with ‘labels’
which are not necessarily a good representation of reality.
-

ISS_UAB_STRUCT7
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VP_UAB_STRUCT2: Template Organic roles
On the other hand, the platform should also provide a default set of Organic roles:
e.g. UNIMI identified 4 roles in WeMake:
-

Broker: news sharing (tech), int org/comm, (tech) support

-

Emotional Supporter: (tech) support, int org/comm, phatic, news sharing (tech, ethical),

-

Technical supporter: tech support, news sharing (tech), dissemination

-

Community Manager: int org/comm, dissemination, (tech) support, news sharing (tech)
Note: Organic roles should also take into account soft skills, to foster more inclusion
The definition of Organic Roles should take into account soft skills (such as community
management, event organization, social media management, etc.). Unfortunately this kind of
skill (and contribution) are not easy to quantify, so the roles partition between 90-9-1% risk to
be useless and ineffective. The reason for that is that, usually, the periphery members posses
soft skill and their difficulty of measurement could represent a problem for the inclusion of
such members.

-

ISS_UAB_STRUCT1

-

ISS_UAB_STRUCT3

-

ISS_UAB_STRUCT4

VP_UAB_STRUCT3: CBPP-centric Organic roles
However, the platform should also allow for community roles to emerge organically in each CBPP
community, depending of their mission, development and level of maturity. CBPP-center community
roles depends on the willingness and personal preferences of each individual but they also represents
what general areas of work exist in a community.
The P2Pvalue platform should let communities explicitly specify the roles they have / need, with
responsibilities involved: e.g. Technical role ⇒ committer of code is FLOSS; 3d-printer users in FabLabs;
library manager
Feature: role-addition form, specifying:
the role and the tasks / responsibilities involved
the procedure to assume that role (e.g. check-box, skill-necessary; reputation/endorsement;
community-approval; etc.)
-

ISS_UAB_STRUCT7

VP_UAB_STRUCT4: Top-down (Hierarchical) assignment of functional roles
The individuals who create the community have the highest privileges (administrators).
They can create new roles, and assign privileges to these new roles, for instance they can give privileges
such as: read, write, create, delete, chat, evaluate, etc. which can also be limited into a particular
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category of the community (e.g. technical, community management, broker, etc). Essentially, every
“action” that can be done on the platform can be translated into a “privilege” which can be either
global (to the whole community) or local (to a particular section of the community).
Once they have been assigned a role, every community member also has the possibility to create new
roles and assign privileges to these new roles (although privileges can only be assigned if the person
creating

the

role

possess the privileges herself). Once a role is created, anyone with a

higher-hierarchical role can assign these roles to other community members.
-

ISS_UAB_STRUCT1

-

ISS_UAB_STRUCT9

VP_UAB_STRUCT5: Bottom-up (organic) assignment of Organic roles
Organic roles can be acquired in multiple ways:
(1) Individual request: Members can assign themselves specific “skills” or “community roles” (by
clicking on the check-box for the role he/she wants to assume), and are immediately labelled as
such, although before the label is taken into account by the system, the role needs to be
endorsed by a specific amount of members.
(2) Third party assignment: Members can assign specific “skills” or “community roles” to other
users, which respond to specific characteristics of these roles
(3) Automatic assignment: The platform should be able to identify who is assuming which roles at
given moment, inferred from activities. Roles emerge organically by the actual activities of
users, for instance, people that are very active on GitHub will be qualified as “technical users”,
whereas those who are using twitter a lot will be qualified as “information broker”.
E.g. the platform could set up specific actions, such as for instance incorporating specific
features within the chat (e.g. care, love) that will automatically lead to users acquiring a specific
role (e.g. those who chat a lot might be considered to achieve a lot of “emotional labor”).
-

ISS_UAB_STRUCT7

-

ISS_UAB_STRUCT1

VP_UAB_STRUCT6: Data visualization of community roles (functional and hierarchical)
The P2Pvalue platform should implement a role-visualization mechanism to help users understand
who does which role in the community (informative view).
It should provide a clear visualisation of the different functional roles within a community.
It is important to display the explicit structure of a community, in order to understand which roles are
taken care of, and which not. E.g. in a community, there are those responsible for managing the space
(that’s a functional role). Community members need to know who is responsible for that.
There is a strong needs for a platform /tool that is able to materialise these affective/soft skills
dimensions (that is a very important need). The P2Pvalue platform should provide a way to display soft
skills that are strategic and important for community, but are generally unseen.
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It is difficult to asses who is taking which organic roles, because they are not explicitly defined.
However, we can check how much users rely on a particular function (associated with a given organic
role) in order to deduce how much they are incarnating that role.
-

ISS_UAB_STRUCT7

-

ISS_UAB_STRUCT8

VP_UAB_STRUCT7: Making the power law distribution visible to all members through advanced
data visualisation techniques
Github is already providing a similar feature, by showing the level of contribution of each contributor,
and the resulting power law distribution that it might entail. Yet, roles should not be strongly
formalized, and should be dynamically updated in real time, as people shift from one role to another
according to their level of contribution. Proper acknowledgement of the power law distribution might
help reducing frustration from the 1%, as well as decrease the degree of guilt experienced by the 90%
and the 9%.
-

ISS_UAB_STRUCT1

-

ISS_UAB_STRUCT3

-

ISS_UAB_STRUCT4

VP_UAB_STRUCT8: Represent the actual structure of communities, rather than imposing a new
structure
It is important that we do not provide or impose a specific structure to CBPP communities. Instead, we
need to observe what is currently happening and provide the tools to support that reality. This is true
both with regard to both hierarchy and horizontality: we need to be careful not to impose a structure,
but also not to excessively pretend that a community is or should be more horizontal than it actually is.
-

ISS_UAB_STRUCT1

VP_UAB_STRUCT9: Visualizing the dynamics and social mobility between groups / categories of
users
Visualizing the dynamics and social mobility between these groups could help better organise the
community, as people could start acting upon that knowledge in order to encourage more contributions
from the bottom layer.
-

ISS_UAB_STRUCT5

VP_UAB_STRUCT10: Explain the importance of the participation as ‘community users’
In order to avoid peripheral member’s guilt feeling, we could make 90% participants aware of the fact
that they are also important, as mere users, for the community sustainability.
-

ISS_UAB_STRUCT7

VP_UAB_STRUCT11: Organic Role
Provide curated notifications according to your organic role.
-

ISS_UAB_STRUCT1
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-

ISS_UAB_STRUCT9

VP_UAB_STRUCT12: Challenges for each role
Identify particular challenges for people in each role.
-

ISS_UAB_STRUCT1

VP_UAB_STRUCT13: Recognition for each role
Provide different recognition and rewards for each role.
-

ISS_UAB_STRUCT4

VP_UAB_STRUCT14: Role-specific perspective on community and interaction
Provide an specific view of the community for each role.
-

ISS_UAB_STRUCT7

-

ISS_UAB_STRUCT9
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INS_UAB_STRUCT16

Governance Process
Introduction
“Governance” is a high-level term to describe a variety of subsystems that in aggregate constitute the
general “governance policy” of a given community. Some relevant categories are licensing, automated
filtering and tracking, architecture or by default design, decision making, social norms and so forth. In
this doc we need to define the project goals regarding the following sub-systems of the P2P Value
platform:
-

Decision making

-

Relationships between contributors

-

Social norms

Insights
INS_UAB_GOV1: Different communities implement different governance structures
From the WP1 analysis, there are no strong commonalities amongst different systems: each community
implements its own governance structure, which is specifically designed according to its own
preferences and needs.
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Fig1: Governance - contributions, Source: P2Pvalue Quantitative Insights Summary POM
INS_UAB_GOV2: 
More or Less Formalized Decision-Making Procedures
According to WP1, 64.7% of the analysed cases have implemented a more or less formalized
decision-making procedure at the community level, to decide about its own interactions.

Fig2: Governance, Source: P2Pvalue Quantitative Insights Summary POM
INS_UAB_GOV3: Technical Governance leaves no room for deliberation
In some cases, the governance structure is directly encoded into the technical infrastructure of the
platform (e.g. BitTorrent or Bitcoin) and there is no room for deliberation.
INS_UAB_GOV4: Most Communities have a Social Governance procedures allowing for deliberation
More often than not, community governance is dictated by the social organisation rather than the
technical infrastructure. Many CBPP communities have clear and manifest governance rules, with open
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deliberative process and formal decision-making procedures (e.g. Wikipedia). Amongst our testbed
communities, OKFrance is perhaps the one that has the most open and participative decision-making.
When a decision needs to be taken, the community first asks for the opinion of the members on a
mailing list. Those who are against the decision can express themselves on the mailing list. The
community strive to reach consensus. In case of disagreement, the community runs a pool among board
members, who have to reply within 24 or 48 hours depending on the issue, voting publicly on the
mailing list. The decision is approved only if the majority of board members agrees.
INS_UAB_GOV5: For-profit communities are more likely to rely on hierarchy for decision-making
Sometimes, the community is a firm whose goal is to maximize the interests of stakeholders (e.g.
WeMake and Symba). While these communities might allow for deliberation and decision-making
procedures which can be more or less elaborated, in the end, it is always the CEO that takes the ultimate
decision.
INS_UAB_GOV6: Transparency does not require explicit decision-making procedures
For instance, in WeMake, even though there are no explicit decision-making procedures, there is
transparency within the community.
INS_UAB_GOV7: Some communities try hard to reach a consensus, but sometimes fail
In Symba, decision-making is done through a “sociocracy” : when a decision needs to be taken, people
can say whether or not they agree to it and deliberations continue until the community reaches
“consensus”. If there is no consensus, the decision is delayed. Initially, the process is slow, but as
people starts to know each other, the process gets faster and decisions are more powerful.
However, within the Symba community, the “sociocratic” model is abandoned when the perceived
needs of running a firm requires an action to be taken (legally, Symba is a Firm), or simply whenever
CEO-Founder unilaterally decides that this is the right thing to do.
INS_UAB_GOV8: All communities have a strong core leadership team (either formal or informal)
Looking at the organisational structure of OKFN, MediaLab Prado, Symba and WeMake, we realized that
they all feature a strong core team, whose leadership is defined both formally and informally.
Informally, the four communities enjoy an inner circle of leaders (who are mainly founders) who are
responsible for most of the decision-making. Formally, OKFN and MediaLab have both a formal
“board” of executive members, who are in charge of the operation of the association, whereas both
WeMake and Symba are organised as a firm —WeMake is a company and Symba is a Cooperative (SCIC)
with a steering committee composed by the different groups and firms who participated in the
construction of Symba. In all three cases, strategy is defined and main projects are evaluated and
approved within these inner circles.
INS_UAB_GOV9: Participation of peripheral members happens through direct contact with leaders
Often the 90% does not feel comfortable contributing to the community without any confirmation or
validation by the top —even if the people at the top would much prefer that members of the 90% would
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do things on their own, without waiting for their validation. For instance, in the case of OKFN, several
interviews highlighted how participation is possible, especially for peripheral members (but also for
other members and contributors), only through direct contacts with the founders and/or community
manager.
INS_UAB_GOV10: Forking is a useful means to allow for more experimentation in a community
Today, forking has become a standard procedure for software development, allowing for people to
experiment with new approaches or functionalities without affecting the official branch of the software.
It is no longer regarded as a dramatic development in CBPP communities, but rather a way of working
through parallel workflows that —if they are successful— can later be merged back into the original
branch. This new approach to forking provides people with more freedom to experiment, without
necessarily having to reach consensus.
INS_UAB_GOV11: Despite adequate governance procedures failure to communicate decisions can
occur
As part of the interviews from UNIMI’s ethnographic studies, OKFrance described how failure to
communicate to the community a decision which had previously been taken by the board members led
to several members becoming upset, not because of the improper procedure for decision-making, but
merely because of the lack of transparency with regard to the decision to be taken. Since then, OKFrance
modified the procedure by which decisions are made and results are communicated. Taking notes and
documenting the process of decision-making has proved to be a precondition for transparency, as well
as a useful means to provide more legitimacy to the decisions.
INS_UAB_GOV12: Online dissemination tools (like email or mailing lists) are hard to follow
The emblematic case is that one of Prado. Members always complain the lack of proper tools for online
communication (that’s why they prefer face-to-face encounters). Specifically, they complain a lot
about ‘Comunidad’: a digital platform explicitly designed for sharing materials and documents, and so
for empower the coordination between groups and/or sub-groups. Thus, basically members don’t use it.
Also members are not happy with the web site and mailing lists as well:
E.g. Medialab website is obsolete and it should be modernized. People communicate through
newsletters (prehistoric newsletter). Medialab is on social networks, but there isn’t an optimized use of
them. There isn’t a good way of communicate also inside Medialab building. There aren’t signage and
spaces in which you clearly understand what people are doing. It shouldn’t be a staff that explain what
happens inside Medialab, it should be something spontaneous. [P.H.., Core, Female, Medialab Prado,
interview transcription May 2015]; E.g. The platform comunidad is not used so much. Working groups
share and publish their materials in “comunidad platform" but I do not know a lot about this software”.
[S.H., Core, Female, Medialab Prado, interview transcription May 2015];
INS_UAB_GOV13: Resolutions shared via assemblies & emails are not readily available to all
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In the informal chats during the UCM interviews with communities, it was often said that resolutions
are shared via assemblies and email list discussions —both of which might raise a certain number of
issues: e.g. people outside of the group don’t get notified of the resolution, and there is no place to see
all resolutions taken; people have to go through all the mailing list in order to find out about new
resolutions.
Issues
REQ_UAB_GOV1: The P2Pvalue platform needs to accommodate diversity
ISS_UAB_GOV1: Communities fail to disseminate resolutions taken in a clear way
Despite the existence of formal processes for decision making in the community, we have detected in
the several communities a common problem for disseminating, in a homogenous and clear way,
resolutions taken inside workgroups across the community.
-

INS_UAB_GOV12

-

INS_UAB_GOV13

ISS_UAB_GOV2: The democratic foundation of important decisions can depend on random
circumstances
Workgroups members sometimes cannot attend the meeting, and are thus left out of the
decision-making process.
-

INS_UAB_GOV11

-

INS_UAB_GOV12

ISS_UAB_GOV3: Lack of documentation and distribution of important meetings
Whenever the workgroup resolutions are handled internally within the group, other community
members often cannot access the minutes, or they cannot interpret them properly.
E.g. Resolutions are "hidden" inside mailing list conversations, preventing participants to properly
digest them and to be aware of all the details.
-

INS_UAB_GOV12

-

INS_UAB_GOV13

ISS_UAB_GOV4: Strong hierarchy may keep peripheral members out
Strong hierarchical structures might decrease the involvement of peripheral members, thereby
impinging upon or even preventing contributions and collaboration
-

INS_UAB_GOV8

-

INS_UAB_GOV9

ISS_UAB_GOV5: Strong hierarchy may reduce the collaborative output of a community
Strong hierarchies might impinge upon or even prevent contributions and collaboration
-

INS_UAB_GOV8
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-

INS_UAB_GOV9

ISS_UAB_GOV6: Focused workgroups are necessary
Communities should encourage subgroups to create their own projects and experiment on their own,
without affecting the more global community project
-

INS_UAB_GOV10

Value Propositions
VP_UAB_GOV1: Creating mechanism allowing for peripheral members to interact with each other
Promoting a broader variety of contributions requires the establishment of a mechanism allowing for
peripheral members to interact with each other without having to interact with the top 1% or 9%.
-

ISS_UAB_GOV3

-

ISS_UAB_GOV5

-

ISS_UAB_GOV1

VP_UAB_GOV2: Encouraging the practice of “forking” whenever there is no consensus
The practice of “forking” consists in taking the source code from one software package and starting an
independent development to create a distinct and separate piece of software. The fork system provides
an alternative governance system within a particular community, allowing people to contribute to a
common project, in a parallel way, without being conflated within the same governance structure and
without being restrained by the same decision making procedure.
-

ISS_UAB_GOV4

VP_UAB_GOV3: Soften the hierarchy of the community
The P2Pvalue platform should help communities —if they so wish— adopting a less hierarchical
structure, so that people at the fringe can better contribute and collaborate with each others and with
more active members.
Note: Look at how hierarchies are represented in existing communication tools, and try to avoid doing
the same in the P2Pvalue platform.
-

ISS_UAB_GOV5

VP_UAB_GOV4: Accommodate diversity by providing more flexibility and diversified governance
tools
Given the necessity

to accommodate diversity, we suggest that the P2Pvalue platform should be

implemented in such a way as to provide maximum flexibility for communities to experiment with
different decision-making procedures and governance structures, so that they can eventually identify
the combination that is the most suitable to them. The platform should provide differentiated tools
with regard to both the deliberative process (e.g. functionality for the organisations of assemblies,
discussion forums, etc) and more executive decision-making (e.g. multiple voting systems, balloting
systems, etc).
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-

REQ_UAB_GOV1

VP_UAB_GOV5: Formalized Governance Structure
The presence of some kind of formalized governance structure and decision making procedures could
improve the productivity of CBPP communities.
-

ISS_UAB_GOV1

-

ISS_UAB_GOV2

-

ISS_UAB_GOV3

VP_UAB_GOV6: Explicit notification broadcast of community decisions
Provide clear and explicit ways to mark, broadcast, log decisions.
-

ISS_UAB_GOV1

-

ISS_UAB_GOV3

VP_UAB_GOV7: Provide tools to attend remotely decision-making sessions
E.g. software to enable frictionless video conference (hangouts), tools for secure and transparent online
decision making (blockchain-based voting for world-class security), and other commonly needed tools.
-

ISS_UAB_GOV2

VP_UAB_GOV8: Separate communication channel for discussion and consensus
General discussion spaces should be separated from rooms/spaces where focused discussions and
administrative/strategic decisions can be made in an unambiguous manner.
-

ISS_UAB_GOV1

-

ISS_UAB_GOV3

VP_UAB_GOV9: Let people build their own groups
Instead of presenting participants of a community with a fixed set of pre-defined spaces of work and
exchange, let them create their own spaces/groups according to their individual needs.
-

ISS_UAB_GOV6

VP_UAB_GOV10: Enforce community goals through legal measures, e.g. contracts / CLA’s, in order
to ensure sustianble future
Force users to accept a disclaimer / terms & conditions to ensure they are aware of, and will abide to
community’s rules.
-

ISS_UAB_GOV1

Summary Table

Issues

Value Propositions

Insights

ISS_UAB_GOV1

VP_UAB_GOV1

INS_UAB_GOV12
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VP_UAB_GOV5
VP_UAB_GOV7

INS_UAB_GOV11
INS_UAB_GOV12

ISS_UAB_GOV3

VP_UAB_GOV1
VP_UAB_GOV5
VP_UAB_GOV6
VP_UAB_GOV8

INS_UAB_GOV12
INS_UAB_GOV13

ISS_UAB_GOV4

VP_UAB_GOV2

INS_UAB_GOV8
INS_UAB_GOV9

ISS_UAB_GOV5

VP_UAB_GOV1
VP_UAB_GOV3

INS_UAB_GOV8
INS_UAB_GOV9

ISS_UAB_GOV6

VP_UAB_GOV9

INS_UAB_GOV10

Knowledge Sharing
Insights
INS_UAB_KNOW0: Knowledge transfer is not the same as information sharing
Knowledge can be (a) knowledge as content or the output of the CBPP; (b) knowledge as process:
information in the mind of people; ==> how do you make the knowledge come out of the mind of
participants. only the (a) is not enough; e.g. if you fork a FLOSS project, you don't have all the
knowledge required to cope with it.. cannot fork without teaching that knowledge
INS_UAB_KNOW1: There is a large knowledge gap between “leaders” and “followers”
There is a gap that separates leaders and “followers” in terms of the specific knowledge possessed by
the former. This is especially true for Symba, where the founder has been working and doing research
for almost a decade on finance and alternative currencies (also being a successful blogger on this topic)
while the rest of the community is slowly learning some rudiments about complementary currencies.
Furthermore, in Symba, the inner circle is composed of influential people who are running their own
organizations and who are specialists in their own field. This topic has emerged in several interviews,
with someone referring to the inner circle as a “dream team” of talents, which however lacks a real
team spirit. A similar situation exists in OKFN, although more nuanced, since the board is composed of
a group of people who met as individuals in various OKFN meetings in Berlin and Helsinki, and were all
already active in the field.
INS_UAB_KNOW2: Sharing knowledge —internally / externally— is an important element in CBPP.
According to the results of the survey run by P2PF, over 40% of respondents considered that knowledge
sharing is the most important value that their community create for individuals.
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Knowing the community involves not only being aware of its mission, but also to get to know its
members, to learn how to use its tools and to better understand its processes. Knowledge sharing
—first externally, to attract users to the community, and then internally, to welcome them into the
community— is therefore

an important components for newcomers to properly understand

community people, processes and ideas.
INS_UAB_KNOW3: Knowledge sharing allows for individual / collective learning and collaboration
Internal knowledge sharing is important in the context of community building and its long-term
sustainability.
INS_UAB_KNOW4: Knowledge sharing also enable mobility between the 90, 9, and 1 %
Internal knowledge sharing is important in the context of community building, but also in order to
ensure that there is a proper flow of information —and consequent mobility— between the core, the
middle and the peripheral members of a community.
INS_UAB_KNOW5: Knowledge created in the community is also valuable outside of the community
The P2PFoundation survey results show that in the majority of the cases, the output is freely shared
with the whole society (40% of the cases). More than 60% of respondents agree that the communities
create value for the common benefit of its members and the whole society.
INS_UAB_KNOW6: Knowledge sharing is part of the cultural values of CBPP communities
The P2PF survey showed that in general terms, CBPP communities’ members do consider themselves
as part of a movement aligned with the free sharing of knowledge, depending on their specific focus.
For instance, more than 40% of respondents strongly agree when asked if they consider themselves as
part of the open source movement. 40% also agreed to identify themselves with the movement of the
digital commons or the peer production. Respondents strongly identified themselves with openness
and knowledge sharing.
INS_UAB_KNOW7: Apparently simple routine tasks often have hidden knowledge attached to them.
Some tasks, such as periodically checking and replying to a community email account, have some extra
knowledge attached to it. Community participants need to organize that information in such a way that
those in charge of these tasks can easily access the shared experience and knowledge accumulated thus
far.
INS_UAB_KNOW8: Procedure formalisation is sometimes done, but is not always used afterwards
According to UCM interviews with local communities, procedures formalization has been observed
within some communities such as Social Centers, Cooperatives and Trainer communities. They usually
refer to operation processes such as how to clean the space or how the accounting should be performed.
These procedures are collected in physical or digital resources and might be subject to prior collective
approval. Yet, the current form of dissemination and storage does not reach all community members,
who might keep operating without observing these formalized procedures.
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INS_UAB_KNOW9: Internal Knowledge Sharing
Internal knowledge sharing largely happens through mailing-lists and online cooperation tools but can
also be direct and hands on, such as in the case of Fablabs, where members teach each other how to
operate a particular machine.
INS_UAB_KNOW10: External knowledge sharing
External knowledge sharing happens primarily through Facebook, Twitter and social media, but also
through physical events such as exhibitions or workshops.
E.g. in the case of OKFrance, when it comes to external knowledge sharing, strong activity is present on
this front. Seminars, hackathons, and the whole series of events organized within the project “school of
data” are all aimed to disseminate knowledge and raise awareness about the implications of open data.
INS_UAB_KNOW11: It is easier to share knowledge about digital resources than about physical ones
Indeed, in the context of WeMake, most of the output is physical or not codifiable (i.e. it is related to
experience, practice or other forms of tacit knowledge). Sharing knowledge might become challenging.
Yet, while many physical goods cannot be digitized, the instructions to make them can. For instance, a
physical 3D object is difficult to share but not the code to reproduce that same model in another 3D
printer.
INS_UAB_KNOW12: Public events can help sharing knowledge and build reputation
Events like exhibitions and courses are more efficient in this respect but, obviously, also more costly
and difficult to implement. Knowledge sharing via events and exhibitions are also oriented to building
reputation and publicity.
Issues
ISS_UAB_KNOW1: Free knowledge sharing
Free knowledge sharing should be supported in terms of factual data accessibility and portability. The
equally necessary, complementary licensing structure is part of the CNRS document.
-

INS_UAB_KNOW2

ISS_UAB_KNOW2: Document routine tasks to allow easy entry-points into community activity
Need to document or explain to newcomers how to engage into routine tasks. There is a strong need to
document the procedure for routine tasks that must be undertaken by community members, often on a
rotational basis.
-

INS_UAB_KNOW1

-

INS_UAB_KNOW7

ISS_UAB_KNOW3: Fluid degrees of sharing
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Communities should choose the proper degree of sharing that they want to achieve. With regard to
external knowledge, the platform should enable different communities to choose the degree of sharing
depending on the focus of the community.
-

INS_UAB_KNOW1

ISS_UAB_KNOW4: Need to reduce the gap between “leaders” and “followers”
By lowering barries of entry for peripheral members, the gap between leaders and followers may be
reduced, allowing for a higher degree of “social mobility” within a community.
-

INS_UAB_KNOW1

ISS_UAB_KNOW5: Education as a key driver of upward social mobility
Need to encourage mobility between the 90, 9, and 1 % through knowledge sharing
-

INS_UAB_KNOW5

ISS_UAB_KNOW6: By formalizing routine tasks we can extrapolate hidden knowledge
Need to find ways to extrapolate the hidden knowledge of routine tasks.
-

INS_UAB_KNOW7

ISS_UAB_KNOW7: Knowledge is produced wherever people meet and collaborate, online and offline
Need to encourage knowledge sharing both offline and online
-

INS_UAB_KNOW10

Value Proposition
VP_UAB_KNOW1: The platform could feature tools that easily offer the option to share.
The option to openly share all generated content could even be the option by default. This could be
applied in the cases where the output is digital.
-

ISS_UAB_KNOW1

VP_UAB_KNOW2: Digital repository of video tutorials or ‘how to’
A digital platform featuring videos and photo galleries might be a convenient tool to transmit
knowledge in the form of video tutorials or “how to” guides. In some cases, the possibility of organizing
webcasts or webinars could allow sharing knowledge that could be more difficult to transmit otherwise.
-

ISS_UAB_KNOW1

-

ISS_UAB_KNOW4

VP_UAB_KNOW3: Calendar tools in order to schedule online/offline meetings
In cases where the knowledge transmission benefits from co-location (like in the case of situated
learning or tacit knowledge sharing), it would be convenient that the platform has calendar tools in
order to schedule offline meetings, collective agreements on dates, book spaces and confirm
participants availability.
-

ISS_UB_KNOW1
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VP_UAB_KNOW4: Templates for codifying knowledge accumulated by community members.
Internal knowledge sharing could be achieved by setting up a specific template for codifying knowledge
accumulated by community members over time
-

ISS_UAB_KNOW2

-

ISS_UAB_KNOW5

VP_UAB_KNOW6: Simplified and more transparent communication tools to enable ‘lurking’ by
newcomers
Simplified and more transparent communication tools would also allow newcomers to follow the
activities and the progress of the projects they are most interested in, so as to start learning by ‘lurking’
what is already going on.
-

ISS_UAB_KNOW1

-

ISS_UAB_KNOW2

VP_UAB_KNOW7: Different levels of permission for different types of content
For example, different content features and tools could have different access and permission rights. In
this regard, Benkler distinguishes between the concept of “commons” and “common property
regimes” (Benkler 2002). The term “commons-based” has been usually been used to refer to commons
that are related with the whole society. In “common property regimes”, the common good is freely
shared only among the members of a certain community. The P2P platform could differentiate between
different degrees of permissions in order that the community could decide with whom are their outputs
freely shared.
-

ISS_UAB_KNOW3

-

ISS_UAB_KNOW6

VP_UAB_KNOW8: Automatic suggestions for engaging with the community
Track which content is more accessed by 90% users in order to make suggestions to other newcomers.
-

ISS_UAB_KNOW2

VP_UAB_KNOW9: Community/project reminders with notifications
Let people easily stay in touch with their networks and information channels surrounding their
community responsibilities and general engagement.
-

ISS_UAB_KNOW1

-

ISS_UAB_KNOW2

VP_UAB_KNOW10: Community/project checklists
Checklists are a simple but powerful tool to keep track of what needs to be done and people
coordinating certain tasks.
-

ISS_UAB_KNOW1

-

ISS_UAB_KNOW7
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VP_UAB_KNOW11: Allow content taxonomies and full-text search
Use industry-standard search solutions to allow for content to be (re-)discovered. All content should be
instantly archived and accessible through search.
-

ISS_UAB_KNOW2

-

ISS_UAB_KNOW

VP_UAB_KNOW12: Build online attended processes
Provide a tool to define simple processes that can be run later by participants. They could be kind of
wizards. Each step could require participant input to continue. Users could have an inbox of tasks to be
done.
-

ISS_UAB_KNOW1

Summary Table

Issues

Value Propositions

Insights

ISS_UAB_KNOW1

VP_UAB_KNOW1
VP_UAB_KNOW2
VP_UAB_KNOW3
VP_UAB_KNOW6
VP_UAB_KNOW9
VP_UAB_KNOW10
VP_UAB_KNOW12

INS_UAB_KNOW2

ISS_UAB_KNOW2

VP_UAB_KNOW4
VP_UAB_KNOW6
VP_UAB_KNOW8
VP_UAB_KNOW9
VP_UAB_KNOW11

INS_UAB_KNOW1
INS_UAB_KNOW7

ISS_UAB_KNOW3

VP_UAB_KNOW7

INS_UAB_KNOW1

ISS_UAB_KNOW4

VP_UAB_KNOW2

INS_UAB_KNOW1

ISS_UAB_KNOW5

VP_UAB_KNOW4

INS_UAB_KNOW5

ISS_UAB_KNOW6

VP_UAB_KNOW7

INS_UAB_KNOW7

ISS_UAB_KNOW7

VP_UAB_KNOW10

INS_UAB_KNOW10
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Internal/External Communication
Insights
INS_UAB_COM1: Generally there are three functions for communication:
Organizational communication
Communication flows related to the overall management of the community; this includes the
day-to-day

management,

discussions

and

deliberations,

communications

concerning

decision-making procedures, etc.
Operational or productive communication
Communication flows related to the achievement of tasks or projects; this include all the
communication that community members must engage in order to contribute and/or
collaborate towards the achievement of a common goal.
Informational communication
Communication flows related to the dissemination of information about the community; this
includes news, media coverage, organisation of workshops or events designed to create better
awareness about the community and its various initiatives.
INS_UAB_COM2: Each function the three functions of communications (cf. INS_UAB_COM1)
generally uses a particular medium or channel.
Organizational communication
Uses mailing lists or IRCs.
Operational communication
Uses platforms like Google Docs, Google Form, Calendar, Doodle, Eventbrite, Etherpad, Canali,
IRC, Basecamp, Github and Wiki platforms.
Informational communication
Uses Twitter, Facebook, Blogs and YouTube. Informational communication relies on tools such
as websites, blog posts, online forums, newspapers, etc.

INS_UAB_COM3: Mashing up the 3 functions/layers of communication is perceived as confusing
From the empirical analysis, we observed a general desire by community members to be able to keep
these layers of communication separate and distinct in better ways. Community members generally
perceive that the mashing up of these multiple communication layers is confusing, and want to
separate communications which have to do with community management, project-oriented discussion,
and more technical discussions.
INS_UAB_COM4: Unified Communication Management
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Users want to reduce the number of communication tools that they have to deal with, by integrating
multiple communication flows into a single platform, so that they can keep track of all the traffic at
once, without having to login into multiple platforms or communication tools.
INS_UAB_COM5: Intelligent Communication Management
The interviews undertaken by UCM revealed that almost every community wanted a way to filter
information in order to find what it is relevant to them. They want integration, but integration that is
“selective” —i.e. they do not want to be the victims of integration.
INS_UAB_COM6: Organisational communication is directly linked to the freedom of participation
Shared organisational knowledge is a precondition for community members to be able to contribute and
collaborate within the community. Organizational communication serves to establish how new
members are presented to the community and how they can become possible contributors.
INS_UAB_COM7: Organisational communication flows often generate information overload
Many people complain that they are being overwhelmed by messages that do not concern them. People
also sometimes complain about overly technical language in communications flows. People generally do
not want to know or to follow everything that is happening within the community. It is thus necessary
to distinguish between multiple levels of governance, providing transparency but separating the
different flows of information in order not to overload people with information that is not relevant to
them. “Information overload” has become one of the most relevant issue in the context of many
interviewed communities. The tools are often not adapted to deal with the necessity of discriminating
and filtering information.
INS_UAB_COM8: The goals of communication have to be analyzed in order to design the pertinent
tools of the digital platform.
Communication might have a social aim but also might contribute to collaboration. The P2PF survey
results underline the importance that CBPP communities give to collaboration. More than 60% strongly
agree that collaboration among members is crucial to the community. Features for collaboration would
contribute to the co-development of projects and the coordination of tasks. Considering the horizontal
organizational structures that often characterize P2P communities, collaborative tools should allow
agile coordination and voluntary assignment of tasks. In this perspective, the P2Pvalue platform could
differ from existing platforms of traditional project management where projects are organized
according to hierarchical rules.
INS_UAB_COM9: Operational Communication: no proper tools available to ensure low barriers of
participation for community members
According to the ethnographic studies undertaken by UNMI, all test-bed communities believe that
there is currently no proper tool for operational communication that can ensure low barriers to
participation for community members to individually tackle small tasks. Most community consider
existing tools to be too complicated or time consuming, making

it difficult for newcomers to
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understand what has to be done, what is the progress of a project, etc. In general, they all complain
about the fact that barriers to participation are too high, due to the lack of proper tools. This may be due
to the fact that none of these communities adopted an internal platform for community task
management.
INS_UAB_COM10:Strategic Decision making happens in private channels
Currently, private communication channels are

used to make important strategic decisions in the

operational domain of the community.
INS_UAB_COM11:There is communication dedicated to the public at large, and communication
dedicated to the community itself.
Although communication is generally exchanged mainly via external communication channels, there is
content dedicated to the public at large, and content that is dedicated to the community itself. In
WeMake, for example, news is generally technical (news on microprocessors, 3D printers etc), ethical or
social (news related to the uses of 3d printers or Arduino). Technical news generally has a motivational
function as it drives the community towards engaging into new products, while ethical news has more
of a moral function, in that it allows the community to imagine that what they are doing has wider
social implications, that they are, in some sense, changing the world.
INS_UAB_COM12: In the context of external communication, different communication channels are
used for addressing different stakeholder groups.
In WeMake, a leadership team is in charge of communicating with companies and other external actors
in order to develop or maintain business ventures. Core members of the community communicate
around projects, while members of the periphery communicate much more sparingly around news and
events. Sometimes, members can cause tension for externally posting technical material which they do
not have the competence to understand fully. For example, conflicts emerged as a member of the
WeMake community posted technical information on Facebook, while getting some basic technical
details wrong.
INS_UAB_COM13: Too little attention is given to communicating the progress and outcomes of the
project to the public at large.
This is why, currently, both Symba and OKFN are focusing on external communication as their main
activity: e.g. OKFN organised multiple events and meetup for people to meet each other, whereas
Symba organised a series of events aimed at letting the audience know what complementary currencies
are.
INS_UAB_COM14: CBPP increasingly address the large audiences that are mainly provided by a few
popular social networks
Although many CBPP communities have their own platforms for communication, they tend to also use
social networks services in order to communicate to the public at large. According to our data, 85% of
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the cases use at least one social network and almost 70% at least two, while the most popular social
network used by the cases in our sample is Twitter followed by Facebook, Github, Google+ and YouTube.
INS_UAB_COM15: Mailing lists are generally focused on technical topics due to their constrained
nature
Mailing list are not a proper tool for discussing and account for >>feelings and emotion management<<,
which is, however, necessary for the long-term sustainability of the community.
INS_UAB_COM16: Community-oriented tasks are a fundamental building block of any community
Socializing (networking, informal meetings, etc.) and working in community-related areas are common
activities in the CBPP ecosystem. Indeed, according to the surveys of the P2PF, 50% of respondents
often engage in social activities and 30% dedicate almost all the time to project-related work.
INS_UAB_COM17: Value of information communication
Informal communication also fosters the cross-pollination of knowledge bases and the mixing of
different profiles would benefit on the community’s creativity and innovative capacity.
Isuses
ISS_UAB_COM1: Feelings and emotions
There needs to be a way to discuss and account for feelings and emotions.
-

INS_UAB_COM15

-

INS_UAB_COM16

ISS_UAB_COM2: Information overload
Integration of multiple communication channels can be perceived as disturbing, because people get
information that does not really concern them.
-

INS_UAB_COM1

-

INS_UAB_COM2

-

INS_UAB_COM3

-

INS_UAB_COM4

-

INS_UAB_COM5

ISS_UAB_COM3: Enable discovery of community values and output
There is a need for peripheral members to explore what the community offers to them. They come with
ideas and projects that have to be matched with the ones the community is already working on (in this
regards, communities sometimes incorporate a facilitator figure —i.e. a person who informally receives
newcomers, identifies their interests and puts them in contact with suitable participants that are in
sympathy with the new participant).
-

INS_UAB_COM6

-

INS_UAB_COM9
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-

INS_UAB_COM11

-

INS_UAB_COM12

-

INS_UAB_COM13

-

INS_UAB_COM14

ISS_UAB_COM4: Importance of transparency and accountability in leadership + participation
A lack of operational communication leads to members from the middle to feel excluded from the most
important decisions
-

INS_UAB_COM1

-

INS_UAB_COM2

-

INS_UAB_COM6

-

INS_UAB_COM9

-

INS_UAB_COM10

ISS_UAB_COM5: Information is often not distributed to all members equally
There is a general feeling that communication flows are not giving the right information to the right
people.
-

INS_UAB_COM3

-

INS_UAB_COM4

-

INS_UAB_COM5

-

INS_UAB_COM7

-

INS_UAB_COM8

-

INS_UAB_COM9

-

INS_UAB_COM10

-

INS_UAB_COM11

-

INS_UAB_COM12

-

INS_UAB_COM13

-

INS_UAB_COM14

ISS_UAB_COM6: Social activities between community members happen online and offline
The platform needs to support / promote social activities (both online and offline)
-

INS_UAB_COM11

-

INS_UAB_COM12

-

INS_UAB_COM13

-

INS_UAB_COM14

-

INS_UAB_COM16

-

INS_UAB_COM17

Value Propositions
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VP_UAB_COM1: Inter-projects communication
The platform should encourage users (from different background or roles) to communicate with each
others, even if they are not working on a common project.
-

ISS_UAB_COM3

-

ISS_UAB_COM4

-

ISS_UAB_COM5

VP_UAB_COM2: Community / User dashboard
The P2Pvalue platform should implement a mechanism to accommodate multiple communication
channels, but without having them interfere with each other. Aggregate multiple sources of
communication in only one place (à la Google-landing page = a nice dashboard, but personalised).
-

ISS_UAB_COM2

VP_UAB_COM3: Discovery / Filtering system
The P2Pvalue platform should implement a system for filtering information so that community
members only receive the information that actually concerns them, for instance the platform should
filter information separating the 3 level of communication first: Organisational, Operational,
Informational (INS_UAB_COM1); where Organisational is in turn filtered into “Projects” and
“Activities”.
-

ISS_UAB_COM2

-

ISS_UAB_COM5

VP_UAB_COM4: Subscription
The P2Pvalue platform should provide a “subscription” feature for members to subscribe to one or
more of the 3 levels.
-

ISS_UAB_COM2

-

ISS_UAB_COM5

VP_UAB_COM5: Support online informal interaction
Tools supporting online informal interaction (e.g. chat) or coordinating offline meetings (e.g. doodles)
to facilitate the operation of the community. Give more social flavour in the tool.
-

ISS_UAB_COM6

VP_UAB_COM6:Communication flows with external platforms
An important feature for the P2Pvalue platform would be to implement a mechanism to integrate
informational communication flows with external platforms, such as the most popular social networks.
CBPP communities would benefit from having the P2Pvalue platform interoperable with the most
popular social networks, because of their increasing importance and social adoption, especially for
external communication activities (though in some cases they are also intensively used for internal and
organizational activities).
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Feature: Sharing with other social networks
Technical suggestions:
A community account for each Social Network?
-

publish community info (share) as posts from platform to SN using the community’s account?

-

publish community info (share) as posts from the platform to SN using personal account?

-

see all SNs messages regarding the community (by hashtag, by @, mentions, timline…) in an
integrated view in the platform.

-

VP_UAB_COM6

-

VP_UAB_COM3

VP_UAB_COM7: Provide an explicit, public, separated place/view for decisions made.
The platform should provide a easy to find/ well-know view where everybody expects to see the
compiled list of community decisions (like a timeline of decisions, a minutes-board…)
As long as people will expect to find here decision statements, the decision makers would be forced to
use it.
-

VP_UAB_COM4

Summary Table
Issues

Value Propositions

ISS_UAB_COM1

Insights
INS_UAB_COM15
INS_UAB_COM16

ISS_UAB_COM2

VP_UAB_COM2
VP_UAB_COM3
VP_UAB_COM4

INS_UAB_COM1
INS_UAB_COM2
INS_UAB_COM3
INS_UAB_COM4
INS_UAB_COM5

ISS_UAB_COM3

VP_UAB_COM1
VP_UAB_COM6

INS_UAB_COM6
INS_UAB_COM9
INS_UAB_COM11
INS_UAB_COM12
INS_UAB_COM13
INS_UAB_COM14

ISS_UAB_COM4

VP_UAB_COM1
VP_UAB_COM7

INS_UAB_COM1
INS_UAB_COM2
INS_UAB_COM6
INS_UAB_COM9
INS_UAB_COM10

ISS_UAB_COM5

VP_UAB_COM1
VP_UAB_COM3
VP_UAB_COM4

INS_UAB_COM3
INS_UAB_COM4
INS_UAB_COM5
INS_UAB_COM7
INS_UAB_COM8
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INS_UAB_COM9
INS_UAB_COM10
INS_UAB_COM11
INS_UAB_COM12
INS_UAB_COM13
INS_UAB_COM14
ISS_UAB_COM6

VP_UAB_COM3
VP_UAB_COM6

INS_UAB_COM11
INS_UAB_COM12
INS_UAB_COM13
INS_UAB_COM14
INS_UAB_COM16
INS_UAB_COM17

Bridging the online & offline world
Introduction
We want P2Pvalue to be a communication tool for both types of communities, Online and Offline.
Insights
INS_UAB_ONOFF1: CBPP communities have different preferences for using online collaboration
tools
UNIMI’s ethnographic studies have shown that some communities consider online activities to be less
time-consuming and to involve much less hassle than offline activities. Others see online activities just
as a complement of a more profound offline activity, or they see the online world merely as a space
where they can deploy their activities while working physically next to each other.
INS_UAB_ONOFF2: Various uses for online tools
Some offline communities use online tools to foster cooperation;
INS_UAB_ONOFF3: Online communities sometimes meet in specific offline events (e.g. open source
meetings, bitcoin meetups).

INS_UAB_ONOFF4: Online communication is important also in offline communities.
In these cases online communication has different objectives than offline communication. For instance,
offline communities like Fab Labs or hacker spaces use offline communication when sharing tacit
knowledge or socializing and online communication when collaborating in a project that needs online
tools (i.e. collaborative coding) or when sharing codified knowledge. For example, following the Fab Lab
Charter (CBA-MIT 2012), all Fab Lab members are supposed to share their designs. Even if the
development is generally done offline in the lab, the designs are shared digitally through a digital
platform (the local Fab Lab website or centralized in the Fab Academy website).
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INS_UAB_ONOFF5: Many CBPP communities or parts thereof do not have an actual physical space
on which they can rely
Many CBPP communities (especially those which are digitally based) do not have an actual physical
space on which they can rely. For instance, neither Symba nor OKFN benefit from an actual office space
that is specific to them. Both have their offices at NUMA, a co-working space that is becoming the heart
of this new emergent scene. Moreover, a consistent part of the members of both communities do not
live in Paris, and are therefore often incapable to join the offline activities.
INS_UAB_ONOFF6: Offline communication is important also in online communities.
More generally, despite of the fact that we intuitively might think that global online communities
communicate exclusively with online tools and local offline communities with offline tools, this is
obviously not the case. Online global communities like Wikipedians also happen to meet locally and
local communities interact also online. As the communities grow, it is increasingly important for global
CBPP communities follow and account for the activities and initiatives of local communities, which
often have localised meetings. In the CBPP ecosystem, bridging the offline and online world is, indeed,
often done through the organisation of events or hackathon. Drupal is a good examples in this field, as
a the community has grown to build up a really strong community engagement through physical
meetings, at the local, regional, national and global level.
INS_UAB_ONOFF7: Communities are not satisfied with tools to support online/offline cooperation
Based on interviews of both Symba and OKFN, we observe that both communities feel that there are no
appropriate tools to support cooperation both online and offline. Both are heavily affected by this, since
a consistent part of the members of both communities do not live in Paris.16
INS_UAB_ONOFF8: Physical aspects are important for the day-to-day operations of the community,
but are reflected poorly in digital communication.
E.g. For the WeMake community, the material (offline) dimension is crucial, as this is a co-working
space dedicated to the physical production of stuff (MakerSpace). The predominance of the ‘physical’
dimension is manifested in four aspects of the community: (1) using the machines requires physical
presence, (2) important parts of creativity happen in face-to-face encounters around these machines,
(3) a lot of the externally oriented activity consists in workshops and physical interaction amongst

16

OKFN thought about implementing a forum to improve collaboration both online and offline, but —so far— they did not manage to do it.

Symba has experimented with several tools aimed at bridging the online and offline world, but has never been satisfied with any of them.
At any rate, OKFN is definitely more equipped (in terms of tools) to pursue its goals, even without frequent offline meetings. Symba relies
more on the offline world, mainly because of his peculiar mission (rebuilding networks of trust among people and establishing contacts
with businesses), the nature of its constituency (including older people) and, more generally, because of the specific preferences of its
members. This last aspect also creates tension given that the members of Symba are split between a more political faction (who sees online
activity as a complement to the more fundamental offline activity) and a more technical faction (who basically sees offline meetings as a
waste of time).
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members, and (4) the materiality of machines, their costs and rivalry in both use and consumption
restrict the possibilities of production.
Issues
ISS_UAB_ONOFF1: Algorithmically-aided distribution of available resources
Physical resources need to be provided for lots of people. A special software solution may be needed to
fairly distribute the available physical resources of a community, such as special machines (3d printers
etc.). Such planning tools are important for the day-to-day operations of the community but are
currently reflected poorly in the digital presence of the community and its (digital) communications
(even with regard to management of critical infrastructure, like machines in maker spaces).
-

INS_UAB_ONOFF1

-

INS_UAB_ONOFF4

-

INS_UAB_ONOFF7

-

INS_UAB_ONOFF8

ISS_UAB_ONOFF2:Visibility of Cooperation
The benefits of online cooperation are sometimes not visible for offline-first communities
-

INS_UAB_ONOFF1

-

INS_UAB_ONOFF6

-

INS_UAB_ONOFF7

-

INS_UAB_ONOFF8

ISS_UAB_ONOFF3: Visibility of Offline Cooperation
The benefits of offline cooperation are sometimes not visible for online-only communities
-

INS_UAB_ONOFF3

-

INS_UAB_ONOFF5

-

INS_UAB_ONOFF6

-

INS_UAB_ONOFF7

ISS_UAB_ONOFF4:Difference between offline/online communities
In case of offline communities, online communication has different objectives than offline
communication.
-

INS_UAB_ONOFF1

-

INS_UAB_ONOFF4

-

INS_UAB_ONOFF6

-

INS_UAB_ONOFF7

-

INS_UAB_ONOFF8

ISS_UAB_ONOFF5: Offline Interactions
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The P2Pvalue platform should take in consideration that interactions are often done offline —especially
in local communities— and should therefore offer specific features designed to help to coordinate
localized types of interactions.
-

INS_UAB_ONOFF3

-

INS_UAB_ONOFF5

-

INS_UAB_ONOFF6

Value Propositions
VP_UAB_ONOFF1: Platform available for mobile devices
In offline scenarios, it’s easier to use mobile devices to perform small tasks. The platform should first
and foremost be implemented to be easily accessible on a mobile device.
-

ISS_UAB_ONOFF1

VP_UAB_ONOFF2: Mobile app tracking check in / out of participants into community physical
spaces
Implement a feature allowing for users to check-in and check-out from a physical meeting, or from a
physical space, in order to make it easier for their contributions / participation to be accounted for in
the system.
-

ISS_UAB_ONOFF2

VP_UAB_ONOFF3: Integrating the result of offline interaction on a digital platform
The P2Pvalue platform should facilitating the digitization, storage and distribution of documents or
offline generated designs both within the community and to the public at large. This could be done, for
example, by allowing exporting content/documents in print-ready formats as PDF or other form of
digital media.
-

ISS_UAB_ONOFF1

-

ISS_UAB_ONOFF3

-

ISS_UAB_ONOFF4

VP_UAB_ONOFF4: Provide integration with streaming/video conference platforms
-

ISS_UAB_ONOFF6

VP_UAB_ONOFF5: Indicators related to community-oriented contributions
The P2Pvalue platform should provide indicators of value related to "community-oriented"
contributions. For example, P2P mechanisms such as the networks of mentorships. A more generic way
for achieving this are the various "endorsement" mechanisms (similar to LinkedIn). More quantitative
examples of these indicators are the metrics on how many events has a participant organised, or in how
many events she has participated.
-

ISS_UAB_ONOFF3
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Summary Table

Issues

Value Propositions

Insights

ISS_UAB_ONOFF1

VP_UAB_ONOFF1

INS_UAB_ONOFF1
INS_UAB_ONOFF4
INS_UAB_ONOFF7
INS_UAB_ONOFF8

ISS_UAB_ONOFF2

VP_UAB_ONOFF2

INS_UAB_ONOFF1
INS_UAB_ONOFF6
INS_UAB_ONOFF7
INS_UAB_ONOFF8

ISS_UAB_ONOFF3

VP_UAB_ONOFF3

INS_UAB_ONOFF3
INS_UAB_ONOFF5
INS_UAB_ONOFF6
INS_UAB_ONOFF7

ISS_UAB_ONOFF4

VP_UAB_ONOFF4

INS_UAB_ONOFF1
INS_UAB_ONOFF4
INS_UAB_ONOFF6
INS_UAB_ONOFF7
INS_UAB_ONOFF8

ISS_UAB_ONOFF5

VP_UAB_ONOFF5

INS_UAB_ONOFF3
INS_UAB_ONOFF5
INS_UAB_ONOFF6
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Section 3:
Privacy & Forking
Privacy by Design
Introduction
Adopting a PbD approach is important to promote wider adoption, gain user trust and demonstrate
regulatory compliance, in line with the draft EU General Data Protection Regulation17 that intends to
make the PdD approach compulsory.18

Insights
INS_CNRS_PbD1: Definitions
Privacy
The right to privacy, which is recognized both in Article 8 of the European Convention for the
Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms and in the general principles of
Community law, refers, inter alia, to the claim of individuals, groups and institutions to
determine for themselves when, how, and to what extent information about them is
communicated to others.
Personally Identifiable Information (PII)
Any information about an individual including (a) any information that can be used to
distinguish or trace an individual’s identity, and (b) any other information that is linked or
linkable to an individual.
Privacy by Design (PbD)
Privacy by Design is an approach to systems engineering which takes privacy into account
throughout the whole engineering process. Privacy and data protection are embedded through
the entire lifecycle of technologies, from the early stage of design to their deployment, use and
ultimate disposal.
17

“Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council on the protection of individuals with regard to the processing

of personal data and on the free movement of such data (General Data Protection Regulation”, COM(2012) 11 final.
18

On 15 June 2015, the Council reached a general approach on the general data protection regulation that establishes rules adapted to the

digital era. A general approach means that the Council has a political agreement on the basis of which it can now begin negotiations with
the European Parliament with a view to reaching overall agreement on new EU data protection rules.
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INS_CNRS_PbD2: The EU General Data Protection Regulation will make a Privacy by Design
compulsory
Unofficial sources claim the Regulation might be adopted as soon as Q4 2015.
INS_CNRS_PbD3: Critical value and the social demand of privacy by design in CBPP Communities
According to the research undertaken by UAB in WP1, 58% of the CBPP communities which have been
analysed have a privacy policy specified. However 42% do not have such policy specified. In 79% of the
cases, users have some kind of control over their profile. In 35,1% of the cases, users can decide if their
profile is public to anyone or if it is restricted to a subset of users. In 26,8%, instead, users can only
delete their profile. In 21% of the cases users do not have any control on their profile. Most platforms
(71%) allow their users to access and modify their data. However, since this appears to be a basic right
of users, it is remarkable that in 20% of the cases there is no possibility at all to even access personal
data. It could reflect either the obsolescence of the technical and social arrangements of the platforms
or the more recent eagerness of accumulation of personal data as a source of value. Encryption is more
common than expected. According to the Survey, 35% of cases apply encryption to protect the users’
communication by default and another 22,5% allow encryption.
INS_CNRS_PbD4: Privacy features should not come at the cost of functionality or usability which is
the main user’s concern
Although most of our test-bed communities would prefer to use collaborative tools that are
privacy-compliant over ones that aren’t, they believe that privacy features should not come at the cost
of functionality or usability. The tools currently used by our testbed-communities for things like file
storage and data exchange are, inter alia, Github, Etherpad and Trello because they are efficient and
easy to use, not because they are especially privacy-conscious.
INS_CNRS_PbD5: Different communities have different degrees of engagement with the values of
decentralization and privacy
The need for privacy is mostly felt by communities that define themselves explicitly as activists or p2p
communities. As a community of “makers”, WeMake was the least concerned about privacy. OKFrance
was slightly more concerned about privacy than WeMake. They gather lots of data from their members
(including personal data) and would like to have a safe place to store that data before it gets released to
the public in an anonymized way.
INS_CNRS_PbD6: Communities may want to implement different privacy policies
Different communities might decide to implement more sophisticated registration systems, including
real-name policies (e.g. Fablabs or other communities which exist in the physical world). In particular,
with regard to anonymity, different communities have different opinions on the matter, but most agree
that this is not a necessary condition for privacy.
INS_CNRS_PbD7: A very small number of communities rely on federated networks
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Out of the statistical studies of UAB in WP1, it resulted that only a small portion of CBPP community
adopted a federated model, which relies on server-to-server communication (as opposed to
peer-to-peer communication in fully decentralized network architectures).
INS_CNRS_PbD8: Most online platforms do not provide any built-in encryption tool
With regard to encryption, most online platforms do not provide any built-in encryption tool, although
some have implemented specific extensions or plugins for encrypted communications (e.g. Adium’s
Off-The-Record option, or the Mailvelope extension for Gmail). Only a few platforms (such as MailPile,
or TextSecure) have implemented encryption-by-default so that all communications are automatically
encrypted, whether users want it or not.
INS_CNRS_PbD9: In a federated model, encryption can be implemented both at the server and
client level.
Server-based encryption is where the server is in charge of encrypting/decrypting the content of
communications. Client-based encryption is where the content of communication is encrypted by the
client before it reaches the server, thus preventing the latter from illegitimately accessing such content.
In both cases, it is important to ensure that the server has no access to the decryption keys, as that
would render the platform vulnerable against potential attacks by third-parties (e.g. attackers
retrieving the whole password dataset).
INS_CNRS_PbD10: The State of the Art technique for real-time collaboration is that of “Operational
Transformation”
Operational Transformations (OT)19 are the most frequent way in which real-time collaborative software
(Etherpad, GDocs, Wave) manages consistency of the editions, merging the contributions from any
participant.
INS_CNRS_PbD11: To date, no algorithm exists that is both compliant with the technique of
“Operational transformation” and which allows for full end-to-end-encryption
Research is being done but no working implementations are available as of yet and in all likelihood
won’t be in a usable state of the time of development of the P2PValue platform (cf. Clear 2009,
Feldeman & al. 2010).
INS_CNRS_PbD12: No end-to-end encryption for metadata on P2P Value
The collaborative nature of the P2Pvalue platform requires information concerning modifications and
editorial changes to be federated through Operational Transformations techniques.
INS_CNRS_PbD13: Federated networks are not commonly used in the contemporary internet

19

Operational transformation (OT) is a technology for supporting a range of collaboration functionalities in advanced collaborative


software systems. OT was originally invented for consistency maintenance and concurrency control in collaborative editing of plain text
documents. In 2009 OT was adopted as a core technique behind the collaboration features in Apache Wave and Google Docs.
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Most commons-based communities operate by means of centralized structures (77.5% of investigated
cases), with only a small percentage of communities relying on decentralized peer-to-peer
architectures (5.5%) or federated models (3.3%).
Issues
REQ_CNRS_PbD1: The P2Pvalue platform needs to implement a customizable Privacy Policy
-

INS_CNRS_PbD6

ISS_CNRS_PbD2: Privacy settings can compromise the possibility or render more complex the
design and implementation of collaborative features as well as internal systems of recognition and
reward.
In the conciliation of these two, possibly contradictory objectives of the P2Pvalue platform lies one of
the main challenges that the design of the platform has to face.
-

INS_CNRS_PbD4

ISS_CNRS_PbD3: Server Access to Information
In a federated network, given that every federated server acts as a traditional server in the context of
the community it manages, every server generally has access to the information of its user base.
-

INS_CNRS_PbD9

ISS_CNRS_PbD4: In a federated network, information can easily travel to other servers that a user
does not have a trusted relationship with
In the framework of Apache Wave, to the extent that a wave can be shared amongst multiple users (who
may or may not belong to the same server), information concerning the wave will be exchanged
amongst all servers to which the users participating in the same wave belong —including untrusted
servers.
-

INS_CNRS_PbD7

ISS_CNRS_PbD5: Users may be unfamiliar with privacy pitfalls in such a data federation scheme
-

INS_CNRS_PbD13

Value Propositions
VP_CNRS_PbD1: By default the P2PValue platform should permit the option to participate
anonymously
With regard to user authentication, most centralized platforms require users to register before using the
platform. Conversely, decentralized platforms make it easier for users to remain anonymous (or
pseudonymous) by using the platform without having to register to any centralized authority. In the
context of the P2Pvalue platform, users should be able to interact with the service without registering,
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although registration will be required to access more advanced functionalities, including access to
restricted content. which a user cannot have access to without identification to the community.
-

ISS_CNRS_PbD3

-

ISS_CNRS_PbD4

VP_CNRS_PbD2: By default the P2PValue platform should permit the option to participate
pseudonymously
With P2pvalue, we want to empower people to be more self-reliant and to manage their own privacy,
either by concealing their actual identity or by creating a set of online identities that differ from their
real identity —by means of a pseudonym, for example. By default, registration to the platform should
only require basic user information.
-

ISS_CNRS_PbD3

-

ISS_CNRS_PbD4

VP_CNRS_PbD3: Data retention and account deletion
Users should be able to delete their profile easily and completely, including uploaded files and all data
related to these accounts.
-

ISS_CNRS_PbD3

-

ISS_CNRS_PbD4

VP_CNRS_PbD4: Communication between users and the P2PValue platform should be encrypted by
default
It is important to provide encrypted server-client communications so as to avoid malicious
third-parties from intercepting the content of communications, e.g. through a man-in-the-middle
attack.
-

ISS_CNRS_PbD3

-

ISS_CNRS_PbD4

VP_CNRS_PbD5: Personal data, including personal files should be stored only in encrypted form on
the server
Server-based encryption should be enabled by default. Even if users believe their server to be
trustworthy, there is always a possibility of attackers gaining privileged access to the machine. In such a
case, saving the data encrypted is an effective last line of defense. Especially the most sensitive data
should be encrypted in such a form, e.g. passwords etc.
-

ISS_CNRS_PbD3

VP_CNRS_PbD6: Remotely stored files should be able to be made accessible to groups of people
In case a user wants to collaborate deliberately on a remotely stored file, the P2PValue platform should
allow the user to grant access to specific individuals or collections of individuals (groups).
-

ISS_CNRS_PbD2
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VP_CNRS_PbD7: Customizable privacy settings
An important precondition to preserve users’ privacy is to implement customizable privacy settings so
that users can effectively control which information they give away, and to whom. Upon registration,
users should be given the opportunity to customize their profiles, and to specify what kind of
information or personal data can be shared, and with whom (i.e. assigning different degrees of trusts to
particular profiles or groups).
-

ISS_CNRS_PbD4

-

ISS_CNRS_PbD5

VP_CNRS_PbD8: Default privacy policy
P2PValue aims to find the right mix between sane default settings and the ability for users to make
modifications, i.e. allow for default sharing with certain people/groups. The default privacy settings
should be compliant with the General Data Protection Regulation. In particular, it should ensure that
consent is always given before data can be collected and processed by the platform operator or third
parties; it should ensure data portability; it should enable users to erase all personal information
regarding them; and it should ensure that every data breach be properly notified to the users. Moreover,
by default, users should be provided with the possibility to self-management all of their privacy
settings.
-

ISS_CNRS_PbD1

-

ISS_CNRS_PbD2

VP_CNRS_PbD9: A federated architecture should be used to combine comfort and autonomy, while
remaining supportive of user privacy.
The federated model enables users to decide for themselves: whether they would rather set up their own
server in order to maintain ownership and control over their own personal data, or whether their are
willing to entrust a particular server with their data, either because they do not want or are unable to
run their own node, or because they actually share common values with third-party communities that
encourage them to share and collaborate with other like-minded individuals.
-

ISS_CNRS_PbD2

VP_CNRS_PbD10: SwellRT should offer a free, open-source and appropriately-licensed application
development platform for federated communities and collaboration
Wave comprises e-mail, chat, collaboration space, and can be used asynchronously or synchronously as
a place for real-time or iterative collaboration. Waves can be public or private. Inside a wave, users can
respond to specific blips with “wavelets” (subordinate conversations) that can be open to all
participants or private to selected individuals. A wave is composed of “wavelets” which are the unit of
access control. Discussion is not necessarily linear, users can edit, delete, reply or insert anywhere in
the conversation.
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Waves are are stored online on servers. Users access waves through the web, where they can access the
content, respond to it, change it, replay it, or add new material. There is no single central server for all
collaborating wave users: each Wave user logs into the wave server they are registered with to send and
receive updates to their waves. When users of different wave servers ride on the same Wave, updates to
the Wave are distributed to any of the participating Wave servers, such that all users which are assigned
to a particular Wavelet have an eventually consistent view of the document (see Federation). The
distribution of the change is virtually immediate.
Apache wave is fully open source (Apache License 2.0), and the Wave Federation Protocol is an open
protocol: anyone can become a wave provider and share waves with others. Communication is possible
regardless of the provider. Google does not retain any control on the fully open source Apache Wave.
-

ISS_CNRS_PbD3

-

ISS_CNRS_PbD4

VP_CNRS_PbD11: Only federate when necessary (“Need-to-know Principle”)
Content should only be federated between multiple servers when it is absolutely necessary to do so, but
not otherwise. This is referred to as the “need-to-know” principle in information security, according to
which every node should only have access to the minimum amount of information necessary to operate.
For instance, if users from the same servers are communicating to each other privately on a third-party
wave (= messaging threads in the Apache Wave terminology), the content of such communications does
not need to be communicated to any third-party server, unless there is reason to do so (e.g. if a
third-party joins the conversation, or if the communication is turned into a public conversation).
-

ISS_CNRS_PbD4

VP_CNRS_PbD12: Transparent Data Collection
Users should also be entitled to access all data concerning them that is hosted on the federated server
(whether it has been collected or generated through big data analysis and data mining techniques) as
well as to request the deletion or the rectification thereof, if needs be.
-

ISS_CNRS_PbD3

-

ISS_CNRS_PbD5

VP_CNRS_PbD13: End-To-End Encryption
The P2Pvalue platform should implement strong built-in client-based encryption, so that none of the
servers —be they trusted or untrusted— can access or process the content of communications. Indeed,
as long as the metadata is provided, content can be delivered without having to be decrypted by any
server.
-

ISS_CNRS_PbD3

-

ISS_CNRS_PbD4

Summary Table
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Issues

Value Propositions

Insights

REQ_CNRS_PbD1

VP_CNRS_PbD8

INS_CNRS_PbD6

ISS_CNRS_PbD2

VP_CNRS_PbD6
VP_CNRS_PbD8
VP_CNRS_PbD9

INS_CNRS_PbD4

ISS_CNRS_PbD3

VP_CNRS_PbD1
VP_CNRS_PbD2
VP_CNRS_PbD3
VP_CNRS_PbD4
VP_CNRS_PbD5
VP_CNRS_PbD10
VP_CNRS_PbD12
VP_CNRS_PbD13

INS_CNRS_PbD9

ISS_CNRS_PbD4

VP_CNRS_PbD1
VP_CNRS_PbD2
VP_CNRS_PbD3
VP_CNRS_PbD4
VP_CNRS_PbD7
VP_CNRS_PbD10
VP_CNRS_PbD11
VP_CNRS_PbD13

INS_CNRS_PbD7

ISS_CNRS_PbD5

VP_CNRS_PbD7
VP_CNRS_PbD12

INS_CNRS_PbD13

Decentralized Platform Design
Insights
INS_CNRS_Plat1: Although CBPP communities value freedom and autonomy, they have not
incorporated those values in the digital tools they use
We did not identify an actual propensity by CBPP communities to favor federated or decentralized
architectures over more centralized ones. While many communities recognized a need for freedom and
autonomy, only a minority of them have actually acted upon these needs. Similarly, when interviewed
with regard to the question of privacy, integration and modularity, most community members preferred
to value functionality and usability more. While most CBPP communities value decentralization at the
theoretical level, in practice, only a few of them actually use decentralized tools, even when they come
at the cost of

usability and comfort. Most commons-based communities operate by means of

centralized structures (77.5% of investigated cases), with only a small percentage of communities
relying on decentralized peer-to-peer architectures (5.5%) or federated models (3.3%).
INS_CNRS_Plat2: Decentralization and Privacy start to be valued only when the primary needs of
digital tools for collaboration are fulfilled
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The needs for decentralization, privacy and modularity lie at the bottom of the hierarchy of needs: these
needs only come at a later stage, after the more basic needs for functionality and usability have been
satisfied.
INS_CNRS_Plat3: Communities are aware of their dependency on centralized service providers
Although most interviewed communities were not aware of the benefits of a federated architecture,
they all recognized the issues inherent in their dependency on services like Google or Facebook. Many
expressed concern for the lack of transparency of these ‘black boxes’ and the ensuing lack of control
over their own data. Many of the preoccupations were linked to issue of “trust”.
INS_CNRS_Plat3: Commercial community software focuses primarily on the needs which are the
most pressing, or the most likely to be recognized by community members
The fundamental but less apparent benefits that can be derived from a decentralized platform
infrastructure is not produced by current market solutions.
INS_CNRS_Plat4: CBPP communities need ways to cooperate and communicate with each other
It emerged from the interviews undertaken by UCM that it is common for CBPP communities to express
a desire to collaborate with other communities. As communities scale and become more mature, the
number of interactions and the amount of exchanges with participants from other communities
increases.
INS_CNRS_Plat5: A federated architecture encourages new forms of distributed collaboration
Easing communication between multiple communities which are not connected to the same service
provider, is possible thanks to the federation model. CBPP communities can communicate and
interoperate with other communities without foregoing their internal management and information
systems. Yet, in order to operate properly, federated infrastructures require interoperability at the
protocol level. Although different CBPP communities are entitled to deploy their own server
implementations, information can effectively be shared between different service providers only
insofar as they each implement that very same protocol.
INS_CNRS_Plat6: There are existing platforms based on a federated model
Platforms relying on a federated model include popular platform such as Kune, Identi.ca, or Diaspora—
where each node is responsible for setting up, managing and maintaining its own servers.
INS_CNRS_Plat7: Popular online tools used for internal communication rely on centralized services
For internal communication, the most popular tools are those provided by Google (Google mail, Google
docs, Google calendar), along with other project management or task delegation tools such as Doodle,
Eventbrite, Etherpad, Wiki platforms, Basecamp.com, or Github. These are generally provided for free.
INS_CNRS_Plat8: Popular only tools used for external communication rely centralized services
For external communication, most communities rely on Twitter, Facebook, Youtube and Wordpress.
These are generally provided for free.
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INS_CNRS_Plat9: CBPP communities still rely on centralized platform infrastructures because
decentralized infrastructure is difficult to setup and maintain
According to UNIMI’s findings, one of the main reasons why CBPP communities still rely on centralized
platform infrastructures is because of the technical difficulties that a decentralized infrastructure
entails. Peer-to-peer networks are difficult to implement into practice, because they require ways of
coordinating a large number of peers interacting with one another in a dynamic and often unpredictable
way. Thus, many CBPP communities opted for more centralized architectures that provide better
management and more efficient coordination through a central authority which everyone can refer to.
INS_CNRS_Plat10: Decentralization and protection of meta data
Only a few platforms do actually care about preserving privacy at the metadata level (e.g. Freenet, I2P,
BitMessage), although this generally requires sacrificing performance and response time.
Issues
ISS_CNRS_Plat1: Interoperability
The need for interoperability between different communities requires the creation of spaces where
delegates from different communities can meet and discuss their respective goals, strategies or
challenges, and to identify possible forms of cooperation without having to forego some of the
distinctive characteristics which define each and every community.
-

INS_CNRS_Plat4

ISS_CNRS_Plat2: Centralization bears privacy risks
Centralized platforms also enable operators to accumulate large amounts of (personal) data and
potentially extract value from the collection, processing and redistribution thereof.
-

INS_CNRS_Plat1

ISS_CNRS_Plat3: Decentralized platforms offer no coordination mechanisms for disparate groups
The advantage of centralized platforms is that they facilitate collaboration between disparate groups of
people that would otherwise have a hard time coordinating themselves (because of either scale or lack
of proper coordination mechanisms).
-

INS_CNRS_Plat4

ISS_CNRS_Plat4: It is difficult to establish trust between rarely interacting users on decentralized
platforms
To the contrary, centralized platforms are better at establishing trust among users or groups of users
that do not engage into sufficiently frequent and repeated interactions.
-

INS_CNRS_Plat4

-

INS_CNRS_Plat6

-

INS_CNRS_Plat7
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-

INS_CNRS_Plat9

ISS_CNRS_Plat5: Decentralization comes at the costs of transparency
Coordination amongst a distributed network of peers can only be achieved through the disclosure of
everyone’s interactions. Hence, while decentralized architectures can provide more privacy at the
content layer (insofar as content is properly encrypted), they often do not protect themselves against
the analysis of metadata. To the extent that anyone is free to collect, analyse and process metadata,
highly decentralized infrastructures designed to promote privacy and autonomy might, therefore,
facilitate surveillance by governmental or corporate actors.
-

INS_CNRS_Plat2

-

INS_CNRS_Plat5

-

INS_CNRS_Plat10

ISS_CNRS_Plat6: Federated architecture is more difficult to implement and deploy than a
centralized one
Federated applications are more challenging to implement than centralized platforms, yet they can
provide tangible benefits to the CBPP ecosystem.
-

INS_CNRS_Plat5

-

INS_CNRS_Plat7

-

INS_CNRS_Plat8

-

INS_CNRS_Plat9

ISS_CNRS_Plat7: Need to preserve full ownership and control over data
Communities want and need to have full control of the physical and intellectual output, data,
information and knowledge they produce.
-

INS_CNRS_Plat4

ISS_CNRS_Plat8: Security issues of community members in a fully decentralized architecture
Decentralized architectures —although they don’t have any specific point of failure— need to be
secured against potential attacks by malicious users. Individual users often do not have the skill to
setup, configure and setup their own server, thereby making the overall network less reliable and more
prone to attacks.
-

INS_CNRS_Plat2

-

INS_CNRS_Plat10

ISS_CNRS_Plat9: Federation makes it harder to implement reputation and rewards
Federation makes it harder to implement a comprehensive and integrated system of reputation and
rewards (another of the key design principles of the P2Pvalue platform). This is true for the design of
effective and reliable internal systems of recognition and rewards of the contributions. Likewise, it
makes the application of external indicators of the social and reputational value of the communities
engaged in CBPP more difficult. As we observed, in fact, the external indicators of value that we applied,
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fail to effectively recognize the value produced by more decentralized communities, within which the
generated value flows tend to get closer to what we have defined as “ecological value”, for which, we did
not find effective indicators. Yet, this is a challenge that future research and development of the
P2Pvalue platform should address: looking for strategies to assess value generation in more distributed
settings and more diffused (“ecological”) flows.
-

INS_CNRS_Plat5

ISS_CNRS_Plat10: In a federated architecture, individual nodes are a point-of-failure
Every node ultimately constitutes a possible point-of-failure that can be either attacked or leveraged
for coercion.
-

INS_CNRS_Plat3

-

INS_CNRS_Plat5

Value Propositions
VP_CNRS_Plat1: Hybrid Solution to combine advantages of centralized and decentralized
architecture
With regard to the implementation of the P2Pvalue platform, we decided to adopt a hybrid solution that
benefit from the advantages of centralization (in terms of easier management and coordination) and
decentralization (in terms of greater freedom, privacy and autonomy). This, without incurring the costs
that traditionally come along with these two architectural choices: surveillance and control for the
former, excessive transparency and difficult coordination for the latter. The solution we decided to
adopt is the federated model —the model used by the Internet Relay Chat (IRC) and Simple Mail
Transfer Protocol (SMTP). Under this model, any community can decide whether to rely on a third party
infrastructure that is trusted, or to deploy and manage its own servers (for its own use and for that of
others), assuming that the community has the necessary in-house skills to do so. The advantages are
clear: simple installation and setup, greater freedom of experimentation, enhanced privacy, and
reduced dependency on third party infrastructures that might not be trustworthy.
-

ISS_CNRS_Plat1

-

ISS_CNRS_Plat2

-

ISS_CNRS_Plat5

-

ISS_CNRS_Plat7

-

ISS_CNRS_Plat8

-

ISS_CNRS_Plat9

VP_CNRS_Plat2: Let users that are less technically sophisticated to connect to community nodes
With a federated model, users do not need to secure their own network, since they can rely on trusted
third-party servers. Besides, given the interoperability provided by the federation model, specific
communities might decide to share a particular type of (confidential) data only with other trusted
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communities, while being able to interact and to benefit from the interoperability with other
non-trusted communities.
-

ISS_CNRS_Plat8

VP_CNRS_Plat3: Umbrella strategy in a federated architecture to allow for different degrees of
centralization among communities
Federated architectures can act as an umbrella for multiple communities which decided to adopt
different degrees of centralization, allowing for communication and collaboration among independent
groups while preserving their autonomy and freedom of choice. Federated models are already used for
the coordination of classical federations (e.g. Spanish labor union), autonomous groups (e.g. 15-M) or
temporary initiatives (such as the organization of events among different collectives).
-

ISS_CNRS_Plat1

-

ISS_CNRS_Plat3

-

ISS_CNRS_Plat7

-

ISS_CNRS_Plat10

VP_CNRS_Plat4: Support CBPP communities to setup and run their own federated nodes
In face of these findings, we believe that the P2Pvalue platform should support and promote the use of
federated infrastructures within the CBPP ecosystem, and make it easy for communities to deploy and
setup their own federated nodes.
-

ISS_CNRS_Plat4

-

ISS_CNRS_Plat5

VP_CNRS_Plat5: General-Purpose communications protocol
Provide basic community-related functionality (data storage, real-time collaboration, participation,
etc.) through a public API, which constitutes the basis on top of which the P2Pvalue platform (and other
applications) can be built.
Technical Feature: Apache Wave Protocol
-

ISS_CNRS_Plat3

-

ISS_CNRS_Plat4

-

ISS_CNRS_Plat6

-

ISS_CNRS_Plat7

Summary Tables

Issues

Value Propositions

Insights

ISS_CNRS_Plat1

VP_CNRS_Plat1
VP_CNRS_Plat3

INS_CNRS_Plat4

ISS_CNRS_Plat2

VP_CNRS_Plat1

INS_CNRS_Plat1
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ISS_CNRS_Plat3

VP_CNRS_Plat3
VP_CNRS_Plat5

INS_CNRS_Plat4

ISS_CNRS_Plat4

VP_CNRS_Plat4
VP_CNRS_Plat5

INS_CNRS_Plat4
INS_CNRS_Plat6
INS_CNRS_Plat7
INS_CNRS_Plat9

ISS_CNRS_Plat5

VP_CNRS_Plat1
VP_CNRS_Plat4

INS_CNRS_Plat2
INS_CNRS_Plat5
INS_CNRS_Plat10

ISS_CNRS_Plat6

VP_CNRS_Plat5

INS_CNRS_Plat5
INS_CNRS_Plat7
INS_CNRS_Plat8
INS_CNRS_Plat9

ISS_CNRS_Plat7

VP_CNRS_Plat1
VP_CNRS_Plat3
VP_CNRS_Plat5

INS_CNRS_Plat4

ISS_CNRS_Plat8

VP_CNRS_Plat1
VP_CNRS_Plat2

INS_CNRS_Plat2
INS_CNRS_Plat10

ISS_CNRS_Plat9

VP_CNRS_Plat1

INS_CNRS_Plat5

ISS_CNRS_Plat10

VP_CNRS_Plat3

INS_CNRS_Plat3
INS_CNRS_Plat5

Forkability and Licensing
Insights
INS_CNRS_Fork1: Definition of Forking
Forkability involves (1) forking in the development of the software, creating a parallel and autonomous
version and (2) replicating the resources generated by a community to start another one. Forking is not
limited to CBPP communities focused on producing free and open source software, where it is
increasingly used to develop parallel workflows. Forking can also be used in a metaphorical sense for
every instance where effectively “a copy” of a community’s building blocks in terms of infrastructure
and content can be easily and freely created.
INS_CNRS_Fork2: Legal status of information and intellectual creations involved in CBPP
The software and intellectual goods a community uses and produces are usually regulated by national
and international regulations on copyright protection.
INS_CNRS_Fork3: Forking as a relieve valve for dissenting groups within a community
These two distinct requirements (forking the software and replicating the content) enable people to
clone the project's resources and fork the community, in case of disagreement or simply because in
search of greater simplicity in the management of distributed workflows on the same resources. It also
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works simply as a governance means, as a potential threat that helps maintaining a responsive and
accountable leadership in the project.
INS_CNRS_Fork4: Forkability is a feature that is diffused in CBPP
From the statistical analysis of UAB, we observed that 53% of the cases that we analyzed are potentially
“forkable”, meaning that both the software and the content have free licenses. 41% of the analyzed
communities have either the software or the content license free; while very few, 2% of the cases, have
a proprietary exclusive license for both software and content. Indeed, forks have nowadays become a
default option in FLOSS development, with the success of the Git system (distributed revision control
systems), as an architecture that better allows speed, data integrity and support for distributed,
non-linear workflows.
INS_CNRS_Fork5: Many CBPP communities are not exploiting the full potential of available
licensing schemes
In all testbed communities, there was the perception that —to the extent that the other users of the
code-sharing platform Github share similar values— they can be trusted not to misuse their code in
ways that would violate copyright or otherwise impinge upon the interests of the original developers or
community members. Instead of using share-alike licences, community members who worried about
intellectual theft tried to control factual access to their information and intellectual creations.
Issues
ISS_CNRS_Fork1: Forking the software of a community without permission may violate copyright
-

INS_CNRS_Fork2

ISS_CNRS_Fork2: Forking the content of a community without permission may violate intellectual
property
Forking is in essence a form of copying and therefore falls into the reproduction right of the copyright
regime.
-

INS_CNRS_Fork2

ISS_CNRS_Fork3: Forking can be complex for users to follow
Forking can easily become too complex to understand for less sophisticated users. The P2Pvalue
platform should implement a feature for forking that is easy to understand and to use.
-

INS_CNRS_Fork3

ISS_CNRS_Fork4: Fear of intellectual theft and misappropriation of ideas
Communities may be concerned with theft of ideas and intellectual property or simply use of their work
by someone who shares different values
-

INS_CNRS_Fork2

-

INS_CNRS_Fork3
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ISS_CNRS_Fork5: Communities don’t generally possess the necessary legal skills to draft their own
licensing schemes and interpret law and licences to their questions
Understanding licensing and copyright laws in general is complex and requires a legal education and
practical experience. While licenses such as GPL are by now widely known and accepted, there is
constantly new case-law created on the matter.
-

INS_CNRS_Fork5

ISS_CNRS_Fork6: Accommodating diversity of FLOSS licences in an informed manner
A guideline identifying compatible licenses will be useful to orientate the choice towards licenses
allowing the most downstream compatibility. Tables of compatibility between open licensing schemes
should be offered for both content20 (Dulong de Rosnay, 2010) and software21 to help communities avoid
choosing licenses which may accommodate a specific need they have, but reduce the ease of reusability
of the output of the project and general forking.
-

INS_CNRS_Fork2

-

INS_CNRS_Fork3

ISS_CNRS_Fork7: Danger of losing interoperability between different licensing schemes
The desire of accommodating diversity of FLOSS licences expressed by the communities should be
mitigated by the fact that allowing the usage of different licenses may create legal incompatibilities
(and potentially make forking difficult or impossible).
-

INS_CNRS_Fork2

-

INS_CNRS_Fork3

Value Propositions
VP_CNRS_Fork1: Free software licenses by default to allow the forking of a community’s software
The P2Pvalue platform should embed the legal instruments allowing for the project to split and
continue elsewhere. In general, given the different combinations and increasingly hybrids schemes that
we have encountered in our studies, we recognized that, while privileging and facilitating the adoption
and flexible use of free licenses should be the distinctive default option of the P2Pvalue platform, a
policy should be studied and provided to manage cases that want to combine free and exclusive
licensing options (such as all-rights-reserved).
-

ISS_CNRS_Fork1

20

https://wiki.creativecommons.org/Wiki/cc_license_compatibility#License_Compatibility_Char
t
21

https://www.gnu.org/philosophy/license-list.html
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VP_CNRS_Fork2: Free content licenses by default to allow the forking of a community’s content
The work already produced should be able to be re-injected and reused in a new project, through data
reproducibility. The opportunities to control downstream User Generated Content through copyleft and
Non Commercial clauses should be supported to allow communities to sustain the visions around their
project long-term.
-

ISS_CNRS_Fork2

VP_CNRS_Fork3: Merging
In general, forking should be thought as a means and not as a goal in itself. Forking can help by making
easy parallel developments or experimentation on the same materials. But cooperation should the main
goal. Hence, after experimentation has been undertaken, the platform should make it easy for forks to
be merged back into the main branch.
-

ISS_CNRS_Fork6

VP_CNRS_Fork4: Visualizing forks and merges
A suitable visualization of forks and branches should be included into the P2Pvalue platform, such as is
done in Github.
-

ISS_CNRS_Fork3

VP_CNRS_Fork5: The P2PValue project should itself be forkeable
The platform should be distributed under a free software license to allow forking of the project which
has been identified as a practical way to split and continue the work in case of divergences or special
needs within the community to pursue the project in different directions reflecting different visions,
without losing the commonly developed work.
-

ISS_CNRS_Fork1

-

ISS_CNRS_Fork2

VP_CNRS_Fork6: Open by default, but allowing communities to choose their own licensing
By default, the P2Pvalue platform should provide a template licensing scheme that allows the outputs
of production of a community to be openly accessible, but only reusable by communities that share the
same values as them (Share-Alike). However, in order to accommodate diversity, the platform should
also allow communities to engage in dual-licensing to enable monetization of commercial (non-open)
usages of the work.
-

ISS_CNRS_Fork4
Technical Feature
This can be achieved through the use of Creative Commons licenses, with specific options such
as Share-Alike, Non-Commercial, and No-Derivatives. But more specific needs in terms of
values may go beyond these basic options and other licenses such as Peer Production
Reciprocity schemes currently under development should be explored.
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VP_CNRS_Fork7: Table identifying compatible licenses
Tables of compatibility between open licensing schemes should be offered for both content and
software to help communities avoid choosing licenses which may accommodate a specific need they
have, but reduce the ease of reusability of the output of the project and general forking.
-

ISS_CNRS_Fork6

-

ISS_CNRS_Fork7

VP_CNRS_Fork8: Diversity of licences
In order to accommodate diversity, even the All Rights Reserved Option should be proposed in order to
not limit the contributions of such users. It will be the choice of the community at the implementation
of the federated node to decide which licenses to offer to its contributors.
-

ISS_CNRS_Fork6

VP_CNRS_Fork9: Make licensing an issue from the point of a creation of a new community project
Licensing choices should be made early during the decision-making process and implemented as a
feature in the registration so that contributors understand well the consequences of their choices and
formally agree to release their contributions under the license selected at the beginning of the project.
-

ISS_CNRS_Fork5

Summary Table

Issues

Value Propositions

Insights

ISS_CNRS_FORK1

VP_CNRS_Fork1
VP_CNRS_Fork5

INS_CNRS_Fork2

ISS_CNRS_FORK2

VP_CNRS_Fork2
VP_CNRS_Fork5

INS_CNRS_Fork2

ISS_CNRS_FORK3

VP_CNRS_Fork4

INS_CNRS_Fork3

ISS_CNRS_FORK4

VP_CNRS_Fork6

INS_CNRS_Fork2
INS_CNRS_Fork3

ISS_CNRS_FORK5

VP_CNRS_Fork9

INS_CNRS_Fork5

ISS_CNRS_FORK6

VP_CNRS_Fork3
VP_CNRS_Fork7
VP_CNRS_Fork8

INS_CNRS_Fork2
INS_CNRS_Fork3

ISS_CNRS_FORK7

VP_CNRS_Fork7

INS_CNRS_Fork2
INS_CNRS_Fork3
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Annex:
Agent-based Simulation
Simulating the potential effects of the adoption
of the P2PValue software platform
This section covers the work conducted under task ‘
T2.2: Modelling and simulation of alternatives’
. It
presents the aims, design and results of an agent-based model (ABM) developed to explore the
potential effects on communities resulting from their adoption of the P2PValue software platform.
As described in the DOW, the model must represent the technical infrastructure of the platform, its
human users, and their interactions, to simulate the dynamics that may result from the adoption of the
software platform. The simulation allows us to simulate the activity of a community with and without
the platform, and with varying degrees of adoption, and record changes in the size, lifespan, friendship
structure and level of contributions in the community.
Agent-based modelling is a computational modelling approach that represents in computer code, the
various actors/agents in a system, their decision-making rules, interactions between agents, and
interactions between agents and the environment. It allows for the relatively easy modelling of micro
dynamics, their iteration, and the resulting macro outcomes. We can use qualitative theories and
empirical findings to underpin and inspire the design and rules of the simulation, and by tracing the
results of the simulation, ABMs allow us to understand why an outcome arises.
This section is structured as follows. The ‘Aims’ section outlines the aims and research question behind
the model’s development, and explains the basic approach taken to experimentation. The ‘Design’
section explains the design process, before laying out the model design itself. This section also explains
how the model was verified and calibrated, and how the design of experiments was organised. The
‘Results’ section presents the results of the simulations, breaking these down by community type.
Finally the conclusion summarises the findings, highlighting the most interesting, and identifies two
directions for further research.
Aims
The ABM has two fundamental aims:
1.

To understand what effects the platform might have on different communities, and
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2.

To inform further design and refinement of the software platform.

By ‘effect’ we refer to changes in communities relating to their size, lifespan, structure (initially
represented by the friendship network of contributors), and the number of contributions to the
community. To differentiate between different communities, we first use one of the key demarcations
in community type - offline and online (i.e., communities that conduct the majority of their work
online or offline) - and second, a community’s experience of growth and reductions in size (e.g., quick
growth, slow growth, no growth, growth and collapse).
This first aim leads us to the specific research question:
●

What is the effect (measured by community size, lifespan, structure and contributions) of the
software platform on different communities (offline, online)?

To answer this question, the ABM must be able to simulate and record:
1.

Changes in the size of a community,

2.

The length of time a community lasts,

3.

The friendship network within a community,

4.

The number of contributions made by members.

And must be able to represent/include:
1.

Different types of community member,

2.

Different types of community,

3.

Entry and exit of members,

4.

The making and loss of friends,

5.

Contribution decisions, and

6.

All of the above with and without the software platform.

The results of the simulation will have potentially important consequences for the design of the
software platform. For example, if the simulation suggests that certain community types will not
benefit from the current design of the platform, new designs that avoid these dynamics may be
considered.
To be of value to the developers of the software platform, it is important that the simulation represents
a wide range of possible communities, that may adopt the platform. Therefore the simulation does not
intend to specifically simulate one individual community, but rather to simulate certain types of
community, demarcated by their experience of growth, and whether they are online or offline
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communities. Online data from GitHub was used to calibrate and validate the simulation of online
communities. For offline communities, data is much harder to collect. Here, calibration was driven by
plausible community types, and a fuller exploration of the parameter space to pick scenarios to test the
platform features in. With GitHub data identifying community types for online communities, and
plausible types identified within the parameter space for offline communities, simulations were run on
the various online and offline types, with and without the platform features enabled in the model. The
results were then compared to draw inferences about the potential effect of the platform. A fuller
description of this process is given in the calibration section.

Design
This section first briefly describes the design process for the ABM, and second, outlines the model using
the ‘Overview’ section of the ODD protocol (Grimm et al, 2010). The model itself can be downloaded
from 
https://goo.gl/x8Ogbl
, though it is currently undocumented and not easily used by unfamilair
users.
Design process
The design process involved a combination of (i) examining other relevant ABMs developed, (ii)
engaging with the literature on commons-based peer production (CBPP), and (iii) discussions with
other project partners, primarily the researchers conducting the ethnographies (MILANO), and those
developing the platform itself (UCM).
From this process three fundamental design decisions emerged:
1.

There is almost always a common structure to communities by types of member, demarcated by
the level of contribution they make. There are ‘core’ contributor members who do most of the
work, and are highly motivated, there are more

‘sporadic’ contributors who occasionally

contribute, and finally there are ‘users’ of the community, who ‘consume’ its product. These
types are often referred to as the 
1%, 9% and 90% respectively, denoting their typical
prevalence within a community. It was decided early on in the design process that the model
should include these three types, and importantly, their basic activities (contributions to
abstract projects and tasks, and consumption of an abstract product), and the dynamics of their
exit and entry to the community and of people changing from one type to another.
2.

There is much debate in the literature about why people choose to contribute to communities,
but four key drivers were identified as central to people’s decisions, and so are included in the
core design of model and agent rules:
a.

Interests and skills of people must be commensurate with a community and the tasks
within it. Contributors will only contribute to those tasks that are within their interest,
and require the skills they possess.
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b.

Friendships within a community make people much more likely to contribute and
remain in a community.

c.

Previous contributions are a very strong predictor of future contributions, and there
are often many contributors who only make a handful of contributions.

d.

Reward
, in the form of quantitative ‘points’ or qualitative ‘thanks’ (from other
members) is a strong driver of contributions. Members may wish to generate more
points by contributing, or may be more or less motivated by thanks from other
members.

These four concepts were kept central to contributors’ decisions to contribute and
exit/enter/change type in the simulation.
3.

The 
operation of the platform features
. It became clear the most important element of the
software platform to simulate was the ‘crowd-doing’ component, which organises community
work into projects and tasks, and provides an ordered list for contributors to search for
contributions to make. The order of the project list is affected by recent activity on projects,
how many ‘likes’ projects have got from other community members, and how close they are to
being completed. This key dynamic of how contributors find projects and tasks was decided to
be the key difference between simulation rules with and without the software platform.

The Model
The model is described here using the ‘Overview’ section of the ODD protocol (Grimm et al, 2010).
Entities, state variables, and scales
The model includes contributor agents (#1s and #9s) representing the 1% and 9% contributors described
above, user agents (#90s), and a set of agents representing projects, tasks and products. Table 1 details
these main agents in the model, their processes and parameters.
The contributor agents in the model are making a basic decision about whether to contribute to the
community, who to make friends with, whether to exit or enter the community, and whether to change
type (1->9 of vice versa). The user agents similarly make decisions about whether to exit or enter the
community, but do not decide whether to contribute, but rather whether to ‘consume’ the community’s
product. This basic process of contributions and consumption drives the simulation dynamics.
The agents representing projects, tasks and products are used simply to track work being done and
product being consumed, and to represent conceptual space between contributors/users and
work/products (i.e., contributors are less likely to contribute to projects that are far from them by
interest or skill). Projects are the main unit of work to be done in the community. Each project has a
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number of tasks within it. There are also ‘lone tasks’ in the community representing small tasks that
are not part of a larger project.
There are a number of important parameters in the model, not related to agents. These ‘global’
parameters are outlined in Table 2.
Table 1: Agents, their processes and parameters
Agent

Processes

Parameters

#1
Contribut
ors

Find projects and
tasks
Contribute to tasks
Drop projects and
tasks
Make
and
lose
friends
Identify
new
projects and tasks
Update position
Enter and exit
Change type

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

#9
Contribut
ors

The same as
contributors

#90 Users

Update position
Consume
product(s)
Enter and exit
Change type

●
●
●

Finish
Give out reward
Calculate
recent
contributors
Update position
Identify
new
projects

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Projects

#1

The same as #1 contributors

●
●

●
●
●
Tasks

Finish
Give out reward
Identify new tasks

A list of 
projects and tasks
working on
A list of their 
‘friends’
A 
total 
time available to the community each week
(0-40hrs)
A 
current time available to the community (total time
minus commitments)
A
skill
type (3 types from a possible 10)
An 
interest
score (0-50)
Are they 
using
the software platform? (Yes/No)
Points
- a quantitative reward level (0-∞)
Thanks
- a qualitative reward level (Yes/No, who from?)
Time in community (how long they have been in
community)
Contribution 
history (a list of length 10 recording last 10
periods contributions)
Total contributions 
(record of all time contributions)

●
●
●
●
●

An 
interest
score (0-50)
A
consumption
level (0-∞)
Time in community (how long they have been in
community)
Time 
without products
Are they 
using
the software platform? (Yes/No)
An 
interest
score (0-50)
The 
number of tasks
inside this project
A list of these 
tasks
A count of 
current contributors
A list/
history
of number of 
contributors
in past 10 periods
Time in community
An associated 
product(s)
Likes and like history (votes of ‘support’ from community
members)
Reward type when project is finished (objective or
subjective)
Reward
level when project is finished
A list of 
current contributors
An associated 
project
Skill
type required (1 of 10)
An 
interest
score
Time 
required
to finish task
Modularity - how much time is required per contributor per
week (0-20)
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●

Time
in community

Lone
Tasks

Finish
Give out reward
Identify new tasks

Same as tasks, except no associated project

Products

Update position
Be consumed

●
●
●
●
●

An 
interest
score
A count of 
current #90s using
the product
A
list/history
of users in previous 10 periods
Time
in community
An associated 
project
(s)

Table 2: Key global parameters and their purpose
Parameter

Purpose

Platform-features? (On/Off)

Denotes which rules the agents should use - those that
represent the community dynamics with or without the
software platform

Proportion of the community using
the platform

Used to decide how many of the agents use the rules
representing when the platform is used

Initial number of agents

Used to set up the number of models in the agent at the
beginning of the simulation

Number of products (one, a few,
many)

Denotes how many products can simultaneously exist in the
community

Reward Mechanism (none, points,
thanks, both)

Denotes which reward mechanism exists in the simulated
community

Chance of changing type (#1s and
#9s)

Attaches a probability to contributors changing type, a key
parameter in community size

Barrier to entry (#9s and #90s)

Attaches a probability to entry of community members, a key
parameter in community size

Chance of exit (#9s and #90s)

Attaches a probability to exit of community members, a key
parameter in community size

Time and Space
Each ‘tick’ or time period in the model represent one week. This time period was chosen as it seemed
the most reasonable period on which to suppose community members make the various decisions and
actions represented in the model.
Space in the simulation does not represent physical space, but is conceptual. It is used to represent the
concepts of ‘interest’ (Y-axis) and relative appeal (X-axis). All of the agents have an interest score
(integer 0-50), intended to represent their specific interests. Contributors are more likely to contribute
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to tasks and projects with similar interests to theirs. Projects and their tasks, and products move
towards and away from contributors and users, depending on how popular they are relative to their own
history. Thus agents position denotes a likelihood of connections - the distance between agents
depending on their interest score, and the current ‘popularity’ of the project and product agents.

Diagram 1: The model ‘world’ view
Diagram 1 shows the visualisation for the simulation’s ‘world’ view. On the left, #90s are the yellow
arrows, with connections (grey lines) to the community’s one product (the orange box). The product is
connected to various projects (the green targets) via red lines. When the tasks (small green circles) of a
project are completed, the associated product improves in quality, or if no product is linked to the
project, new products may be created. The small yellow circles are lone tasks. The red arrows on the
right are #1s, and the blue arrows are #9s. The connections between them (in blue and red) are
friendship ties. The grey ties between #1s, #9s and tasks, are contributions being made.
Process overview and scheduling
The following pseudo-code details the main processes in the model in the order they are carried out in
each time step. An asterisk denotes those processes that are heavily dependent on the platform
features.
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find-projects*
if platform-features? = true
contributors find projects that are closest to their interest and are being
‘pushed’ by the platform. #1s are more efficient than #9s at this

if platform-features? = false and community-type = online
contributors find projects that are closest to their interest and are popular,
but with some error, particularly #9s

if platform-features? = false and community-type = offline
#1 
contributors find projects that are closest to their interest and are
popular, but with some error, #9s choose projects randomly

find-tasks
#1s find tasks on their projects that require the skills they have

#9s find tasks on their projects that require their skills, but with a lower
probability, which is strongly affected by the presence of friends on tasks, their
reward (points and/or thanks) and their own previous contribution history

contribute-to-tasks
contributors check their available time, drop tasks if they are over-committed. next,
they contribute to their current tasks

tasks update their time required

drop-projects
contributors drop projects if no one else is working on them (#1s and #9s, #9s with
higher probability), and/or if they have no tasks in that project (#9s only)

make-and-lose-friends
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contributors make ‘friends’ with some of those working on their tasks that they don't
already know, andlosefriendswithaprobabilitydependentonhowmanytimestheyhave
worked together before

finish-tasks
if a task has no time required left
it increases its products volume/quality, and gives points (if ON) to its
contributors

give-out-reward
if a project has no tasks left
it gives out points and thanks (dependingiftheyareON)withsomeprobability
to contributors
thanks can be set to ‘not received’, ‘received from #9’ and ‘received from #1’
with decreasing probability respectively

finished-projects
projects with no tasks either improve their product, or of they have no product, they
may spawn a new product

tasks-identified
with some probability tasks that have contributors create new tasks

projects-die
if projects have no contributors, they disappear with some probability

update-project-position*
if platform-features? = true
projects get closer/further from contributors depending on (i) ‘like’s from
contributors, (ii) their own recent activity relative to themselves, and (iii)
how close they are to being finished

if platform-features? = false and community-type = online
projectsgetcloser/furtherfromcontributorsdependingonhowmanycontributors
they have relative to other projects

if platform-features? = false and community-type = offline
projects do not move beyond their initial interest position
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new-projects
with some probability contributors can propose new projects, and ‘busy’ projects can
spawn new projects

consume-products
#90s find product(s) closest to themselves and begin to consume.
with some probability #90s drop products

update-product-position
products get closer or further from #90s depending on their recent consumption levels

update-90s-and-9s-and-1s-positions
contributors and users become closer (i.e., interest becomes more similar) to their
friends or fellow consumers

products-die
if a product has no consumers it disappears with some chance
if there ismorethan1productina1productcommunitytheycompete(viacontributors
to their associated projects) with each other and one disappears

entry
#90s enter if they see high recent consumption of products, or by some small chance
#9s enter if they see high recent consumption of products

exit
#9s exit if they cannot see any tasks with their interest, and they have not received
much points/thanks, or they see #90s have left
#90s exit if they can’t see any products with a similar interest to theirs
all contributors can leave with a small chance if they have not received much
thanks/points

change-breed
#90s become #9s with some small probability (increased by the platform) if they find
tasks with their interest score
#9s become #1s with some small probability if they have become very active recently
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#1s become #9s if they have dropped in activity and not much thanks/points

Verification
Verification was carried out in several ways:
1.

Iterative modular code development: building each section of code in turn, and testing between
each section.

2.

Corner and extreme value tests: where parameter values are set to zero, or extreme values, to
ensure the model is able to deal (i.e., not crash or report errors) with these parameter values
and reports ‘reasonable’ results.

3.

Local sensitivity analysis: changing one input variable at a time and checking effects make
sense.

4.

Observation - running the model whilst monitoring a multitude of parameters and outputs that
would typically not be monitored/visible as key outputs in analysis.

5.

Code checking - going through key sections of the code with a second researcher, with
extensive knowledge of the project, platform and CBPP communities.

Calibration and Experiments
The calibration (i.e., picking parameters values so that the model produces outcomes that resemble
those observed in the real world) and validation of the model (i.e., assess how well it produces outcomes
similar to those observed in the real world) were conducted separately for online and offline types of
communities.
Online
For online communities, a wealth of time series data on community size, lifespan, structure and
contributions was available via GitHub and its API service. Data was collected on communities identified
via the P2PValue directory. Once the main repository on GitHub had been chosen for each of 18
communities, the API was used to pull out timeseries data on community size (and thus lifespan), and
one-off data on number of friends, and contributions per member. These 18 data sets were used to
identify common ‘types’ of online community defined by their experience of changes in size (measured
by counts of 1% and 9% members). Four types of online community emerged:
1.

Larger communities that experienced steady growth.
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2.

Larger communities that expanded rapidly before plateauing.

3.

Smaller communities that experienced steady growth.

4.

Smaller communities that grew but then collapsed in size.

As these types came from GitHub repositories working on one product (typically an app, software
platform, or website) the model was then calibrated using the ‘one product’ setting. The reward
mechanism was set to ‘both’ as GitHub allows both quantitative recording of contributions akin to
points, and discussion boards which allow qualitative thanks to be given.
The calibration process identified four sets of parameter values that produced roughly these four types
of online community. The main difficulty in the calibration process was attaining an appropriate level
of #1 contributors; in three of the types, they tended to be over-represented.
Once these four parameter sets were chosen, they were then used to run the model with and without
the software platform rules, to make a direct comparison between the two, and assess what effects the
platform may have on each of these four online community types.
Offline
For offline there is very little, if any at all, easily accessible quantitative data on community size,
lifespan, structure and contributions. Thus the pragmatic decision was taken to calibrate the offline
model to plausible community types emerging from an exploration of the model’s parameter space
under offline settings. These plausible types are derived from anecdotal and theoretical evidence (e.g.,
1%, 9%, 90%, ‘many communities don’t last long’). This process led to the identification of five
parameter settings that gave the following five types of offline community:
1.

Large communities that experienced steady growth.

2.

Small communities that experienced steady growth.

3.

Large communities that grew but then collapsed.

4.

Small communities that grew but then collapsed.

5.

Very small communities that never experienced any growth.

Once these five types and their associated parameter sets had been identified the simulation was then
run with the platform features on and off for each, again to make a direct comparison and assess the
effects of the platform rules. The simulation was run with the number of products parameters as ‘one’
and ‘a few’, and the reward mechanism set as ‘thanks’ only, both intended to represent likely scenarios
in offline communities.
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Results
The results presented here are broken down by each community type in turn. A brief description of the
results accompanies each graph. These are summarised in Table 3 in the conclusion.

Understanding the graphs
In all of the figures below, there are three graphs denoted by platform features: FALSE, TRUE 50%
ADOPTION, TRUE 100% ADOPTION. These give the results of the simulations when the software
platform rules were off, on for 50% of the community and on for 100% of the community respectively.
Community size and lifespan graphs
Size and lifespan are measured by the number of #1s and #9s in the simulation, and how long the
community ‘lasts’. In these figures, there are three upper graphs, showing the 90% confidence intervals
for mean counts of 1% and 9% contributors through time, derived from the output of 120 simulation
runs (i.e., 40 for each graph). Below these are three graphs giving the actual counts of 9% contributors
through time in each run (i.e., each line represents one run of the simulation).
Friends graphs
These present the results of the simulations when measures of the number of friends agents have is
taken after one simulated year (time periods = 52). The graphs again use the three platform features
structure, but now show histograms giving the mean frequency of number of friends agents have
(individually up to 20, and then 20+) over the 120 simulations for each community type (i.e., 40 runs per
graph).
Contributions graphs
Finally, the contributions graphs show histograms for the number of contributions made by the 1%
(upper three graphs) and 9% (lower three graphs) after one simulated year, again mean frequencies are
taken over the 120 runs for each community type (i.e., 40 runs per graph).
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Online Large Steady Growth Communities

Figure 1: Simulated Community Size though time for Online Large Steady Growth Communities. The top three
graphs show the 90% confidence intervals for counts of #1s and #9s over 40 simulation runs. The bottom three
graphs show the counts of #9s for each of 40 runs.

Figure 1 shows the effect of the platform on online large steady growth communities’ size and lifespan.
We can see that both the 90% confidence interval for counts of 9% contributors (upper three graphs),
and the actual counts of 9% in each run (lower three graphs), reach higher levels when the platform
features are turned on. Interestingly this is more pronounced when only half of the community has
adopted the software platform, as compared to when all of the community are using the platform. The
validation of these runs is strong, with the appropriate number of 1% and 9% contributors as seen in the
GitHub communities.
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Figure 2: Simulated Community Structure after 1 year for Online Large Steady Growth Communities. The
histograms show the average frequency for number of friends an agent has.
Figure 2 shows the the results for number of friends after one simulated year. The results suggest that
more agents get higher numbers of friends, however this is likely to be a result of the fact communities
are simply larger in these runs. Validation (to a power law for number of friends) is good.

Figure 3: Simulated Contributions after 1 year for Online Large Steady Growth Communities. The histograms
show the average frequency for number of contributions an agent has made.
Figure 3 shows the results for number of contributions, again after one simulated year. The results show
little clear effect of the platform. For 9% there is a higher number of agents making contributions,
reflecting the larger community size, but there is no clear change in the distribution of contributions.
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Online Large Sudden Growth Communities

Figure 4: Simulated Community Size though time for Online Large Sudden Growth Communities. The top three
graphs show the 90% confidence intervals for counts of #1s and #9s over 40 simulation runs. The bottom three
graphs show the counts of #9s for each of 40 runs.

Figure 4 shows the effect of the platform on online communities that experience sudden growth,
followed by a plateauing. Here we can see the 50% adoption rate has little effect, but the 100% adoption
rate shows very marginally higher size of community, but a noticeable longer community lifespan, with
many runs of the model showing the community lasting longer. The validation in these runs is only
moderately successful. Whilst the number of 9% contributors matches the data, the 1% contributors
become too prevalent in the latter stages of the simulations. No parameter combination could be found
to avoid this result.
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Figure 5: Simulated Community Structure after 1 year for Online Large Sudden Growth Communities. The
histograms show the average frequency for number of friends an agent has.
Figure 5 shows the number of friends results for large online sudden growth communities. Here we see
more agents having many friends (20+), however, this is likely a result of larger communities, rather
than a fundamental change. There is a clear difference here with the steady growth communities, which
have a much stronger power law distribution of number of friends.

Figure 6: Simulated Contributions after 1 year for Online Large Sudden Growth Communities. The histograms
show the average frequency for number of contributions an agent has made.
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Figure 6 shows the results for number of contributions. Here we see more of both 1% and 9% making
contributions across the board, reflecting the larger community size.

Online Small Grow and Collapse Communities

Figure 7: Simulated Community Size though time for Online Small Grow and Collapse Communities. The top three
graphs show the 90% confidence intervals for counts of #1s and #9s over 40 simulation runs. The bottom three
graphs show the counts of #9s for each of 40 runs.
Figure 7 shows results for smaller ‘grow and collapse’ online communities. Here we see that the
platform creates a marginally higher peak when the community grows. However, the runs with the
platform rules appear to show a stronger and more complete/common collapse in the community,
suggesting a negative effect on the community size and lifespan in the long run. The validation in these
runs is again only moderately successful. Whilst the number of 9% contributors matches the data, the
1% contributors become too prevalent in the latter stages of the simulations. No parameter combination
could be found to avoid this result.
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Figure 8: Simulated Community Structure after 1 year for Online Small Grow and Collapse Communities. The
histograms show the average frequency for number of friends an agent has.
Figure 8 shows the results for number of friends. Again, we see generally agents having more friends,
though this is a result of the larger community size after one simulated year. No overt change in the
power law structure is seen.

Figure 9: Simulated Contributions after 1 year for Online Small Grow and Collapse Communities. The histograms
show the average frequency for number of contributions an agent has made.
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Figure 9 shows the contributions for small online grow and collapse communities. Again we see more
agents in each count, reflecting the larger community size here, but no fundamental change in the
number of contributions.

Online Small Steady Growth Communities

Figure 10: Simulated Community Size though time for Online Small Steady Growth Communities. The top three
graphs show the 90% confidence intervals for counts of #1s and #9s over 40 simulation runs. The bottom three
graphs show the counts of #9s for each of 40 runs.

Figure 10 shows the effect of the platform on small steady growth communities. Here we seen, how the
platform rules increase the rate of growth, and the eventual size of the community. However, the
validation of the number of 1% contributors is again problematic., though this is potentially explained
by the very small community size, meaning small variations in the number of 1% can make a big
difference.
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Figure 11: Simulated Community Structure after 1 year for Online Small Steady Growth Communities. The
histograms show the average frequency for number of friends an agent has.
The results in Figure 11, for small steady growth communities, show a strong power law for the number
of friends agents have. The platform features appear to make the power law more regular (note the drop
in count of agents with 3 friends in FALSE) but does not have a large effect on the number of friends
despite the fact these communities show a larger size.

Figure 12: Simulated Contributions after 1 year for Online Small Steady Growth Communities. The histograms
show the average frequency for number of contributions an agent has made.
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Figure 12 shows the contributions for small steady growth communities. Again we see marginally more
agents in each count, reflecting the larger community size, but no fundamental change in the number
of contributions.

Offline Large Steady Growth Communities

Figure 13: Simulated Community Size though time for Offline Large Steady Growth Communities. The top three
graphs show the 90% confidence intervals for counts of #1s and #9s over 40 simulation runs. The bottom three
graphs show the counts of #9s for each of 40 runs.
Figure 13 shows the effect of the platform on offline communities that experience steady growth. Here
we see a clear negative effect, particularly for the 100% adoption rate, with fewer runs of the model
resulting in very large communities. Though only validated to theoretically plausible outcomes, the
model appears to recreate expected patterns well.
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Figure 14: Simulated Community Structure after 1 year for Offline Large Steady Growth Communities. The
histograms show the average frequency for number of friends an agent has.
Figure 14 shows the number of friends in the offline large steady growth communities. The platform
appears to show a larger number of agents having many friends, despite a similar community size at
this stage, however the differences do not exceed the 90% confidence intervals, suggesting they are not
significant.

Figure 15: Simulated Contributions after 1 year for Offline Large Steady Growth Communities. The histograms
show the average frequency for number of contributions an agent has made.
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Figure 15 shows the contributions for large steady growth online communities. We see marginally more
agents in each count, despite similar community size, but no fundamental change in the number of
contributions. The 1% make more contributions.

Offline Small Steady Growth Communities

Figure 16: Simulated Community Size though time for Offline Small Steady Growth Communities. The top three
graphs show the 90% confidence intervals for counts of #1s and #9s over 40 simulation runs. The bottom three
graphs show the counts of #9s for each of 40 runs.
Figure 16 shows the results of the platform on small steady growth communities. The 50% adoption rate
shows a large positive effect on the size of communities. The 100% adoption rate shows a smaller but
clear positive effect, particularly in the first half of the runs (a faster growth) which is offset by drops in
size in the second half of the simulations. Though only validated to theoretically plausible outcomes,
the model appears to recreate expected patterns well here.
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Figure 17: Simulated Community Structure after 1 year for Offline Small Steady Growth Communities. The
histograms show the average frequency for number of friends an agent has.
Figure 17 shows the number of friends for small steady growth offline communities. The results show
an increase in the number of agents with a lot of friends, despite there being similar community sizes
after one simulated year.

Figure 18: Simulated Contributions after 1 year for Offline Small Steady Growth Communities. The histograms
show the average frequency for number of contributions an agent has made.
Figure 18 shows clearly more 1% contributors making a large number of contributions (250+), and
marginally more 9% making contributions.
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Offline Large Grow and Collapse Communities

Figure 19: Simulated Community Size though time for Offline Large size Grow and Collapse Communities. The top
three graphs show the 90% confidence intervals for counts of #1s and #9s over 40 simulation runs. The bottom
three graphs show the counts of #9s for each of 40 runs.
The results in Figure 19 for offline communities of a large size that grow but then collapse in size, shows
a positive effect from the platform. It appears to create a higher peak in community size, and then
allows some runs to result in larger communities, though there are still small communities, and wide
confidence intervals. Validation here is reasonable, although the count of 1% contributors rises
somewhat above expected levels towards the end of the simulation runs.
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Figure 20: Simulated Community Structure after 1 year for Offline Large Grow and Collapse Communities. The
histograms show the average frequency for number of friends an agent has.
Figure 20 shows a familiar story for the number of friends, with higher numbers of agents having a lot
of friends likely due to the marginally larger community size after 1 year.

Figure 21: Simulated Contributions after 1 year for Offline Small Steady Growth Communities. The histograms
show the average frequency for number of contributions an agent has made.
Figure 21 similar shows more agents making more contributions, due to their larger community size
after 1 year.
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Offline Small Grow and Collapse Communities

Figure 22: Simulated Community Size though time for Offline Small Grow and Collapse Communities. The top
three graphs show the 90% confidence intervals for counts of #1s and #9s over 40 simulation runs. The bottom
three graphs show the counts of #9s for each of 40 runs.
Figure 22 shows the results for small offline grow and collapse communities. Here we see again a
marginally higher peak to early growth, but still a persistent drop in the size of communities through
time. However, this drop is to marginally higher levels with the platform. Notice also the higher
variation in the runs with the platform features, suggesting that the platform gives a community a
chance of increased size, though it cannot guarantee it. The validation of the number of 1% contributors
is again problematic, being too high.
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Figure 23: Simulated Community Structure after 1 year for Offline Small Grow and Collapse Communities. The
histograms show the average frequency for number of friends an agent has.
With slightly steeper growth in the community size, we see more agents with more friends in Figure 23,
though the difference is small and the power law distribution persists.

Figure 24: Simulated Contributions after 1 year for Offline Small Steady Growth Communities. The histograms
show the average frequency for number of contributions an agent has made.
Figure 24 shows the number of contributions, and again shows slightly more contributions, but no clear
change in the distribution.
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Online Small Never Grow Communities

Figure 25: Simulated Community Size though time for Offline Small Communities that never grow. The top three
graphs show the 90% confidence intervals for counts of #1s and #9s over 40 simulation runs. The bottom three
graphs show the counts of #9s for each of 40 runs.
Figure 25 shows the results for small offline communities that do not often grow, and tend to cease to
exist relatively quickly. Here the platform has a clear positive effect, increasing the size and lifespans of
communities by a large margin. Despite this, an unusual oscillating pattern emerges, suggesting the
platform helps communities but cannot completely inoculate them from negative pressures. Validation
to plausible communities is good here, with an appropriate level of 1% contributors

Figure 26: Simulated Community Structure after 1 year for Offline Small ‘never grow’ Communities. The
histograms show the average frequency for number of friends an agent has.
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Figure 26 shows how the communities have more agents, and a few of them now have friends. However,
there has not been an explosion in the number of friends.

Figure 27: Simulated Contributions after 1 year for Offline Small Steady Growth Communities. The histograms
show the average frequency for number of contributions an agent has made.
Finally, Figure 27 shows the number of contributions, which is simply slightly higher for the 9%, but
shows different patterns for the 1%, with a more ‘even’ pattern for 100% adoption in contributions.

Conclusion
The conclusion is split into two parts. First, a summary of the aims and results (including some
preliminary discussion of the results) of the ABM, and second some suggestions for further research.

Summary
This section has described the aims, design and results of an ABM designed to examine the potential
effects of the adoption of the P2PValue software platform on a range of different CBPP communities.
The aim was to simulate both online and offline communities under a range of growth patterns, when
they adopted the platform fully, partially or not at all. The comparison of the results of these
simulations allows us to make some inferences about what the effect (on community size, lifespan,
friendship structure, and contributions) of the software platform may be.
Table 3 provides a summary of the results of the simulations.
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Table 3: Summary of simulation results

Type
Online

Offline

Community
Experience

Effect of platform on community
Validation

Size and Lifespan

Friendship

Contributions

Large
Steady
Growth

Improves size and
pace of growth,
but better at 50%
adoption

No strong effect

No strong effect

Good to
data

Large Sudden
Growth

Improves size
marginally, but
lifespan
significantly

No strong effect

No strong effect

OK to data

Small Steady
Growth

Faster growth and
larger size

No strong effect

No strong effect

OK to data

Small
Grow
and Collapse

Faster growth and
higher peak, but
bigger collapse

No strong effect

No strong effect

OK to data

Large
Steady
Growth

Smaller
community size

No strong effect

More from 1%

Good to
theory

Small Steady
Growth

Faster growth and
bigger size, 
better
with 50% adoption

More people with
very high number
of friends

More from 1%

Good to
theory

Large
Grow
and Collapse

Higher peak, but
still collapse,
more variation

No strong effect

No strong effect

OK to
theory

Small
Grow
and Collapse

Higher peak,
collapse but
marginally less

No strong effect

No strong effect

OK to
theory

Much longer
lifespan

No strong effect

No strong effect

Good to
theory

Small
Grows

Never

NB: Colour coding: Green - positive effect of platform, amber - neutral or no effect, red - negative effect.

Most commonly the simulation results suggest the platform makes 
modest positive changes to a
community, by increasing its size, and/or rate of growth
. However, there were many results which
suggested the effect of the platform may be marginal or insignificant, particularly for friendship and
contributions.
There were a few examples of results which suggested the platform may have 
negative effects
. The first
of these was for small ‘grow and collapse’ online communities, for whom their 
collapse appeared
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swifter and more common when they used the platform. Second was the results for large steady
growth offline communities, who appeared to r
each smaller sizes when using the platform
, despite
still reaching relatively large sizes.
There were also some counterintuitive results; most notably the 
positive effect of the platform in
some communities was felt more strongly when only 50% of members adopted the platform
. This
was most obvious for large steady growth online communities and small steady growth offline
communities.
Because of the complexity of the simulation there are many dynamics that may explain these results. At
the time of writing it is not clear which dynamics cause which results, however it would appear that
effects of the platform on friendship formation, and contributions, do not have a strong effect as they
are common across the simulation results, despite different outcomes in size and lifespan.

Future work
These results are not conclusive or final. To reach a point where they are of more use to the
development of the platform (i.e., to attend to the ABM’s second goal described in the aims section) and
can be more trusted further work should be focussed in two directions:
1.

Further exploring the dynamics behind the results 
described above. It is important to be able
to clearly explain the micro-level dynamics that lead to the results of any ABM. At this stage
this has not been possible for the P2Pvalue simulation. Further work should focus on exploring
the processes that lead to the results described above. Once these have been identified, they
may result in more useful findings to inform the platforms design.

2.

The model’s results should be 
validated further against data from communities that adopt
the platform in the future. Though there are no ‘control’ examples available, those
communities that adopt the platform in the future will be able to report on how it has affected
their operation. These findings could be used to further validate the model, and even refine its
rules, allowing us to have more trust in the simulation results.
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